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HISTORY

OF

MORAL SCIENCE.

CHAPTER XVI.

DR. HUTCHESON.

ON THE PASSIONS.

Dr. Hutcheson's treatise on the passions is a

book of considerable ingenuity and importance. He
seems to have set a high value upon it himself, and

his affection for it may have been considerably heigh-

tened from the consideration that it was his first pro-

duction, and what contributed in a material degree

to bring him into notice as a moral writer. This

work is divided into two parts, one on the nature

and conduct of the passions, and the other contains

further illustrations of the doctrine of a moral sense,

and an examination of the systems of Mr. Wollas-

ton, Dr. Clarke, and others.

The first part, which relates to the nature and

conduct of the passions, is by far the most interest-

ing and instructive ; and I here beg to premise, that

VOL. II. B



52 DR. HUTCHESON.

I intend to follow the same plan in my remarks

upon the passions, which 1 followed in the preced-

ing- chapter on the doctrine of a moral sense. What

I propose advancing will partake more of a gene-

ral commentary or dissertation on the nature ofthe

passions, than a literal analysis of Dr. Hutcheson*s

work. But in doing- this I lay little claim to ori-

ginality, as the subject has been so often handled

by able writers, that nothing new except relatively

the mere arrangement can be expected. What I

wish to accomplish is, to give the reader a general

conception of the nature of our various passions,

and to fix on his attention some of those general

laws which guide, in all cases, their operation.

Those who have looked upon human affairs with

any degree of attention, must have been struck

with the beautiful regularity and harmony,—the

wonderful adaptation of means to ends, which are

so conspicuous amidst the seemingly conflicting and

jarring passions which propel individuals and so-

cieties towards some given end or object. Man's

moral constitution furnishes every one who contem-

plates it in a becoming and proper frame of mind,

with objects of the deepest interest, and most live-

ly pleasure. We are too apt, when looking into na-

ture's works, either with a view of deriving know-
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ledg*e and amusement, or of heightening our devo-

tional feelings of reverence and humility towards

Him who created and regulates all things, to con-

fine our observations to the material world ; to gaze

upon the stupendous mountains, the majestic rivers,

the beautiful landscapes, the wonders of the animal,

vegetable, and mineral kingdoms, the terrors of the

thunder, and the devastations of the earthquake and

the volcano. And it must be admitted, that these

objects are calculated and intended to excite our

curiosity, and call forth our praise ; but at the same

time, we ought to recollect, that they by no means

form exclusive objects for our rational inquiry and

admiration. In our moral nature, we may trace,

in well defined characters, the hand of omnipotent

wisdom, order and skill. The various desires, ap-

petites, and passions, which animate us in every

era of our life—from the cradle to the grave—and

in every situation, whether roaming in the woods,

or living in civilized and polished society ; are so

nicely adjusted, so accurately balanced, and so un-

erringly directed to their proper ends and uses^

that the whole moral man presents an object skil-

fully arranged, and beautifully proportioned. The

elements which administer to this harmony and

concord are of various descriptions and of differ-
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ent degrees of strength ; some of a repulsive, and

others of an attractive nature : but they all possess

that qualification which fits them to act their re-

spective parts in the drama of human life ; and

though resembling the apparently confused and dis-

ordered elements of the material world, they never-

theless have that innate principle of unity of object,

and singleness of purpose, which is so conspicuous-

ly exhibited in every part of the whole fabric of

nature.

Though we maintain, that tlie moral nature of

man presents as many proofs of the goodness, wis-

dom, and omnipotence of the Deity, as any other

department of nature
;
yet it is not by this meant

to deny that there is not to be found some portion

of disorder—some remnant of confusion ; but this

ought not, by any means, to check our admiration,

or blind us to what is constructed with such wis-

dom. We praise the mechanism of our bodily

frame ; we admire the harmony of its parts, their

nice adjustment, and their adaptation for the ends

they were intended to produce ; but our body,

^hough justly a subject of wonder in its contrivance,

still carries in its own nature the seeds of its entire

dissolution ; and every function, whose exercise af-

fords us such matter for curious contemplation.
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bears in its elementary constitution the principle

which will effectually destroy its power. But we

admire and praise the exquisite workmanship of

this frame, notwithstanding its imperfections, which

are always present to our view. Just so should we

look upon our moral natures ; our passions and

appetites are the fruitful source of many evils, of

much confusion, vice, and suffering ; and yet when

we view the effects of these passions, upon the

whole, they act with wonderful harmony and con-

cord ; and it would be extremely difficult for us to

point out any alteration in their original structure

or force, which would not have the effect of destroy-

ing that mutual relation and dependence of parts,

so necessary to produce unity and singleness of

effect, which mark the general character of the

works of nature and providence. It cannot be said

of any one of our passions, when taken singli/y that

it is of an evil or pernicious nature ; it becomes bad

only from the excess of its indulgence. Even anger

and revenge are necessary for the preservation of

the individual, as well as of society ; and though

liable to produce evils of various kinds and degrees,

yet when viewed in a proper light, their effect may

be said to be good in the general economy of the

passions.

—
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" Passions, like elements, though born to fight,

Yet raix'd and soften'd, in his work unite

;

These 'tis enough to temper and employ

;

But what composes man, can man destroy ?

Suffice that reason keep to nature's road.

Subject, compound them, follow her and God.

Love, hope, and joy, fair pleasure's smiling train,

Hate, fear, and grief, the family of pain;

These mix'd with art, and to due bounds confin'd,

Make and maintain the balance of the mind,

The lights and shades, whose well accorded strife,

Give all the strength, and colour of our life."*

The moral growth of the individual, furnishes us

with fruitful topics for curious and instructive con-

templation. In the early stages of man's existence,

almost all his passions lie dormant ; but as he ad-

vances to maturity, they become gradually develop-

ed according to his present necessities and wants
;

and many of these passions are of such a nature as

to grow with his growth and strengthen with his

years. In this development of his passions, the

greatest degree ofwisdom and order are manifested

;

they do not start up in his bosom in an irregular

and confused manner, but gradually unfold them-

selves in strict conformity with his other facul-

ties, and square in wonderfully with the present

state of his bodily strength, intellectual improve-

* Essay on Man.
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merit, and social propensities. Were this not the

case, nothing but confusion and disorder would be

perceptible in human affairs ; no such thing- as com-

fort and sociality could be found, nor could society

itself exist for a single day, if submitted to the in-

fluence of principles diametrically opposite to those

by which it is at present regulated and upheld.

How lamentable would it be, for example, for a

child of five or six years old to be possessed of a

strong desire of power and dominion ; an ardent

desire to benefit mankind by his labours, when he is

destitute of strength sufiicient to take care of himself;

without knowledge, prudence, foresight, and many

other moral and mental qualifications, which are the

fruits only of his riper years and understanding,

and are necessary for a man's advancement in

honourable distinction in society ! Yet such gnaw-

ing desires, with impotence of means, would every

way prevail amongst mankind, were their passions

not developed and regulated by that happy economy

and consummate wisdom we see around us on

every side.

Man, as has frequently been remarked, comes

into the world the most helpless and pitiful of all

creatures. But tender and delicate as his infant

years are, and entirely destitute of the means of
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providing for his numerous and pressing" wants, he

nevertheless finds a constant resource in the kind-

ness and affection of parents, whose parental duties

are suggested and enforced by instinctive impulses

the most impetuous and overwhelming. As he

grows apace, his moral and physical powers expand

in a regular order and proportion. The love of

novelty, of activity, and of praise, form the princi-

pal springs of action in his early years. He be-

comes gradually sensible of the good and bad conse-

quences of his actions
;
grows fond of his own

home, evinces kind affections for his parents, bre-

thren, and acquaintances ; feels a strong interest in

their welfare ; considers himself a member of the

little community of his father's household ; learns

to know the meaning of obligation and duty ; and

thus the evolutions of his moral powers is progres-

sively provided for by those very wants, weaknesses,

and dangers, which beset him in the early part of

his existence.* But at this period, all his passions

are weak, and are made subservient only to the

gratification of his own wants, or of the wants of

those who are more immediately connected with

him. The love of posthumous fame, of distinction,

of country, and of power, have not as yet shot up

* See the Article on Moral Science in the Encyclopaedia Britannica,
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in his bosom. All is pure unadulterated selfish-

ness. He cannot discriminate between the interests

of the individual and the interests of the communi-

ty. Here it is that great wisdom is manifested in

the growth of his moral powers. By paying exclu-

sive attention to his own individual wants in the

early part of his career, man is enabled to arrive at

the highest state of perfection of which his nature is

susceptible ; for by bringing his moral and physical

energies into play only when in a full state of ma-

turity, and when their joint exercise can alone pro-

duce those consequences or ends which are of such

momentous importance both to society and himself,

he thereby secures more effectually his own pre-

servation, and elevates himself to that sphere of

intellectual excellence and moral responsibility and

usefulness in which he has been destined to move.

As he advances in years, new moral powers are

evolved, and new principles of action are brought

into operation. In the prime of life, the attention

to the security and private enjoyment of the indi-

vidual becomes less marked and striking, and he

gives himself up more freely to the unrestrained

desires and pleasures, the social interests and en-

dearments which naturally result from a state of

society. He feels himself inclined and fully com-
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petent to take a part in the important transactions

of the world, to enter into all its amusements, par-

ticipate in all its cares and dangers, and to sympa-

thize deeply with every thing which can, in the re-

motest degree, affect the prosperity and existence

of the social compact. From this direction given

to his moral powers, a multitude of fresh duties

press upon his attention, which are performed with

more or less alacrity and pleasure, according to the

agent's growth in moral rectitude and perfection.

The love of country, a desire to benefit mankind,

friendship, gratitude, sincerity, and universal bene-

volence, take firm possession of the soul ; and the

exercise of these virtuous affections is attended, ei-

ther immediately or prospectively, with the most

refined and exalted enjoyments. As the virtuous

propensities which directly lead to happiness are at

this period the strongest, so likewise are these passions,

the slightest excess or ill management of which is

productive of evil. Now it is that all the advantages

of good and all the evils of bad education and ex-

ample are felt and enjoyed. Man, in the plenitude

of his strength, requires all the restraints which go-

vernment, morality, and religion can lay upon

him, to regulate and moderate the impetuosity of

his passions, which but too frequently break down
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the boundaries of virtue, honour, and prudence,

and involve him in a scene of intemperance, profli-

gacy, and guilty ambition, which bring- ruin,

misery, and bitter reflections upon himself, and con-

sequences the most calamitous upon his friends, and

the society of which he is a member.

But as man arrives at the last epoch of his exist-

ence, many of his passions partake of the weakness

and want of tone of his bodily functions ; and the

aggregate efl'ect of all his passions upon society be-

comes considerably diminished. The fickleness and

selfishness of second childhood steal imperceptibly

upon him as soon as he passes the meridian of life.

Patriotic feelings are now, in his eyes, the effects

of a distempered brain
;
general benevolence shows

a great want of experience in human nature ; and

every contemplated change in the conduct of the

individual, or in the civil institutions of his coun-

try, is, in his conception, visionary, impracticable,

and dangerous. He is inclined, and he conceives

it his duty to give counsel rather than to en-

gage in action ; to guide and temper the sanguine

impetuosity of youth and manhood, than himself to

be an active agent in the bustling concerns of the

world. The infinite variety of passion and action

which fills the world has now little hold of his af-
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fections. lie views the busy scene of the world un-

der a more considerate and sombre aspect ; and he

calculates with more accuracy and precision the

consequences of his own actions. The love of

ease, the love of wealth, interestedness, foresight,

and affection for his offspring", seem to be the prin-

cipal moral springs which excite him to action.

But as his bodily infirmities increase, and he hastens

with rapid strides to the grave, his moral faculties

become entirely paralyzed, and he is scarcely con-

sidered in the light of a moral agent, but becomes,

as in the first dawn of his mental career, an object

of pity and compassion, presenting a lesson, at

once mortifying and instructive, to surviving mor-

tality.

From this short and but very imperfect sketch of

the moral nature of man, which has been inserted

by way of introduction to what is to follow, we

may see that every part of his nature is so admi-

rably adjusted, as to produce the exact object for

which it was intended. Like the conception we

endeavour to form of a perfect piece of machinery,

we can discover no waste of strength or misappli-

cation of power, but the force applied is always

commensurate to the effect produced. Man, in

his early years, is attentive only to his own wants,
G
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and thus the individual is reared fit for the du-

ties and obligations which his neighbours and so-

ciety require at his hands. As he advances in riper

years and understandings, he extends his views,

does not always confine his attention to himself,

but enters with spirit and enthusiasm into the affairs

of others ; and this passion of social benevolence,

and ardent desire to benefit others, is generally

most vigorous when it can be promptly seconded

by a proportional share of bodily strength and

health. As time continues to impair his physical

organs, and lessens his activity, so these impulses

which propel him to take a deep interest in the af-

fairs of his brethren of mankind, seem to grow

weaker in a direct ratio ; and as the infirmities of

the flesh exclude him from mixing- much in the busv

scene of the world, he gradually, as it were, relin-

quishes his hold of society^ when he is no longer

able to take a part in it ; and confines himself to

the gratification of his private passions, which have

for their object his own individual ease, security,

and comfort. It is thus that every state and period

of human life has passions and desires suited to its

nature and wants. Men have to play a certain part

on the stage of life, and when this is done they

must make wav for other actors in the drama.
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The moral system of the universe is carried on by

a kind of rotatory motion, which produces that

infinite diversity and novelty of passion which are

exhibited every way around us.

Leaving- these general remarks on the moral ca-

pacities of man, let us look a little more in detail

into the nature and operation of his various pas-

sions. In doing this we will be as brief as the na-

ture of the subject will permit.

The classification of the passions has, in the writ-

ings of moralists, been subject to much variety and

change. The passions have been divided and sub-

divided according to the humour or theoretical

views of the writer. The very ancient division,

that which arranged all our affections, passions, and

desires under two divisions, namely, love and

hatred, is the most general and comprehensive, and

at the same time, perhaps, the most correct. But

for our present purpose, we will consider the pas-

sions relatively to their objects, and divide them in-

to two classes, those which have for their object the

good of the individual, or private passions, such as

love of life, of pleasure, of ease, of power, and the

like ; and the other public affections, or those which

carry us beyond ourselves, and make us feel an in^

terest in the affairs of others, such as gratitude,
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compassion, friendship, love of country, patriotism,

&c. The private affections may be also divided in-

to two kinds, those which relate immediately to the

protection of the individual, such as fear, ang-er,

resentment, &c. and others which aim at procuring

some positive good, as wealth, power, fame, and the

like.

The first general law which seems to suggest it-

self, upon an inquiry into the nature and operation

of the passions, is, that in proportion as any one

given passion gains a power or ascendancy of the

mind, that passion lessens the power or force of all

the other passions in an exact degree. This may

be very strikingly illustrated by examining the in-

fluence which some of the private passions possess,

such as fear, resentment, and love of wealth. When

fear takes a firm hold of the mind, it brings the

whole man under complete subjection, paralyzes all

the other faculties of the soul, and prevents him

from turning those circumstances and events to any

useful purpose towards his own comfort or even

existence, which were meant to advance the one,

and secure the other ; the effects of revenge, or ex-

cessive resentment for injuries sustained, operate in

a similar manner. By the violent commotions they

raise in our frame, they deprive us of all that cau-
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tion, ])riidence, and foresight, which are always sd

essential to our welfare, whether engaged in private

or in public life, and, besides making us appear in

the eyes of others as objects of pity and contempt, the

excessive indulgence of these resentful feelings not

unfrequently plunges us into a course of violence,

no way proportioned to the injuries sustained,

which endanger our own and others' existence, and

])roduce bitter inward reflections to the end of

our days. Avarice, or an excessive craving after

wealth, does also weaken the power or force of the

other passions, particularly the generous kind, in

proportion to its strength over the individual. The

grovelling and sordid desires of the miser, check

the growth of all public spirit and patriotism j and

even those social feelings and propensities which

arise from the relations between friends, neighbours,

and acquaintances, wither and die under its pesti-

ferous influence, and the whole man becomes an

object of meanness, littleness, and contempt. Even

this extravagant desire of wealth defeats, in many

cases, its own object ; for the miser is so engrossed

with his darling treasures, whether they be great or

small, that he cannot think of advancing any por-

tion of his wealth in speculative concerns or mer-

cantile enterprises, which, when judiciously ma-
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nag-ed, become a great source of riches to those

who engage in them.

Further illustrations of this g-eneral law may also

be obtained from considering the effects of the pub-

lic affections. Man is evidently made for society.

He cannot confine his social propensities to his fa-

mily or neighbours, but they irresistibly draw him

into larg-er and more comprehensive communities

and commonwealths. This gives rise to patriotism,

or love of country, one of the most noble and in-

teresting- passions which can animate the human

form. Public spirit, or a desire to benefit our

country, or mankind in general, renders the pos-

sessor an object of universal admiration and respect,

because, as these affections are the offspring of the

noblest minds, so do they also become the parents

of the greatest benefits to society. The true pa-

triot continues in his course of well-doing with

steadiness and determination, neither awed on the

one hand by open terror, nor, on the other, betray-

ed into a mean compromise of his honour by secret

influence and corruption. Even the love of popu-

lar fame itself, the most seductive of all passions,

and which will eventually be the means of handing

down his name to immortal renown, cannot seduce

him from the straight forward path of sincerity and

VOL. II. c
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integrity ; for he will learn to separate the dross

from the ore, and to set a proper value upon that

praise which is obtained without desert, and be-

stowed without judgment. To watch over the

public interests, to do every thing he can to pro-

mote its good by his talents, his wealth, and his

virtue, is his constant aim. All other passions are

here swallowed up. The love of ease and pleasure

hang loosely about him, and even the tender affec-

tions which result from the relations of private life,

together with life itself, are bravely sacrificed when

put in competition with the rights and happiness of

our country.

Another principle respecting the nature and go-

vernment of the passions is, that the name of virtue

is given to that state of mind which results from

keeping all our passions, both public and private,

in due subordination to each other, so that each

passion may just perform its part and no more. It

must appear evident to those who rightly consider

man's situation in the universe, that he could not

long exist without paying some attention to the re-

gulation of his passions. By attending to the grati-

fication of those propensities which have for their

object the present good or present pleasure of the

individual ; to be guided by and entirely under the
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control of what immediately administers to the

sensual feeling-s of our capricious appetites ; to let

revenge and resentment run riot for every trifling-

wrong- done us ; and to stifle the voice of pity,

friendship, natural affection, and benevolence, would

be a course entirely subversive of all society and

good order, and ultimately destructive of even our

own happiness and life. On the other hand, to pay

exclusive attention to the public passions ; to smo-

ther the tender and social feelings of the soul, and

despise and trample upon all the duties and obliga-

tions which result from individual connexions ; to

forget all those things necessarily and immediately

connected with our own dignity, worth, and im-

portance,—is to act the part of the political fanatic,

instead of the sober citizen ; to bring ruin and con-

fusion upon our country, instead of upholding its

honour and greatness.

When any one passion, or class of passions, is

too weak or too strong, we are led to pronounce that

there must be some defect in the moral constitution

of the individual. Where, for example, the fear of

danger, and the compassion for others' distress, arise

to such a height as to make us at all times so trem-

blingly alive, in the one case to our own safety, and

in the other to every little portion of misery which
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may arrest our attention, we shall never be able to

achieve any thing- of importance in the world, nor

to pay that share of attention to those duties which

a state of social life imposes upon us. Our happi-

ness will also suffer in a proportionable degree with

the over-excitement of these passions and affections.

The idea of danger being always present to the

mind, enervates it, and renders it unhappy and

peevish ; and as misery and unhappiness are to be

found in all places and stations of life, no small part

of the comfort of existence depends upon our hav-

ing those affections which cause us to sympathize

with the distresses of others, well tempered and

duly regulated by reason and prudence. But on

the other hand, we ought not to run into the oppo-

site extreme, that of showing at all times an indif-

ference and neglect to the evils which others en-

dure, or to be insensible to personal dangers in the

discharge of duties which call upon us to sacrifice

a portion of our ease, comfort, and individual secu-

rity. This would be to overact our part, to stretch

our passions beyond the proper pitch and tenor.

The one line of conduct leads us to act a cruel and

unfeeling part towards our fellow-men ; and the

other to plunge us into serious and unnecessary

dangers, and to bring upon our heads all the evils
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of fool-hardiness, rashness, and obstinacy. ** Upon

the whole," as Lord Shaftesbury justly remarks, " it

may be said properly to be the same with the affec-

tions or passions in an animal constitution, as with

the cords or string-s of a musical instrument. Of

these, thoug-h in ever so just proportion one to an-

other, one strained beyond a certain degree, it is

more than the instrument will bear. The lute or

lyre is abused, and its eflfect lost. On the other

hand, if, while some of the strings are duly strained,

others are not bound up to their due proportion,

then is the instrument still in disorder, and its

part ill performed. The several species of crea-

tures are like different sorts of instruments ; and

even in the same species of creatures, (as in the

same sort of instrument) one is not entirely like the

other, nor will the same strings fit each. The

same degree of strength which winds up one, and

fits the several strings to a just harmony and con-

cert, may, in anothe?', burst both the strings and in-

strument itself. Thus men who have the liveliest

sense, and are the easiest affected with pain or plea-

sure, have need of the strongest influence, or force

ofother affections, such as tenderness, love, sociable-

ness, compassion, in order to preserve a right ba-

lance icithiny and to maintain them in their duty,
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and in the just performance of their part ; whilst

others who are of a cooler blood, or lower key,

need not the same alloy or counterpart, nor are

made by nature to feel those tender and endearing

affections in so exquisite a degree."*

It is curious, and at the same time instructive,

to observe the different counter-workings and op-

posite tendencies of the passions, and the whole-

some effects which follow from this opposition.

Pity, or the compassion we feel for the distresses of

others, which we have just now noticed, how ad-

mirably is it calculated to arouse us from a state of

indolence and sloth, and to make us set the love of

pleasure, of ease, and even of life itself, at a compa-

ratively trfling value. Anger and revenge, as we

have already hinted, are not without their use, as

they are calculated to prevent a weak and effemi-

nate compassion, and to induce us to bear labour

and pain with a becoming portion of firmness and

patience. Passions of the same class often act and

re-act upon one another, so as to neutralize their

individual effects. Thus, the dread of immediate

danger or pain operates as a check on revenge

and resentment ; whilst, on the contrary, fear itself

* Characteristics, vol ii. p. 95,
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is frequently controlled, when the individual feels

g-reat indignation for the wrongs which have been

inflicted upon him. In like manner, the private

and public affections are placed against each other,

as Hutcheson has beautifully observed, in order to

moderate and limit each other's influence, and pro-

duce a proper balance on the whole. " Thus," as

another moral writer justly observes, " most part,

if not all the passions, have a two-fold aspect, and

serve a two-fold end. In one view, they may be

considered as powers impelling mankind to a certain

course, with a force proportioned to the apprehend-

ed amount of the good they aim at ; in another

view, they appear as weights, balancing the actions

of the powers, and controlling the violence of their

impulses. By means of these powers and weights,

a natural poise is settled in the human breast by its

all-wise author, by which the creature is kept to-

lerably steady in his course, amidst the variety of

stages through which he must pass." And we find

the same ideas respecting the balancing of the pas-

sions, in Shaftesbury, who observes that " Whoever

is the least versed in this moral kind of architec-

ture, will find the inward fabric so adjusted, and

the whole so nicely built, that the barely extending"

of a single passion a little too far, or the continu-
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ance of it too long, is able to bring Irrecoverable

ruin and misery. He will find this experienced in

the ordinary case of phrenzy or distraction, when

the mind, dwelling too long upon one subject,

(whether prosperous or calamitous,) sinks under

the weight of it, and proves what the necessity is

of a due balance and counterpoise in the affections.

He will find, that in every different creature and

distinct sex, there is a different and distinct ordei\

sety or suit of passions, proportionable to the differ-

ent functions and capacities assigned to each. As

the operations and effects are different, so are the

springs and causes in each system. The inside

work is fitted to the outward action and perform-

ance, so that, where habits and affections are dis-

lodged, misplaced, or changed ; where those be-

longing to one species are intermixed with those

belonging to another, there must, of necessity, be

confusion and disturbance within."

It must appear evident that no one passion Is in-

tended to act by itself, but only in conjunction with

others to which it bears a certain necessary rela-

tion. Nor can any one passion be called useless or

sinful, since every one, as we have already noticed,

has its part to perform, and the tendency on the

whole is to produce a given portion of benefit and
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good to the hiiinan economy or state. It cannot,

however, be denied, that some inferences may be

drawn from this doctrine, which seem rather at va-

riance with some popular doctrines of theology.

But to reconcile or remove these difficulties is a duty

which devolves upon the metaphysical theologian

rather than upon the moralist ; since the doctrine

that all our passions tend to produce a certain end

or object, which, all things considered, is beneficial,

is of ancient date, and has never been seriously de-

nied by any writer of consequence. In one point

of view, indeed, this doctrine may be considered as

highly illustrative of the general principles of na-

tural religion ; inasmuch as it teaches us that all

the moral affections and passions of men are fitted

to the various stages of his progressive existence

;

they harmonise wonderfully with his physical and

intellectual condition ; and in every light in which

they can be viewed, furnish incontestible proofs of

that order, wisdom, and beneficence, the attributes

of an all-powerful and wise governor of the uni-

verse. Nor can the effects produced from consider-

ing the economy of the passions under this point of

view be other than beneficial ; for the admiration

of beauty, the love of order, and the complacency

we feel Vvdien we perceive every thing adjusted
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to its proper aid and use, and calculated to raise

our relig-ious feeling-s to the highest pitch, and to

give us the noblest ideas of Hiin who is the sum and

substance of all perfection. Dr. Hutcheson, in

speaking on this subject, remarks, *' It will be ob-

served how admirably our affections are contrived

for good on the whole. Many of them, indeed, do

not pursue the private good of the agent, nay,

many of them, in various cases, seem to tend to his

detriment, by concerning him violently in the for-

tunes of others, in their adversity as well as in their

prosperity. But they all aim at good, either pri-

vate or public, and by them each particular agent

is made, in a great measure, subservient to the good

of the whole. Mankind are thus insensibly linked

together, and make one great system by an invisi-

ble union. He who voluntarily continues in this

union, and delights in employing his power for his

kind, makes himself happy ; he who does not con-

tinue this union makes himself wretched ; nor yet

can he break the bonds of nature. His public sense,

his love of honour, and the very necessities of his

nature, will continue to make him depend upon this

system, and engage him to serve it whether he in-

clines to do it or not. Thus we are formed with

a view to a general good end, and may in our own
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nature discern a universal mind watchful for the

whole.

What are generally denominated passions cannot

be considered as different in kind from desires or

aversions, wishes, or apprehensions ; for passions

are only these various affections of our moral con-

stitution excited in a more violent degree. It is

this strong excitement which constitutes the pecu-

liar nature of passion in general. And in a trea-

tise on the passions it may be proper to make a few

remarks upon the effects which passions of different

kinds have upon our bodies. They operate upon

our frames sometimes slowly and sometimes quick-

ly, and we have frequently witnessed sudden death

from the latter mode, and a slow decline and wast-

ing consumption from the former. The passions

may be viewed in relation to their effects upon the

body, as forming two kinds, the agreeable and the

disagreeable ; those which exercise a friendly in-

fluence over the body, and those which impair and

consume its vital energies. Joy enlivens and ani-

mates the whole frame ; the eyes sparkle ; the ac-

tion of the arterial system is greatly increased ; the

circulation of the fluids is more rejjular, and dis-

eases of every kind are less liable to affect us when

under the transporting influences of this exhilarat-
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ing passion. Love, when viewed in a proper light,

may be said to be a continuation of joy, and is ge-

nerally attended with the general eflfects of that

passion. Love has frequently been known to exer-

cise the most wonderful effects in curing diseases
;

and a strong attachment to a beloved object, when

attended with success, has been frequently known

to exert a healing effect over inveterate complaints,

when all medicinal prescriptions have proved inef-

fectual. The extraordinary exertions both of body

and mind which the true lover makes for the at-

tainment of his object, manifest to us the additional

strength and vigour which are imparted to his frame

by this natural passion. Even the milder affec-

tion, if we may thus term it, of hope, exercises a

wonderfully salutary effect over our animal econo-

my, and its moderately exhilarating influence be-

comes highly beneficial to the healthy and vigorous

exercise of all the bodily functions.

" Auspicious Hope ! in thy sweet garden grow

Wreaths for each toil, a charm for every woe

;

Won by their sweets, in nature's languid hour.

The way-worn pilgrim seeks thy summer bower

;

There, as the wild bee murmurs on the wing.

What peaceful dreams thy handmaid spiiits bring

!

What viewless forms the ^olian organ play.

And sweep the furrow'd lines of anxious thought away."*

* Campbell's Pleasures of Hope.
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On the other hand, the disagreeable passions

exercise a very striking and unfriendly influence up-

on the body. Fear, or the apprehension of bodily

or mental evil, weakens the powers of the mind,

relaxes and congeals every part of our structure,

impedes the pulsation, affects respiration, and pro-

duces tremors and dread, and a complete disorgan-

ization of the whole man, both physically and men-

tally. Terror, which seems to be fear only carried

to a higher pitch, is of all human passions the most

immediately and alarmingly destructive, and, be-

sides, it is at the same time the most difficult to

avoid, as it comes upon us usually without note or

preparation. Its physical effects are commonly a

sudden and violent contraction of the muscles, more

especially those which are more directly under the

influence of the will or voluntary powers,—the

blood is driven violently from the external to the

internal parts ; and, in consequence, a general de-

rangement of the whole system takes place. It has

been stated, upon respectable medical authority, that

instances have happened when terror has had such

an effect upon the individual that the hair on his head

has been instantaneously turned into a grey colour.

Anger exhibits itself in different ways according to

itsdegree
J
andalso as it happensto be connected either

2
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with fear or revenge. If it be allied to fear, it is

productive of spasmodic stagnations in the liver and

its vessels, paleness of the face, and increased pul-

sation of the heart ; a faltering* in the tongue, a

trembling in the limbs, and a jaundiced discolora-

tion of the whole skin. On the contrary, if anger

be connected with a desire and thirst for revenge,

the whole frame is then put into violent commo-

tion ; the circulation of the arterial system is greatly

increased ; the vital energy is much augmented ;

the muscular parts seem to have received a great

accession of strength ; the eyes sparkle, the face

reddens, and the whole man feels himself elated to a

wonderful degree, and fit to cope with any diffi-

culties. Sorrow^ with its modifications, griefandi

despair, like a slow poison, waste and corrode the

vital powers of both mind and body. The nervous

system gets speedily deranged ; the heart beats

slower, and the whole circulation becomes lano-uid

and feeble, under the influence of these depressing

passions. The effects of disappointment and sudden

grief upon the stomach is very remarkable. You

see a stout healthy man with an appetite keen with

the bracing effects of out-door exercise, sit down to

a meal ; but just as he is about to regale himself, a

letter is put into his hand announcing to him the

I
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death of his wife, or some other dear relation or

friend, in whom all his affections and hopes were

centred. In a moment his appetite vanishes ; the

bite is rolled about in his mouth with sickening

satiety, and he can scarcely, by the utmost effort,

succeed in swallowing the smallest particle.

But the agreeable and disagreeable passions point

out the close and intimate union which subsists be-

tween the mind and the body. Of the nature of

this union or connexion we know nothing ; all that

we can infer is, that the passions sometimes take

their rise from the body, and sometimes from the

mind. It is obviously from a physical cause that

anger and rage, timidity and fear, follow from the

taking of strong medicines, poisons, or from the

bite of mad animals ; and that a too great accumu-

lation of bile makes people shy, peevish, melan-

choly, fickle, and discontented. On the other

hand, passions are frequently excited without any

apparently bodily cause, and seem to result from

purely mental operations. But man is a being sub-

jected to such a constant influence from external

objects, that it becomes utterly impossible to define

accurately, in the generality of cases, what may be

fairly attributed to a physical, and what to a mental

cause.
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Our various passions may be said to be the orl-

g-in of what we term natural languag-e, or that me-

dium by which we carry on a correspondence with

our species throug-h the expressions of the counte-

nance, and the gestures of the body. These ex-

pressions and gestures speak with more force and

truth than any conversational terms. They are

never mistaken ; they never deceive us. They be-

come the sure and unerring symbols of what is

passing" in the heart of man. When he is actuated

with passion, and feels strong-ly on a subject, he

accompanies his verbal lang-uage with various sig-

nificant gestures. He points out places with his

fingers, he raises his hands when impressed with

adoration or awe, he clenches his fist, and draws in

his elbows, when menacing an attack or revenge
;

and the easy and unrestraine 1 extension of his arms,

is indicative of friendship and peace. The move-

ments of the head are numerous, and the various

expressions which the muscles of the face assume,

when under the influence of the malevolent and an-

gry passions, are very marked and striking ; while

the pleasing and engaging countenance which be-

tokens the presence of joy, happiness, and content-

ment, call forth our sympathy and regard. The

supplicating seriousness of grief, the scowling haugh-
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tiness of supercilious authority ; the coarse and

boisterous clangour of revelry and merriment, with

groans, hisses, and shouts, are all indicative of cer-

tain kinds, degrees, and states of passion.

It is from paying a close attention to those outward

visible signs of the wishes, passions, and desires of

men, that people are able to carry on a mutual in-

terchange of sentiment and opinion. And it sel-

dom happens that there is any misunderstanding

amongst the parties as to the proper meaning and

application of these expressions and gestures.

Every passion, emotion, and desire is strikingly

pourtrayed in the expressions of the countenance,

and the knowledge of these outward manifestations

of the inward feelings, is the foundation of the arts

of painting and sculpture, &c. " In anger and re-

sentment, the forehead is contracted, the eye-brows

are drawn towards each other, and the lips are

somewhat thrust out ; under the influence of fear,

especially when in a great degree, the forehead and

eye-brows are raised upwards
;

grief or sorrow

causes them to assume a lowering appearance, and

the cheeks to hang down ; the emotion of joy, on

the other hand, expands them, but contracts the

cheeks, and draws up the corners of the mouth.

How wonderfully eloquent, again, are the eyes

!

VOL. II. D
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By them alone, in reality, all the passions of the

soul are expressed with a velocity, an intensity, and

a correctness, which no artificial language can ac-

complish. We readily discover a person's inten-

tion and his feeling towards us, by what we call

his looks ; or in other words, the expression of

his eyes ; and it is to these, much more than to

any spoken words, that we have recourse, on the

most ordinary occurrences, in order to determine

any changes of mind which may have taken place

among our companions. In speaking upon pleasant

and delightful subjects, the eyes are brisk and cheer-

ful ; as, on the contrary, they sink, and are languid,

in delivering anything melancholy and sorrowful.

This is so agreeable to nature, that, before a per-

son speaks, we are prepared with the expectation

of one or the other from his different aspect. So

likewise in anger a certain vehemence and intense-

ness appears in the eyes, which, for want ofproiJer

words to express it by, we endeavour to represent

by metaphors taken from fire, the most violent and

rapid element, and say in such cases, the eyes burUy

sparkle^ or are inflamed. In expressions of hatred

or detestation, it is natural to alter the look, either

by turning the eyes aside or downwards."* In de-

* Ward's System of Oratory.
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sig-ning" and cunning- selfishness, the eyes are con-

tracted inwards, and nearly the same sign is consi-

dered by Hudibras as indicative of religious fana-

ticism and hypocrisy.

" As men of inward light are wont,

To turn their optics in upon't."

We must draw these remarks on the external

signs of our passions to a close, though they might

be greatly extended ; and confine ourselves to a

few observations on the Doctor's treatise On " The

PassionsJ* The main end for which it seems to

have been composed, was to furnish additional con-

firmation of his favourite doctrine—that of a moral

sense. It may be laid down as a principle, tacitly

recognised by the general tenor of this book of

the Doctor's, that wherever there is passion there

must be a moral sense. If we look carefully through

the writings of our most celebrated moralists, upon

this disputed point of a moral sense, we will per-

ceive, that they have generally passed over the

passions in a hasty manner, and have considered

them as little calculated to throw any additional light

either on the one side of the controversy or on the

other. They have disputed about ivhen and in

what manner we came by our notions of right and
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wrong", without ever taking any particular notice

of these sudden and violent emotions of our frame

called passions, which are purely the external sym-

bols or indexes of these very notions of right and

wrong. Our notions of virtue and vice, seem al-

ways to be in their writings, something very differ-

ent in their nature from the passions, which we are

led to consider as instinctive affections. Now ifwe

define a moral sense to what Shaftesbury, Dr.

Hutcheson and others, I feel confident, always

looked upon it to be, only a susceptibility ofmoral

emotion, may we not take upon us to ask, in what

respects this moral susceptibility of emotion differs

from the passions ? If the moral emotion be inde-

pendent of the passions, it may be exercised with-

out any connexion with them—but is this the case ?

Can we have a notion, that we ourselves or others

have sutiered a great and unmerited injury, without

feeling some portion of indignation against the au-

thors of the mischief ? Can we have an idea of one,

in whose welfare we take a deep interest, labouring

under great evils and privations, without feeling the

emotion of compassion in our breasts ? Man, con-

stituted as he is in other respects, could never be

considered as a moral agent, were he destitute of

passion ; for if lie had any notions of virtue and vice.
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they could never be recognised for want of the pas-

sions, which are the external signs of these notions.

In fact, it will be found upon careful examination,

that this susceptibility of moral emotion, called a

sense, does not differ in kind from the passions ;

and therefore, as these passions are allowed to be

purely instinctive in their essence, t\\e moral setise,

contended for by Dr. Hutcheson and others, must

be allowed a participation in the same instinctive

nature.

Dr. Hutcheson has a very fine chapter in his

book on the passions, on the management of our

desires, and of the best means of promoting our

happiness. But to enter here into the question, what

degree of influence the will has over our various

passions and desires, would only be to anticipate

what will have to be advanced when we come to

examine some other treatises on morals.

Besides the treatises already mentioned, Dr.

Hutcheson was the author of a " System of Moral

Philosophy," which Avas published after his death

by his son. The first part of this work is of a me-

taphysical nature ; and the author endeavours to un-

fold the several laws of the human mind, in con-

nexion with our moral constitution ; and by this

means, to trace the origin of our ideas of mora]
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obligation or duty. In the second and third parts,

the particular laws of our constitution which are

necessary for promoting- the prosperity and happi-

ness of a community, as well as to render easy and

comfortable our intercourse with each other, are

treated of at considerable leng-th. Throughout the

whole work, the author endeavours to establish the

great doctrine of a moral sense.

We will here conclude this chapter, by barely re-

marking, that Dr. Hutcheson's station as a moral

philosopher is lofty and conspicuous ; he forms a

land-mark of considerable utility to the moral

student. Though by no means the first who sug-

gested the doctrine of a moral sense, yet he cer-

tainly took the lead in collecting and model-

ling into a system the scattered observations of

others upon, the subject. His name is a tower of

strength to the admirers and supporters of this doc-

trine. He has said all which can possibly be ad-

vanced for his favourite system ; and those who

may peruse his writings will find a copious abun-

dance of useful and instructive informatiom. His

works, however, are somewhat dry and tedious,

arising in a great measure from his extreme sub-

tilty. He informs us that he borrowed the leading

ideas of all his treatises, from Shaftesbury ; but he
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falls considerably short of that sparkling vivacity

and perspicuity of expression, which succeed in

exciting" and riveting the attention to the moral

writings of the author of the " Characteristics."
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CHAPTER XVII.

MR. THOMAS RUTHERFORD.

AN ESSAY ON VIRTUE.

Thomas Rutherford was born at Papsworth,

Everlierd, in Cambridg-eshire, in 1712. Having-

passed through the elementary parts of education,

he was entered at St. John's College, Cambridge,

where he took his degrees, and obtained a fellow-

ship in the College. He was afterwards appointed

regius Professor of Divinity in the University, and

created D. D. He was chosen to be Chaplain to

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, shortly

after this. In the Church he was rector of Bar-

ley, in Hertfordshire, and in Shenfield in Essex

;

and made an archdeacon also. He died in Oc-
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tober 1771» having nearly completed his 59th

year.

Mr. Rutherford's " Essay on the Nature and Ob-

lig-ations of Virtue " is, I believe, but little known

amongst the readers of moral publications. It is,

however, well worthy of a careful perusal. The

views of the author are unfolded with much energy

and precision ; and those great faults amongst the

more theoretic writers which preceded him,—of

affected obscurity, and abstruse distinctions, are in

a great measure avoided.

Mr. Rutherford combats the opinion of Mr. Wol-

laston, Dr. Clarke, and others, that virtue consists

in acting agreeably to truth, or treating things as

being what they really are. If virtue were to con-

sist in acting merely in conformity with the nature

of things, then it would clearly follow, that Jitiiess,

abstractly considered, would be, in all cases, a sure

measure or standard of virtue and vice ; and, ac-

cordingly, we would find, that if Jitness of appli-

cation^ made virtue, and the contrary vice, then

many things which are naturally fit to be done

would be invested with the qualities of virtue and

vice. Drinking out of a glass would not constitute
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that action a virtuous one ; nor breaking the glass

a vicious one. And again, there is a very natural

fitness or propriety of a person applying force at

the long end of a lever, in order to raise a weight,

but there is no virtue in this ; nor is there any thing

which we could properly denominate vice, if he

were to disregard natural fitness, and apply his

strength at the short end of the lever, with a hope

of accomplishing the same end. There would be

an evident misapplication of means,—a total disre-

gard of the fitness of things in acting in accordance

with the latter supposition ; but there would be no-

thing which could clothe the action with moral cri-

minality. We must therefore look out for some

other rule, by which we are to determine what is

virtuous and what is vicious. We want a mark to

point out tons those relations amongst various things,

which it becomes virtue to act in conformity to, and

vice to act against ; and also those relations which

are connected with actions perfectly indifferent.

This mark or standard must therefore be determined

from observations made upon those relations amongst

the actions and consequences of living beings which

effect their comfort and happiness. What consti-

tutes any unfitness a moral unfitness^ is, that it is ca-

])able of producing unhappiness and misery ; and
3
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what makes, in like manner, a moralfitnessy is that

which is calculated to advance our happiness, and

secure our well-being-.

Let the question be considered in every possible

light, we will always find, that the notion of virtue

must consist in something more than in mere fitness

of application. But let us take, for example, those

duties of a moral kind, which a man owes to him-

self. Here fitness of application is nothing- more

than fitness of action ; because a man must ne-

cessarily act in conformity to his nature and consti-

tution, when he uses his powers and faculties in a

proper manner ; and nothing can here constitute an

unfitness of application but a disagreement between

the action and the nature, or circumstances of him

who does it. We disapprove of the conduct of the

sensualist, and pronounce his conduct contrary to

the order or fitness of things ; because we say it is

contrary to the character of man. But we may

again ask, how is that character to be estimated, and

by what moral standard is it to be tried ? If from

the man himself, then he plainly acts up to it ; and

if we look to the notions which the generality of

mankind entertain on such conduct as his, we may

be led to see, that the standard here is variable and

unsatisfactory.
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Why do we dislike and reprobate the man of plea-

sure ? Because his course of life diverts his atten-

tion from that which is calculated to promote the

welfare of his felloW'Creatures, and leads him into a

path of life destructive to his own, as well as to

others* happiness. Why do we condemn the drunk-

ard "^ Is it merely because his intemperate habits

invariably shorten his days, and render his life mi-

serable ? Certainly not ; these are some of the rea-

sons why we pronounce his conduct to be immoral,

but not the sole and only ones. For, if this were

the case, if the mere relation which is established in

the nature and constitution of thing-s between in-

temperance in drinking- and destruction of domestic

comfort and life were to be the standard of virtue,

then it would clearly follow, that the men whose

health and life were sacrificed to some useful occu-

pation, and the soldier, who rushed into the battle

for the good of his country, would also be acting a

vicious part. What makes all the difference be-

tween the drunkard and the two last cases is, that

the workmen and the soldier suffer for the real and

lasting good of mankind ; while the sot can advance

no such plea of justification, for his whole life is one

continued outrage to decency and propriety ; and,

instead of doing good, he is perpetually engaged in
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transactions which have a certain and direct ten-

dency to efface from human nature every vestig-e

of morality. It is entirely vipon this principle that

we reason and jndge in such cases as we have here

supposed. The benefit or injury is always taken

into account ; and our praise or blame is always

meted out in strict accordance with the amount of

happiness or misery which is the result of any par-

ticular line of moral conduct.

It may possibly be objected, that this is not a sa-

tisfactory method of showing" what virtue really is
;

for it is not only necessary that that kind of beha-

viour which has the name of virtue be pointed out,

but it is requisite to show what has the nature or

essence of virtue ; not what is termed, but what is

really virtue in the abstract. The reality of moral

distinctions is as amply and firmly secured upon the

theory of utility as upon any other hypothesis. The

general terms virtue and vice are g-iven to two dif-

ferent kinds of actions, and are made to stand for

the two different qualities, by which these qualities

are characterised ; and nothing more is required to

make us well acquainted with what virtue and vice

are in their own nature, than to know the qualities

attached to these two separate sets of actions. It

is perfectly true, that the mere words virtue and
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vice are purely arbitrary and conventional terms
;

but we are not to infer from this, that the ideas they

represent are uncertain and variable ; on the con-

trary, we see clearly that the Author of Nature,

who has made things as they really are, has consti-

tuted one kind of behaviour different from another,

and has made some moral actions fitted to produce

good or happiness, and others to produce evil and

misery. If murder or drunkenness do harm, call-

ing either by the name of virtue will not make

them less harmless, because giving the name does

not invest either action with the quality or attribute

of virtue. And, in like manner, if chastity is found

to be useful and beneficial to mankind ; and if all

mankind were, by common consent, to agree that

it was no virtue, they could only strip it of its title
;

they could not change its beneficial qualities.

Many of the disputes in moral philosophy may

be traced to the variable meanings which are given

to the words moral good, moral agents and moral

obligation. The whole of moral science is only

that branch of philosophy which lai/s down rules

for the regulation of our conduct ; and the nature

and utility of this science do not rest upon what

may be termed pure demonstration, but upon pro-

bable evidence and analogical reasoning. We are
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induced to follow certain kinds of behaviour from

probable evidence alone ; we eat and drink without

being able demonstratively to prove that we will

be refreshed and strengthened by this act ; we en-

gage in all our business affairs, with a hope that

they will turn out to our expectations, but without

being directed by the same path of demonstration.

These few remarks will enable us to determine what

is meant by several phrases in common use, both

with the learned and the unlearned. Moral good

generally signifies that which is of use or advantage

to others. This is its familiar meaning. Thus we

say, that an estate is a good estate, if the owner re-

ceives considerable benefit from it ; and a house is

said to be a good house, when its structure and

conveniences administer to the happiness and com-

fort of its occupant. These are properly called

natural good. By moi'al good, we mean precisely

the same thing so far as the end is concerned ; we

only differ in the sense of the phrase as far as the

means are employed. That which by necessity of

its nature, or without will, intelligence, or design,

produces good, is called natural good ; but that

good which is produced by an active agent possess-

ing will and understanding, is said to be moral

good. This is the reason why an action is called a
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morally good action ; and the phrase involves two

distinct ideas, freeness and design in the agent, and

the tendency of the action to produce benefit or good

to the agent or to others. By a moral man, we

mean a man whose behaviour is calculated to make

himself, as well as others, happy. The definition

which has here been attempted, of what is usually

meant by moral good., is in some measure explana-

tory of the term moral agent. No being can be

said to be morally good that is not supposed to

have the power within himself of both doing good

and ill. There must be a spontaneous act of will

before an action can be invested with moral respon-

sibility, or be liable to censure or praise. There

must be a sense of duty joined to the power of a

settled intention or design. What makes the dif-

ference between the inferior creation and man ?

what is it that clothes the behaviour of the latter

with moral validity, and induces us to use the lan-

guage of approbation when his actions are produc-

tive of good, and disapprobation when they pro-

duce harm ; and yet which induces us to give nei-

ther praise nor blame to irrational creatures, though

the actions they do may be productive of as much

benefit to us as those of our own kind ? It is li-

berty of action. And let the question be viewed
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in every light it is possible to view it, we will find

that a moral agent means one that has liberty of

action^ and is capable of acting ivith design and

under a sense ofduty. The term moral obligation y

in its extended sense, is perfectly consistent with

choice or liberty of action, and cannot be separated

from it. We never apply moral obligation to any

thing or agent where necessity or compulsion is

understood ; moral obligation must mean that

which is the best and most proper behaviour in all

conditions, and this becomes the universal reason

for practising it.

From an examination of the ordinary feelings

and sympathies of mankind, as well as of our exter-

nal senses or powers of perception, it is clearly ap-

parent that they have all a strong tendency to pro-

mote our comfort and secure our existence ; and

from this consideration, it has been supposed by

some moralists that we have an instinctive power

or feeling of doing good, similar to our bodily

senses, which has generally been denominated a

moral sense, and which has virtue for its object,

and gives a disinterested approval of all her dic-

tates. But upon mature consideration it will be

found that we cannot be said to have virtue from

any such instinctive feeling. Are we not fondest

VOL. II. E
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of virtue when we experience its benefits, when;

we find it in a friend or a neighbour, where we are

likely to experience its beneficial eff'ects ? And in

like manner, would not evil at the hand of a friend

be more severely felt, as we should then be un-

der a greater load of affliction ?

The true source of moral obligation must be that

which gives us an undoubted assurance, that by be-

ing virtuous we shall not fail to be happy. For

whether we follow virtue as she manifests her

operations in the general behaviour of mankind, or

attend to the dictates of reason as they are unfold-

ed in the writings of philosophers, we will not fail

to perceive that our own happiness is always what

we aim at, and that which we invariably profess

at least to pursue with steadiness and constancy..

If virtue had no relation to this end, no tendency

to promote our comfort, it would cease to have any

importance in our eyes. But this cannot be ; vir-

tue can never be indifferent to us, and will always

remain distinct from vice ; and that conduct which

is productive of good to mankind v/iil not only al-

ways maintain a distinctive character from that

which is productive of misery and ruin, but will be

the best for those who follow it, even though they

should occasionally feel distress.
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But there Is great reluctance in all mankind to

confess that they act from pure selfishness. While

we are pursuing- any object with ardour, we are

anxious to keep out of view that it is for the pur-

pose of making- ourselves happy that we wish to

obtain it. It is not till a man becomes possessed

of more enlarg-ed views of moral duty that he will

openly and explicitly avow the doctrine, that pri-

vate and public utility are the foundations of all

true morality. He must thoroughly understand

that the real good of every particular individual is

by some means or other connected with the good

and happiness of all mankind ; and that by taking'

the proper and lawful steps of promoting- our own

welfare and comfort, we are at the same time do-

ing what is best calculated to advance the best in-

terests of our brethren of mankind.

Every man's happiness then, becomes the final

or ultimate end which reason teaches him to pur-

sue. For it will be found that the genuine dic-

tates of nature cannot differ from those of right

reason, for the latter will approve what the former

suggests. Reason only points out the final end

of an action as a motive for performing it, and this

end is that which is, all things considered, the most

desirable ; and this is nothing more nor less than to
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affirm that such and such a thing- is productive of hap-

piness. We may here appeal to the opinions of the

wisest of the heathen philosophers, as to what they

meant by the voice ofreason. They invariably consi-

dered it as synonymous with that which was instru-

mental to happiness. In that controversy which gave

rise to an almost infinite fund of discussion, and divid-

ed them into different sects or parties, namely, where

the sovereign good was to befound, and what was

that in ivhich the happiness of man principally

consisted ; we may clearly perceive the universali-

ty of this opinion as to the nature of virtue. What-

ever disputes raged amongst the ancients as to the

line of conduct which was best calculated to pro-

duce happiness, and to avoid the least portion of

evil—whether we look to those who talked about

the sublimity of virtue in the abstract, or those who

descanted on the pleasure derivable from a prudent

and temperate management of the appetites and

passions, yet will we perceive that good of some

kind or degree was what they considered as the

final end of all virtuous action, and the reason it

became obligatory on mankind to perform it.

But, though every man's happiness be the ulti-

mate end or reason why he should act in conformity

with virtuous principles, yet we must bear in miu''
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that mail is but an imperfect and short-sig-hted crea-

ture ; and, on this account, he requires a guide to

point out to him what is really calculated to pro-

mote his permanent happiness. Now, it will be

found, that there is no real happiness in the mere

act of virtue, independent of the word of God, and

the dispensations of his Providence. It is agreed,

that the good of each individual is the ultimate end

of virtue ; but the most interesting question is, where

will hefind this good ? Nature and reason bid him

pursue it ; but is either sufficient to direct him to it ?

If these prove but frail guides ; if they only prompt

to happiness, without giving the requisite informa-

tion how and where true happiness is to be found,

we will have to apply to some other course for this

important information. The state of morality in

the heathen world is sufficient to convince us, that

man cannot find out the happy course of conduct,

if left entirely to himself. Epicurus bids him look

for happiness in the pursuit of pleasure ; Hierony-

mus cautions him to avoid pain ; the Stoics tell

him to follow nature ; and the Peripatetics enjoin

him to adhere steadily to virtue, which consists in

securing as many of the advantages of body and of

fortune as can be properly procured. Here we per-

ceive a great contrariety of opinion, but all these
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different schemes for happiness do pointedly show,

that the framers of them had no infallible standard

of good and evil, by which to reg-ulate their con-

duct. This standard can only be found in the will

and appointments of our Creator. There are no

natural affections of virtue implanted in human na-

ture sufficiently strong to be invariably and exclu-

sively depended upon ; there is no intrinsic or pe-

culiar fitness in virtue which can render it an object

of our esteem or affection ; neither nature nor rea-

son will make a man steadily pursue any thing but

his own immediate good ; nor does the final happi-

ness of mankind, either in this life, or in that which

is to come, depend upon the sole efficiency of vir-

tue, considered in itself. We must, therefore, have

recourse to the belief in a Deity, and superintend-

ing Providence ; taking the Scriptures as our foun-

dation of duty, and of our hopes of future felicity.

All true principles of moral obligation lie hid from

the natural powers of the atheist or the fatalist,

from them who think in their heart there is no Gody

and those who strive to make themselves happy in-

dependent of the Deity's immediate assistance.

The great dispute amongst the various parties

who have written on morality has been, what was

the obliging cause of duty ? Now, we maintain.
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that the uniform practice of virtue towards all man-

kind becomes our duty when revelation has inform-

ed us that God will make us finally happy for it in

another life. All moral motives become weak and

inefficient when our happiness is kept out of view

;

and our constitution is such, and God has made it

such, that without a prospect ofadvantage, we are un-

able to be moved by any thing. Even the authority

of the Almighty will have little weight where our

compliance with it does not forward the pursuit of

our happiness ; for the source of moral obligation is

not so much his will to have us to deserve it, as it is

his will to make us happy. If we look at the princi-

ples of natural religion alone, we will find that they

are of themselves inadequate to enforce the truth

on our minds, that a constant and universal practice

of virtue will appear to be agreeable to nature and

reason ; we must, therefore, look for the true source

of all moral obligation iji the revealed will of God ;

where it is plainly and forcibly laid down, that vir-

tue becomes our duty, because the Almighty has

expressly promised to reward all those in another

and happier state of existence, who diligently seek

him in this.

vSeeking, therefore, in the book of Revelation for

the only efficient and certain obligation to virtue,
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we may divide it into three leading* divisions. First,

That law, and those promises which were g-iven to

man before the promulgation of the laws of Moses.

Secondly, That part of revelation which embraces

that portion of the history of the Jews while the

law existed in full force. And, thirdly, Christia-

nity after the Mosaic ritual was abrogated. On all

these points it will be our intention to show, that

obedience to virtue, or the will of God, was en-

forced by the promises of happiness in a future life.

First, The penalty which was inflicted upon our

first parents for eating of the forbidden fruit was

the loss of immortality. St. Paul observes that we

shall all be made alive in Christ, as we all died in

Adam ; and that the life which is to be restored to

man, by the vicarious sufferings of Christ, is pre-

cisely of the same nature as that which we lost by

the fall. But man did not only lose eternal life by

his disobedience, but he also forfeited his true hap-

piness, and was condemned to labour and sorrow.

The sentence passed upon him was, " Cursed is the

ground for thy sake^ in so7i'ow shalt thou eat of

it all the days of thy Ife ; thorns also and thistles

shall it bringforth to thee ; and thou shalt eat the

herb of the feld ; in the sweat of thy face shalt

thou eat bread, till thou return into the ground ;
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for out of it wast thou taken ; for dust thou art,

and unto dust sJialt thou return^ There were

other evils besides these now enumerated, entailed

upon our posterity ; but these are sufficient to show

that happiness, the ultimate end which reason and

nature prompt us to pursue, was far removed out

of our reach ; that great uncertainty prevailed as to

what it really was, and where to be found ; and, in

consequence, the performance of virtue became pre-

carious, and made to rest upon uncertain and ina-

dequate motives.

But, immediately after the fall, a promise was

given by God to our first parents, that the immor-

tal life and perfect happiness, which they had lost,

should, at some remote period^ be restored to their

race ; and this covenant was formally renewed to

the patriarch Abraham. The first notice [which

the Almighty gave of himself to the father of the

faithful was by ** calling him from his own country

and family, with a promise that he would make of

him a great nation ; would bless him ; would make

his name great, and he should be a blessing ; that

he would bless those who should bless him, and

curse those who should curse him ; and that in him

all the families of the earth should be blessed."*

" Gen. i. l-^. Sherlock on Prophecies-
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Secondly, Under the Mosiac dispensation, obe-

dience to the will of God was enforced by the hopes

of a future life, as well as by the promise of tem-

poral happiness. From the time of the patriarch

Jacob until the appearing of Moses, we have no ac-

count of any additional revelation which was made

to mankind in general, or to any particular nation

or family. But when the Israelites returned from

captivity, and were about to take possession of the

promised land, it pleased God to give them a law

by his servant Moses, which was intended to keep

them distinct from all the rest of the world. By

this law, however, neither the religion of the patri-

archs, nor the particular promises made to them,

were superseded. On the contrary, if we look into

the law itself, we will find that the covenant made

to Abraham was expressly made of that sanction

by which obedience was enforced under the Mosaic

dispensation. *' Ye stand this day all of you he-

fore the Lord your God; your captains of your

tribes, your elders, and your officers, with all the

men of Israel ; your little ones, your wives, and

the stranger that is in thy camp, from the hewer

of thy wood, unto the draiver of thy ivater ; that

thou shouldest enter into covenant loith the Lord

thy God, and into his oath, ivhich the Lord thy
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God maketh with thee this day ; that he onay

establish thee to-dayfor a people unto himself and

that he may he unto thee a God, as he hath said

unto tJiee, and as he hath sworn unto thyfathers^

to Abraham^ to Isaac, and to Jacob.''^ Whatever,

therefore, was contained in the patriarchal covenant,

was promised in the law ; and in whatever manner

God had sworn to be a God to Abraham, and to

his seed after him ; in the same manner, he enga-

ged to be a God to the Israelites, as long as they

continued obedient to his commands. And if we

attend to the matter dispassionately, and interpret

the promises of life and happiness that were made

in the land, so as to make these promises intelli-

gible, and consonant with themselves, and with the

event ; and if we follow the authority of our Savi-

our and his apostles in interpreting them ; we shall

find, that those who lived under the Mosaic dis-

pensation, had the hopes of a future state given

them, to enforce their obedience to the will of

God.

Thirdly, Christianity completes the patriarchal

religion, and promises the happiness of another life,

upon easier conditions than the law of Moses had

" Dent. xxix. 3-10.
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promised it. The Christian dispensation is the re-

velation of God's will to mankind ; and in this the

gracious design is completed, which was begun after

man's fall, and carried on under the Mosaic law.

Our first parents were early informed that God

would be reconciled to them, and would restore

tliem and their posterity to perfect happiness and

immortal glory ; and in this general promise all the

descendants of Adam were equally concerned. And

it is in this light we are to consider that Christianity

is plainly the end and perfection of the patriarchal

and Mosaic dispensations. " Thus, at length, the

day-spring from on high has visited all mankind
;

it has given light to the Gentiles^ who sat in dark-

ness and in the shadow of death, and, hy giving

knowledge of salvationfor the remission of sins,

it has guided thefeet of the Jews into the ways of

peace. This is the point to which I designed to

bring the reader. I have endeavoured to show him,

that the events of nature, and the imperfections of

reason, have made a revelation necessary, both to

teach us how to make ourselves happy, and to

oblige us to be virtuous ; that God has taught man-

kind, in every age of the world, to expect their final

good in another life, as the reward of their obe-

dience to his will in this j and that the promises of
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all former revelations were so contrived as to make

the g-ospel necessary, and were all of them intended

by their author to lead us to Christ."*

We have thus given a short detail of the system

which Mr. Rutherford advocates in his " Essay on

Virtue^ Every reader will see that the principle

on which his reasonings are grounded are precisely

the same as those on which the doctrine of utility

is founded. It is therefore quite unnecessary to

make any farther remarks upon Mr. Rutherford's

work, except merely to observe, that those who will

peruse it, will find in it a vast number of excellent

remarks upon some of the moral writers who had

preceded him.

Mr. Rutherford was also the author of " Insti-

tutes of Natural and Political Law.'"—This is a

work of considerable merit, and is the substance of

a course of lectures on Grotius, read in St. John's

College, Cambridge. This treatise has been re-

ferred to by Dr. Paley, and other subsequent moral

and political writers.

* Essay on Virtue, p. oS^.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

MR. HUME.

THE SYSTEM OF UTILITY.

David Hume was born at Edinburgh, on the 26th

of April 171 !• His ancestors had, for several

generations, been proprietors of a small estate at

Ninewells, about five miles east of Dunse, in the

county of Berwick. After the preparatory rudi-

ments of a school education, our author was re-

moved to the College of Edinburgh. His friends

intended him to follow the profession of the law

;

but he felt a great and lasting aversion to all kinds

of business, and devoted himself industriously to

the pursuits of philosophy and general learning.

*' While," says he, ** my friends fancied I was por-

ing upon Voet and Vinnius, Cicero and Virgil were

the authors whom I was secretly devouring."

4
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As Mr. Hume was a younger brother, his patri-

mony, according- to the custom of his country, was

very slender ; and this, combined with his disin-

clination to the business of a lawyer, and the repre-

sentation of his friends, induced him to repair to

Bristol, in 1734, with a design to engage in the

commercial line. He carried with him letters of

introduction to several eminent merchants of that

city ; but from his confirmed love of literature, or

some other cause now unknown, he found himself,

in a few months, totally unequal to the bustle inci-

dent to his new situation. He therefore abandon-

ed it, and went to France.

It was during his stay in this country, that he

completed his treatise on human nature, the plan

of which he had formed while at the University of

Edinburgh. In the end of the year 1737 he print-

ed and published, in octavo, the two first volumes

of his work under the title of a " Treatise ofHu-
man Natu7'e ; being an attempt to inti'oduce the

expei'imental method of reasoning into moral sub-

jects'* This performance met with such a cold and

discouraging reception by the public, that the author

observes, with great candour, " never literary at-

tempt was more unfortunate than my treatise on

human nature. It fell dead-born from the press,
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without reaching such distinction as even to excite

a murmur among- the zealots."

After pubHshing this work, he repaired to Nine-

wells, where his mother resided, and he laboured

with so much assiduity as to be able to usher into

the world, in 174*2, two small volumes of " Essays,

Moral and PhilosophicaU^ These tracts form the

first part of those essays now generally collected

under his name, and were tolerably received by the

public, which in measure consoled him for his for-

mer disappointment.

In 1745, Mr. Hume was invited by the Marquis

of Annandale to come and reside with him in

England, an invitation which was accepted, and

our author resided with him for about a twelve-

month. In the following year, Mr Hume was ap-

pointed Secretary to General St. Clair, who was

appointed to command an expedition to Canada ;

but the destination of this expedition was altered,

and Mr. Hume accompanied the General to the

courts of Vienna and Turin, where he familiarized

himself with the fashions and manners of the great.

About this time he published his " Enquiry con-

cerning Human Nature ;" and in 1748, he sent

forth a re-publication of his EssaySy Moral and

Political ; but, according to the author's own ac-
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count, they were received by the public with . as

much indifference as some of his preceding literary

efforts. His political discourses were published in

1751, and in the same year his " Enquiry respect-

ing the Principles of Morals" and his essay on

miracles, made their appearance. He was at this

period appointed to the office of Librarian to the

Faculty of Advocates ; a situation which gave him

the command of an excellent collection of books,

and which, it is supposed, suggested the first idea

of becoming a historian.

In 1754, the first volume of his " History of

England" was published, and which, he says, was

met with but " one cry of reproach, disapprobation,

and even detestation" on the part of the public. In

the following year, he sent to the press his " Na-

tural History of Religiony" which excited less at-

tention than he anticipated. In 1759 his " History of

the House of Tudor '^ came forth, and in I76I two

more volumes of his work.

Mr. Hume accompanied the Earl of Hereford on

his embassy to Paris, where his character as a wri-

ter and philosopher procured for him great attention

from persons of rank and fashion. He returned to

his native country in I766, and brought the cele-

brated but eccentric and capricious Rousseau with

VOL. II. F
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hiiii, to j)rocnrc liiiii a comfortable asylum from liis

enemies on the continent ; but a rupture soon took

place between the French philosopher and our his-

torian, which ended in the former leaving" this coun-

try in disgust.

In the following year, Mr. Hume appeared ag^ain

in a public capacity as under-secretary of state,

luider General Conway, till his resignation in the

latter end of 17^9. Retiring- to Edinburgh, Mr.

Hume drew around him a party of agreeable asso-

ciates, with whom he lived on easv and familiar

terms, and by whom he was greatly admired and

respected. His health began to decline in \'^'J5 ;

in the following April he drew up a sketch of his

own life ; and contemplating his approaching disso-

lution, not only with tranquillity, but with all his

habitual gaiety, he died in August of the same year.

No theory of moral action has undergone a more

rigid and extended inquiry, than that with which

the name of Mr. Hume is now generally connected,

namely utility. kSince the publication of this cele-

brated writer's Essays on moral subjects, an almost

uninterrupted discussion has been kept up on the

merits of the j)rinciple on which liis views are
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grounded ; and so keen and searching' have the dis-

putes been, and so much ability and cleverness have

been shewn by the generality of the combatants,

that little can now be gleaned from the most care-

ful attention to the subject, which can, in the ordi-

nary interpretation of lang'uage, be considered as

novel or orig"inal. It cannot therefore be expected

that I should be able to advance any thing- in this

essay which may not possibly be found to have been

advanced before by some other writer on the sys-

tem under review. To treat of an almost exhausted

topic of philosophical discussion, is no very pleasant

or enviable task ; for you are neither cheered in

your progress, on the one hand, by the exercise of

the ordinary powers of invention, nor, on the other,

can you steer altogether clear of the formidable ac-

cusation of putting old doctrines in a new form.

A very superficial view of the doctrine of utility,

will be sufficient to show that it is founded on prin-

ciples which possess considerable plausibility, and

harmonizes to a very considerable extent with all

our common and familiar notions of morality. We
seem almost by the force of instinct to descant upon

what is useful or hurtful to ourselves or others ; and

the whole structure of our language shews how

strikingly it is adapted to give full and ready utter-
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ance to our inward opinions and feelings, relative

to the security of our existence, or to the promotion

of our comfort and happiness. The majority of the

moral principles and impulses seem planted in our

nature with a direct view of promptin^^ us to means

for securing- our well-being ; and this circumstance

gives no small advantage to the moral tlieory in

question. Where sympathy, or benevolence, or fit-

ness, or any other principle which has been the

ground-work of a system, is once named in our

common conversational language, utility is a hun-

dred times ; and this fact, independent of every

other consideration, is sufficient to show that Mr.

Hume's theory does not altogether rest upon such

slender or paradoxical position as some of his oppo-

nents have asserted.

Looking at the relative situation of man, in this

department of the universe, the place of his habita-

tion, we must readily perceive how naturally he

should consider the benefit or utility which accrues

to him from certain thing's and actions, as an object

of his warmest applause, and the standard of merit.

He comes into the world a weak and helpless crea-

ture, unprovided with any thing to administer to his

necessities, or to sustain his life. By the care and

affectionate resources of his parents he is nurtured
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till his reason and judgment are expanded to tlie ex-

tent requisite for his own guidance. The first les-

sons he learns, in his infantile state, are to distin-

guish between what is hurtful and what is salutary
;

and to steer his infant course with safety amongst

the innumerable shoals and quicksands which beset

him on every side in the early part of his life. Hun-

ger and thirst, and, indeed, all his bodily sensations,

are made known to him by a language so expressive,

that it cannot be mistaken ; and the various means

and objects which are employed to satisfy his wants,

and to promote his ease and comfort, form an im-

portant part of the infant vocabulary of the mind.

We point out to him what is good and what is bad,

what is innocent and what is injurious ; and he trea-

sures up the notices respecting the qualities of ex-

ternal objects, and the consequences of moral ac-

tions, with wonderful accuracy, as elements for the

maintenance of his future happiness and well-being.

This process, therefore, of education, rendered ne-

cessary by the constitution of our being, forms the

rudiments or outlines of the theory of utility.

But the necessity of always attending to and

speaking of things of a beneficial or injurious nature,

is not confined to the period of childhood ; but, on

the contrary, as we make excursions from the nurr
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sery, and extend our acquaintance with the world

around us ; as the sphere of our intercourse becomes

extended, the objects greatly multiply, whose quali-

ties and modes of affecting- us it becomes our para-

mount interest to observe and record. It is thus

the every-day duty of life to distinguish the useful

from the pernicious ; and there are few moments of

our lives that are not employed in pointing out dis-

tinctions founded upon the different degrees of uti-

lity Avhich exist amongst the various physical objects

and moral actions with which we are hourly conver-

sant. " It seems so natural," as Mr. Hume ob-

serves, " a thought to ascribe to their utility the

praise which we bestow on the social virtues, that

one would expect to meet with this principle every-

where in moral writers, as the chief foundation of

their reasoning and inquiry. In common life, we

may observe, that the circumstance of utility is al-

ways appealed to ; nor is it supposed, that a greater

eulogy can be given to any man, than to display his

usefulness to the public, and enumerate the services

he has performed to mankind and society. What

praise, even of an inanimate form, if the regularity

and elegance of its parts destroy not its fitness for

any useful purpose ? And how satisfactory an apo-

logy for any disproportion or seeming deformity, if
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we can show the necessity of that particuhir con-

struction for the use intended ? A ship appears

more beautiful to an artist, or one moderately skilled

in navigation, where its prow is wide and swelling-

beyond its poop, than if it were framed with a pre-

cise geometrical regularity, in contradiction to all

the laws of mechanics. A building, whose doors

and windows were exact squares, would hurt the eye

by that very jiroportion, as ill suited to the figure

of a hiunan creature, for whose service the fabric

was intended. What wonder, then, that a man,

whose habits and conduct are hurtful to society,

and dangerous or pernicious to every one who has

intercourse with him, should, on that account, be

an object of disapprobation, and communicate to

every spectator the strongest sentiment of disgust

and hatred."*

When we view the nature of man, apart from the

objects which surround him, we find him with a

strong bias towards sin ; and the passions which are

implanted in his nature carry excess with them in

their very essence or constitution. We may direct

our attention to the rule of moral duty, which is

contained in the light of nature, or in the express

commands of scripture ; and if we find we are ruii-

* Essays, p. 215-
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ning counter to either the one or the other, or both,

we must come to the conclusion, that we are violat-

ing- the precepts of the moral law, and doing those

things which we ought not to perform. But it is

equally clear, that the law of nature and the word

of God are appeals to our reason, and they must be

interpreted in strict conformity with its principles,

and the circumstances of their physical and moral

condition. We are told, for example, both by the

law of nature and the express declarations of the

divine record, that we ought to be temperate in eat-

ing and drinking ; but the exact portion of liquid or

solid sustenance we are to take, the nature or kind

of either, or the stated times of refreshment, are not

specially pointed out to us. These are to be left to

our own judgment. And, in like manner, we are

told to be charitable, and to be angry and sin not

;

but the exact portion of our goods which we are to

give to others, or the way in which, and the time

when, such disposal is to be made ; or to what ex-

tent we are to indulge the passion of anger, must

depend entirely upon the circumstances of our state,

and upon many considerations which must form the

source of nice and refined calculations. Now, here

we are in want of another rule of moral duty besides

the suggestions of nature, and the express word of
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God, to determine the moral worth or turpitude of

our actions. This rule must be sought for in the

consequences or results of the indulgence of our pas-

sions. If our passions or appetites have not been in-

dulged beyond their legitimate boundaries, they have

accordingly been directed to proper ends, and they

will prove productive of good to ourselves and to

others ; but if, on the contrary, they have been in-

dulged to an improper or criminal extent, this ex-

cessive indulgence is productive of inconvenience,

discomfort, and misery, both to ourselves and others;

and we are thus taught to consider, that we have

transgressed the rules of moral propriety and deco-

rum. In many cases it is only from experience, and

extensive knowledge and observation, that we are

able to detect the rule of moral rectitude founded

upon the results or consequences of an indulgence

of our passions and appetites ; but when this rule is

formed, and kept steadily in our eye, it is productive

of the happiest effects on our prospects and happiness.

There has commonly prevailed, I think, amongst

moral writers of late date, some degree of misappre-

hension as to the exact opinions which Mr. Hume
held on the nature of moral obligation. He has uni-

formly been represented as an advocate of the pure

and exclusively selfish theory ; but this opinion is
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founded on a mistake. He was a strenuous advo-

cate for the existence of a benevolent principle in

human nature ; and always seemed much averse to

any system which might seem to have only a remote

tendency to throw doubt or uncertainty on the na-

ture of our moral feelings and opinions. He says,

on this head, " These arguments on each side (mean-

ing the two systems of selfishness, and pure benevo-

lence) are so plausible, that I am apt to suspect they

may, the one as well as the other, be solid and satis-

factory ; and that reason and sentiment concur in al-

most all moral determinations and conclusions. The

final sentence, it is probable, which pronounces cha-

racters and actions amiable or odious, praiseworthy

or blamable ; that which stamps on them the mark

of honour or infamy, approbation or censure ; that

which renders morality an active principle, and con-

stitutes virtue our happiness, and vice our misery
;

it is probable, I say, that this final sentence depends

on some internal sense or feeling, ivhich nature

has made universal in the ivhole species. For what

else can have an influence of this nature ? But, in

order to pave the way for such a sentiment, and give

a proper discernment to its object, it is often neces-

sary, we find, that much reasoning should precede,

that nice distinctions be made, just conclusions
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drawn, distant coniparisons formed, complicated re-

lations examined, and g-eneral facts fixed and ascer-

tained. Some species of beauty, especially the na-

tural kinds, on their first appearances, command an

affection and approbation ; and where they fail of

this effect, it is impossible for any reasoning- to re-

dress their influence, or adapt them better to our

taste and sentiment. But, in many orders of beau-

ty, particularly those of the finer arts, it is requisite

to employ much reasoning-, in order to feel the pro-

per sentiment ; and a false relish may frequently be

corrected by argument and reflection. There are just

grounds to conclude, that moral beauty partakes

much of this latter species, and demands the assist-

ance of our intellectual faculties, in order to give it

a suitable influence in the human mind."*

In the appendix prefixed to Mr. Hume's disqui-

sitions on the nature of virtue, this subject is more

fully discussed ; and he maintains, with much spirit,

acuteness, and elegance, the opinion, that all virtue

is ultimately resolvable into reason and sentiment.

I have always looked upon this appendix as contain-

ing a very fine specimen of writing, as well as of

close and consecutive reasoning on moral subjects.

Mr. Hume's theory of utility is comprised under

• Essays, p. 209.
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the following heads, viz. 1st, Of the general princi-

ples of morals. 2d, Of benevolence. 3d, Ofjustice.

4th, Of political society. 5th, Why utility pleases.

6th, Of qualities useful to ourselves. 7th, Of qua-

lities immediately agreeable to ourselves. 8th, Of

qualities immediately agreeable to others. 9th, Con-

clusion. We will have to say a few words upon

each of these heads, by way of assisting the reader

in forming a general conception of the system un-

der review.

1st, On the general principles of morals, Mr.

Hume states the usual methods of reasoning follow-

ed by different writers on morals, and endeavours

to lay down some useful rules, and to throw out

some hints, which he conceives may be of particular

advantage to all moral writers, who are actuated

with a candid and ingenuous desire to prosecute their

studies with fairness and impartiality.

2d, He endeavours to show, that benevolence is

praised and esteemed amongst men, because of the

utility or benefit which it produces. The epithets

sociable, generous, beneficent, good-natured, hu-

mane, merciful, grateful, and their equivalents, are

to be found in all languages ; and are mainly descrip-

tive of those qualities which produce happiness and

comfort amongst our species. In the exercise of
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parental affection we seek what is for the permanent

benefit of the child. The ties of friendship are only-

strong when connected with obliging- offices, and

beneficial and kind attention to our welfare. " His

domestics and dependants have in him a sure re-

source ; and no longer dread the power of fortune,

but so far as she exercises it over him. From him

the hungry receive food, the naked clothing, the

ignorant and slothful skill and industry. Like the

sun, an inferior minister of Providence, he cheers,

invigorates, and sustains the world around him.**

3d, Justice arises from its usefulness to individu-

als and to society ; and the following passages con-

tain the principles of all Mr. Hume*s reasonings on

this topic. " Let us suppose, that nature has be-

stowed on the human race such profuse abundance

of all external conveniences, that, without any un-

certainty in the event, without any care or industry

on our part, every individual finds himself fully pro-

vided with whatever his voracious appetites can

want, or luxurious imagination wish or desire. His

natural beauty, we shall suppose, surpasses all ac-

quired ornaments. The perpetual clemency of the

seasons renders useless all clothes or covering ; the

raw herbage affords him the most delicious fare
;

the clear fountain the richest beverage. No labo-
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rioiis occupation required ; no tillage ; no naviga-

tion. Music, poetry, and contemplation, form his

sole business ; conversation, mirth, and friendship,

his sole business.

" It seems evident, that, in such a happy state,

every other social virtue would flourish, and receive

tenfold increase ; but the cautious jealous virtue of

justice would never once have been dreamed of.

For what purpose make a partition of goods, where

every one has already more than enough ? Why
give rise to property, where there cannot possibly

be any injury ? Why call this object mine, when,

upon the seizing it by another, I need but stretch

out my hand to possess myself of what is equally

valuable ? Justice, in that case, being totally use-

less, would be an idle ceremony, and could never

possibly have place in the catalogue of virtues."

4th, The origin of society, and the rules and laws

which arise out of a political confederacy, whether

these relate to the internal government of the state,

or to its intercourse with other social communities,

are all founded upon utility. Human nature re-

quires the guiding and controlling' power of civil

authority ; for no association of individuals, however

limited, can subsist, without a proper respect were

shewn to the rules and principles of equity and jus-
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tice. War, confusion, civil strife, and every man*s

hand turned against every man's, are the natural

effects of \Yant of laws, and a disreg-ard of the prin-

ciples of political society ; and, therefore, it is that

we so highly extol whatever has a tendency to up-

hold the fabric of the social contract, and to keep

unimpaired the unity of will and action of the com-

munity of which we are members.

5th, " TF'Jiy utility pleases ?" is a question which

is resolved with less clearness by Mr. Hume than

any other he has stated in his theory. He seems

to think, that the reason why we bestow praise or

blame upon actions performed in distant times and

places, which cannot, in their consequence, be sup-

posed to effect, either directly or indirectly, our own

comforts or prosperity, arises from a benevolent con-

cern we are always, in a lesser or greater degree,

inclined to feel for the happiness and misery of our

fellow-men, in whatever situation we or they may

be placed.

6th, The qualities useful to ourselves, such as

discretion, caution, enterprise, industry, assiduity,

frugality, economy, good sense, prudence, discern-

ment, temperance, sobriety, patience, constancy,

perseverance, fore thought, considerateness, secrecy,

order, insinuation, address, presence of mind, quick-
ie
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ness of perception, facility of expression, and several

more besides, are qualities whose sole merit depends

upon their tendency to advance the happiness and

respectability of the person who possesses them.

It seems evident, that, where a quality or habit is

subjected to our examination, if it appear in any re-

spect prejudicial to the person possessed of it, or

such as incapacitates for business or action, it is in-

stantly blamed, and ranked amongst his faults and

imperfections. Indolence, negligence, want of or-

der and method, obstinacy, fickleness, rashness, cre-

dulity ; these qualities were never esteemed by any

one indifferent to a character, much less extolled as

accomplishments or virtues. The prejudice result-

ing from them immediately strikes our eye, and gives

us the sentiment of pain and disapprobation.

*' No quality, it is allowed, is absolutely either

blamable or praiseworthy. It is all according to

its degree. A due medium, say the Peripatetics,

is the characteristic of virtue. But this medium is

chiefly determined by utility. A proper celerity,

for instance, and despatch in business, is commend-

able. When defective, no progress is ever made in

the execution of any purpose ; when excessive, it

engages us in precipitate and ill-concerted measures

and enterprises. By such reasonings we fix the
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proper and commendable mediocrity in all moral

and prudential disquisition, and never lose sig-ht of

the advantag"es which result by any character or ha-^

bit."*

7th, The qualities immediately agreeable to our-

selves are, cheerfulness of disposition, g-reatness of

mind, courage, tranquillity, benevolence. These

become agreeable to ourselves, because they tend

to promote our own comfort in life, and also the

good of mankind in general.

8th, Qualities hmnediately agreeable to others

are, politeness, wit, a well cultivated mind, modesty,

decency, or a proper regard to age, sex, character,

and station in society ; to which may be added, neat-

ness, and cleanliness of person. " But, besides all

the agreeable qualities, the origin of whose beauty

we can, in some degree, explain and account for,

there still remains something mysterious and inex-

plicable, which conveys an immediate satisfaction to

the spectator ; but how, or why, or for what reason,

he cannot pretend to determine. There is a man-

ner, a grace, an ease, a gentleness, and I know not

what, which some men possess above others, which

is very different from external beauty and comeli-

ness, and which, however, catches our affection al-

" Essays, p. 266.
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most as suddenly and powerfully. And tliougli tliis

manner be chiefly talked of in the passion between^

the sexes, where the concealed magic is easily ex-

plained, yet surely much of it prevails in all our es-

timation of characters, and forms no inconsiderable

part of personal merit. This class of accomplish-

ments, therefore, must be trusted entirely to the

blind but sure testimony of taste and sentiment, and

must be considered as a part of ethics, left by nature

to baffle all the pride of philosophy, and make her

sensible of her narrow boundaries and slender acqui-

sition.

" We approve of another, because of his wit, po-

liteness, modesty, decency, or any agreeable quality

which he possesses ; although he be not of our ac-

quaintance, nor has ever given us any entertain-

ment by means of these accomplishments. The idea

we form of their effect on his acquaintance has an

agreeable influence on our imagination, and gives

us the sentiment of approbation. This principle en-

ters into all the judgments which we form concern-

ing manners and character.'*

9th, In conclusion, it must appear obvious, that

what is termed personal merit must consist entirely

of qualities useful or agreeable to ourselves, or to

others. Whatever is considered valuable or desir-
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itble by mankind is naturally classed under the divi-

sion of the useful and the agreeable ; and so gener-

ally is this the case, that, upon a dispassionate view

of the matter, one is inclined to wonder how so ob-

vious a principle should have so long escaped the

searching eye of philosophy. " The complete de-

lineation or description of merit seems to be per-

formed as naturally as the shadow is cast by the sun,

or an image is reflected upon water. If the ground

on which the shadow is cast be not broken or un-

even, nor the surface from which the image is re-

flected disturbed and confused, a just figure is im-

mediately presented, without any art or intention.

And it seems a reasonable presumption, that systems

and hypotheses have perverted our natural under-

standing, when a theory so simple and obvious could

so long have escaped the most elaborate examina-

tion.

" But however the case may have fared with phi-

losophy, in common life these principles are still

implicitly maintained ; nor is any other topic of

praise or blame ever recurred to when we employ

any panegyric or satire, any applause or censure,

of human action and behaviour. If we observe

men, in every intercourse of business or pleasure,

in everv discourse or conversation, we shall find
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them nowhere, except in the schools, at any loss on

this subject. What so natural, for instance, as the

following- dialog-ue ? You are very happy, we shall

suppose one to say, addressing himself to another,

that you have given your daughter to Cleanthes.

He is a man of honour and hiunanity. Every one

who has any intercourse with him is sure of fair and

kind treatment, (qualities useful to others). I con-

gratulate you, too, says another, on the promising-

expectations of this son-in-law, whose assiduous ap-

plication to the study (>f the laws, whose quick pe-

netration and early knowledge, both of men and

business, prognosticate the greatest honours and ad-

vancement, (qualities useful to the person himself).

You surprise me, replies a third, when you talk of

Cleanthes as a man of business and application. I

met him lately in a circle of the gayest company,

and he seemed to be the very life and soul of our

conversation. So much wit with good manners

;

so much gallantry without affectation ; much inge-

nious knowledge so genteelly delivered, I have never

before observed in any one, (qualities immediately

agreeable to others). You would admire him still

more, says a fourth, if you knew him more fami-

liarly. That cheerfulness, which you might remark

in him, is not a sudden flash struck out by company
;

4
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it runs throug-li the whole tenor of his life, and pre-

serves a perpetual serenity on his countenance, and

tranquillity in his soul. He has met with severe

trials, misfortunes as well as dangers ; and, by his

greatness of mind, was still superior to all of them,

(qualities immediately agreeable to the person him-

self). The image, gentlemen, cried I, which you

have delineated of Cleanthes is that of accomplished

merit. A philosopher might select this character

as a model of jDerfect virtue."*

The ambiguities of language have proved a fruit-

ful source of disputation in moral science, but in no

particular department of that science more than in

the theory now vuider consideration. For by the

meaning which is attached to the words what is

useful ? or what is expedient ? the whole contro-

versy turns. If by luhat is useful 07' expedient,

be meant that which is conducive to the permanent

happiness or comfort of ourselves, as well as the

community of which we are members, then I think

we would be fully warranted in saying, that those

human actions which promote such ends, must be

considered virtues on account of their beneficial

tendency. When doubts are raised against any par-

ticular set of actions, whether of a private or public

« Essays, p. 302.
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nature, if it be shown that the result of them is

good and useful to the public, and not seriously de-

trimental to individual happiness, then all objections

become immediately silenced, and we readily ac-

quiesce in the propriety of designating- those ac-

tions as fit and proper to be done. In this light

the doctrine of utility cannot be said to be opposed

to sound notions of the government of God, as that

government is made known to us by the course of

nature, or the express declarations of Scripture.

To suppose that what is considered useful or expe-

dient, according to the comprehensive signification

here meant to be given to these terms, could be

wrong or improper, would be at once to call in

question the goodness of the Deity ; for we inva-

riably represent His government as calculated to

promote, in an eminent degree, every good and

beneficent purpose ; besides, there would be a great

and manifest contradiction in our reasoning, were

we to make utility or expediency the standard of

the goodness and wisdom of God, and yet at the

same time maintain, that this very same standard

was decidedly erroneous and mischievous, when

applied to the actions of men.

But if, on the other hand, the words utility or

e.vpediencjj he interpreted to.mean whatever pro-
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motes our present happiness, comfort, or welfare,

without any direct reference to the good of others,

or even our own permanent or lasting Avell-being

;

then the theory of usefulness is decidedly erroneous

and dangerous. If we be guided by a system of

this kind, we will exhibit in our conduct that we

prefer present comfort to lasting happiness, and

that low and selfish gratifications can be freely bar-

tered for more exalted and permanent enjoyments.

It may therefore be affirmed, that what is in the

long run right, just, and good, must in all cases be

useful and expedient to be performed ; and vice

versa. The plans of providence, as well as the

word of God, only sanction those principles which

are calculated to promote the lasting and true hap-

piness of individuals, as well as of whole nations

;

and nothing can appear to our better judgment

more preposterous, than to suppose that man was

made to follow a course of conduct productive of

nothing but useless or unprofitable results. We
should justly be chargeable with a love of paradox,

or rather of folly, were we to maintain that a cer-

tain thing is useful or expedient to be done, but that

it is not right to be done, because it is useful and

expedient. And yet this is precisely what some

writers have done, who have written against the
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theory in question. They have taken a narrow and

erroneous view of the subject. It may readily

enough be conceded, that some things may be use-

ful and expedient, and yet the doing of them may

be criminal ; but this arises from these things not

being for the general or permanent interest of man.

The laws of nations, and the civil regulations of

every people, furnish many examples which might

amply and pointedly illustrate this position. But

it must be self-evident to every dispassionate mind,

that where our moral duty perfectly coincides with

our general interests, we must be fully warranted

in maintaining that utility, using that word in its

extended signification, must be the standard of mo-

ral obligation j for the plainest and simplest deduc-

tions of reason must impress us with a conviction,

that what is conducive to our temporal and eternal

interests, must be in perfect harmony with the con-

stitution of nature, and the revealed will of God.

When we take a comprehensive survey of the

works of creation and providence, with a view of

proving the existence of a divine ruler, and of de-

monstrating His various attributes, we proceed upon

the principle of showing that such and such ar-

rangements are salutary and beneficial, either im-

mediately or remotely ; and that, though some
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tilings appear puzzling and imaccoimtable, we are

induced, the farther we prosecute our inquiries into

the secrets of nature and the ways of providence,

to come to the conclusion, that if we possessed

more discriminating powers of comprehension, and

a more correct and intimate acquaintance with the

ultimate effects of such operations as we behold,

we should readily conclude that every thing work-

ed together to produce the greatest portion of or-

der and happiness. It is upon this kind of reason-

ing that we ground the position, that benevolence

and goodness form conspicuous attributes of the

Divine mind. Utility becomes here the standard,

so to speak, of the goodness and wisdom of the

Almighty. And could any thing be detected in

the constitution of the universe, of a decidedly evil

or injurious nature, we would be bound by the

fairest rules of reasoning, to call in question the at-

tributes of goodness and benevolence of the Deity.

This clearly points out to us, that we estimate the

goodness of God by the sum of individual and ge-

neral happiness which results from His mode of

government ; and when we consider the conduct

of men, and those consequences which invariably

follow from that conduct, as far as they are per-
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ceived by us, we are led to establish the same rule

or mode of judgment.

It must be owned that the system of utility has

been often greatly and shamefully perverted. The

benevolent feelings of our nature have been ascrib-

ed to habit or to the early prejudices of education,

and no part left to nature. Some have affirmed,

that benevolence is nothing but hypocrisy, friend-

ship a cheat, public spirit a farce, and honesty a

snare to entrap the innocent and unsuspecting into

an ill-timed confidence. Others, endeavouring to

soften the glaring selfishness of this doctrine, have

attempted to steer a middle path, by maintaining

that whatever affections or emotions we may seem

to feel for others, no passion can, in its nature, be

really and purely benevolent or disinterested ; for

the most generous devotion to the welfare of others,

is at bottom nothing but a refined species of selfish-

ness, or a modification of self-love. We are liable

to a species of deception ; for while we affect to

feel deeply and really for the misfortunes and

troubles of others, and enter zealously into every

scheme for promoting their comfort and happiness,

we only seek all the while our own gratification in

some shape or another. And experience teaches
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US that a conscience guided bj the common and.

loose principles of expediency, is of all others the

most accommodating", and the most easily satisfied.

There is nothing low, nothing unreasonable, no-

thing squeamish, pressing, or astringent about a

man's conduct who grounds his moral principles

upon the slender basis of partial utility ; his con-

science is full of pliability, like a well-made dress,

neither cripples his movements, nor disturbs his

digestion.

It cannot be denied but that many appearances

of human nature give great countenance to these

opinions, and that it is the abuse of the doctrine of

utility or expediency which gives rise to by far

the greater proportion of immorality and crime

which we every day behold around us. It is gene-

rally under the plea of some partial or general good,

that men are enticed to depart from the path of

rectitude ; and it seldom happens that we can trace

moral delinquency to any thing like a pure love of

evil itself. We are all very prone to take limited

and short-sighted views of what is for our interest

and welfare, and to indulge in some trifling gra-

tification, at the expense of our own permanent as

well as the public good. This is the great beset-

ting sin of mankind. It is a difficult task to per-
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guade us of the utility or expediency of a thing, if

it has even an apparent tendency to oppose our

present advantage, or to run counter to our pre-

sent gratifications or wishes. This ever has been,

and it may justly be feared ever will be, the condi-

tion of man even in a state of civil communion.

In a complicated state of society, one man's interest

appears frequently to be decidedly opposed to an-

other's, and where there is such a general eagerness

and excitement either for the possession of real or

supposed advantages, the spirit of contention must

necessarily rise to a considerable height, and this

will give birth to many unpleasant feelings, as well

as distorted and limited views of general utility and

happiness. It is true that reason may frequently

interpose her authority, and point out to us the

evil of our ways
;
yet when we are vehemently

engaged in the pursuit of any object which has en-

grossed pur attention, the cool dictates of the un-

derstanding present but a feeble barrier against the

violence of our inclinations. It is, however, always

considered the perfection of human virtue, to look

beyond these temporary and transient views of

private and public utility ; to take an extended

survey of our duty and lasting interests, and to

nourish the principle of general philanthropy,
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which, in proportion to strength and vigour, diffuses

its cheering, beneficent, and healing influence

through the whole family of mankind.

" Friend, parent, neighbour, first it will embrace.

His country next, and next all human race."

We will now notice two or three principal ob-

jections which have been frequently urged against

the doctrine of utility.

1st, It has been said that utility is untenable from

the consideration that we are not able, from our

very limited faculties, to perceive the ultimate con-

sequences of our actions. The effects of a good or

an evil action may extend to eternity ; and none

but an infinite mind can possibly be conceived

to know the final end of it. And even actions

which may be considered by the world as of a

trivial kind, may nevertheless be productive of very

extensive and endless consequences. The truth of

this has so frequently forced itself upon the notice

of the observers of mankind, that it has given rise

to a common proverb upon the subject—that the

greatest and most momentous things frequently owe

their origin to very trifling, and apparently very

inadequate causes. Every person's experience and

reflection will furnish him with many instances of
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this. Can, therefore, a man pronounce upon the

merits of an action, as being generally and finally

expedient, by reason of that portion of usefulness

which he may, by his limited powers, perceive to

follow from it ? *' Is the degree of expediency

which we can discern, in any case, such as to justify

us in inferring we have a tolerable insight into ge-

neral expediency ? Surely no one will answer in

the affirmative. As well might an Abyssinian pre-

tend to delineate the whole course of the Nile, in

consequence of having traced the windings of the

infant river for a few miles contiguous to his hut.

As well might a fisherman infer, that his line,

which has reached the bottom of the creek in which

he exercises his trade, is capable of fathoming the

depth of the Atlantic."*

2d, The principle of utility has been considered

by some writers as false, from its opposition to

divine revelation. The scriptures pre-suppose that

they alone are to furnish mankind with a sufficient

rule for their conduct, as well as objects of their

faith and hope. The very fact of God giving a

law to his creatures, by which they were to regu-

late their feelings and actions, is tantamount to a

declaration that this law must be the sole test or

* Gisborne's Principles of Moral Philosophy-
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criterion of duty or moral obligation ; and that no

principle which mere human reason may establish

can be a safe foundation for a standard of morals.

There is nothing contained in the scriptures

which can warrant us in supposing that any of the

duties or commands found therein can be dispensed

with, upon the condition of anticipated benefit or

utility. They are of the most authoritative nature,

and require the most implicit obedience. " Thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,

and witli all thy soul, and with all thy might : And

these words which I command thee this day shall

be in thy heart ; and thou shalt teach them dili-

gently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them

when thou sittest in the house, and when thou

walkest by the way, and when thou liest down,

and when thou riseth up : And thou shalt bind

them for a sign upon thine hand, and they shall be

as frontlets between thine eyes ; and thou shalt

write them upon the posts of thy house, and upon

thy gates.'**

The principle of utility or expediency is con-

sidered contrary to the benevolence which the

divine record so earnestly inculcates. Our Saviour

commands us to do good, without making any self-

* Deut. vi. 5—9.
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ish calculations as to the benefits to be derived

from our actions :
—" If ye love them that love you,

what reward have ye ? Do not even the publicans

the same ? And if ye salute your brethren Only,

what do ye more than others ? Do not even the

publicans do so ?"

3d, It is maintained that utility is opposed to

some of the most common and well established

principles of our constitution. We approve of

actions before we can see their advantag-es ; and a

great deal of what is termed virtue, seems to be

performed without any immediate reference to the

end produced. The hero who dies for his country

receives the warmest homage of our praise, before

we have time to take into our consideration the

extent of the benefits which will result from his

devotedness ; and the martyr who gives his life for

the testimony to the truth of his religion, receives

our praise, though we know not the extent of the

good obtained.

There are a few more objections commonly

urged against the doctrine of Mr. Hume's ; but as

the substance of them will have to be given when

we come to review another popular system of mo-

rals, which differs from his in little more than in

name, we will leave them for the present. In con-
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elusion, it may be observed that " The Enquiry

concerning the Principles of Morals " ought to

stand very high as a pleasant and instructive per-

formance ; and we are told in the biographical no-

tices of its author, that he considered it the best of

all his writings. It contains no principles that are

directly or pointedly in hostility to the general doc-

trines of natural or revealed religion ; nor any of

those flippant remarks, or coarse sneers, against

these important subjects, which are to be found

in many other parts of his works. Had Mr. Hume
never written any thing more unphilosophical in

its tenets, and mischievous in its influence, than

the treatise in question, it would have been better

for his lasting fame, and for the permanent interests

of mankind. His peculiar style and manner are

admirably set off in this part of his works ; there

is an ease and gracefulness in almost every sen-

tence, which many subsequent writers have tried

to imitate, but which few have been fortunate

enough to rival.

VOL. II. H
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CHAPTER XIX.

DRS. HARTLEY AND PRIESTLEY.

VIBRATIONS AND ASSOCIATION OF IDEAS.

Doctor David Hartley was born on the 26th

August 1705. He was the son of a very worthy

and respectable clergyman, at Armsley, in the

county of York. He received the first rudiments

of his education at a private school, and his acade-

mical instruction at Cambridge. He was admitted

to Jesus' College at the age of fifteen years, and

was afterwards elected a fellow of that Society. He

was originally intended for the church, and pro-

ceeded for some time in his thoughts and studies

towards that object ; but upon a closer considera-

tion of the conditions attached to the clerical pro-
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fession, he was restrained by some scruples which

made him reluctant to subscribe the thirty-nine

articles. In consequence of these scruples he be-

came disqualified for the pursuit of his first plan of

devoting" himself to the personal functions and ser-

vice of the church. However, he still continued

to the end of his life a well-affected member of the

Church of England, approving of its practical doc-

trines, and conforming to its public worship.

He went through a regular course of instr uction

for the purpose of qualifying himself for a medical

profession, and he afterwards practised with con-

siderable success in Northamptonshire, London,

and Bath, at which latter place he continued to the

day of his death, which took place in the year 1757.

Dr. Hartley's first publication was in 1737j and

entitled " A View of the Present Evidence for and

against Mrs. Stephen's Medicines as a Solvent for

the Stone ;" and it is said, that not long after, he

wrote a treatise in defence of inoculation for the

small-pox. But his greatest work, *' Observations

on Man, his Frame, his Duty, and his Expectations,"

was not published until 1747, though it had been

written for more than three years before.

Dr. Hartley is uniformly represented by his bio-

graphers as a person of great piety and personal
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worth. He lived upon the most intimate terms of

friendship with Drs. Low, Butler, Warburton, and

Jortin, and many other eminent authors of his day.

Dr. Joseph Priestley, a celebrated philosopher

and divine, was born on the 24th March 1733, of

parents who belonged to a body of dissenters of the

Calvinistic persuasion, at Field-head, near Leeds*

He early adopted the Unitarian principles, of which

he became an eminent and zealous supporter. He
has distinguished himself principally by his philoso-

phical labours. In 1767> he published his history

of electricity, and dedicated it to the Earl of Mor-

ton, President of the Royal Society ; and this publi-

cation, with some other chemical tracts, gained him

so much reputation, that proposals were made to

him by the Earl of Shelburne, to go and reside in

his family, which were too advantageous to be re-

fused. During his residence with the noble earl,

he published his examination of the Doctrine of

Common Sense, as held by Drs. Beattie, Reid, and

Oswald ; and, in 1777> liis Disquisitions on Matter

and Spirit made their appearance, in which he

openly supported the material system, which sub-

jected him to a greater degree of odium than any
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of his other opinions. This publication was after-

wards followed by a defence of Unitarianism, or the

simple humanity of Christ, and of the doctrine of

philosophical necessity. After continuing- in this

family for several years, he displeased his Lordship

by some of his theolog-ical opinions, and he retired

on a pension of L.150 per annum.

It cannot be expected, in a short essay like the

present, that a complete analysis can be given of all

the works of the above-named authors, or of several

other writers, who have distinguished themselves

by advocating the doctrines of vibrations, and the

association of ideas. The only practicable plan,

without spinning our observations to too great a

length, and thereby exhausting the attention of the

reader, is to treat the subjects, mentioned at the

head of this chapter, generally, to look at the most

prominent features of the entire system, and to exa-

mine its leading principles.

The doctrines in question, those of vibrations,

and the association of ideas, though noticed before

Dr. Hartley's time, were not embodied into any re-

gular system, but consisted in loose hints and casual

observations, But, after the publication of that phi-
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losoplier's treatise *' On Man,^* these questions as-

sumed a more imposing- attitude ; they formed one

of the public theories of the day
;
philosophical cu-

riosity was roused ; and every one appeared desir-

ous of seeing how beautifully the Doctor, " by an

admirable example of synthetic reasoning-," would

show to the world that man was only a species of

living harpsichord ; and that all the faculties of his

body and soul might be traced to a single principle

or two—the doctrine of vibrations, and the associa-

tion of ideas. Some hailed the doctrine with a be-

coming degree of rapture and admiration, and so-

lemnly vowed, that every thing of an intellectual

and moral nature, which had puzzled them before,

was now clearly and satisfactorily explained. On
the other hand, many considered the new doctrine

as ominous of a relapse into scholastic barbarism

and ignorance ; besides taking into account the very

suspicious operation it might have on morals and

religion. But, after many years have elapsed, and

many keen and bitter controversies have passed

away, leaving but very faint traces of their exist-

ence, we still find the doctrine of the association of

ideas taught, either generally or partially, in the

schools of moral and metaphysical philosophy ; still

possessing, in the eyes of many persons of learning
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and distinction, all those synthetic charms, and that

log-ical beauty of form, which captivated so many

heads and hearts, when this doctrine first made its

appearance on the stage of science under the patron-

age and auspices of Dr. Hartley.

The Hartleian system may be considered princi-

pally as a mental system, at least that part of it

which consists of the doctrine of vibrations ; and

ought, therefore, to be more properly referred to

metaphysics than to morals. His theory of vibra-

tions is, however, so connected and mixed up with

his moral speculations and principles, that it becomes

absolutely necessary, for the right understanding of

them, that the reader should have some general con-

ception or idea of the nature of his mental philoso-

phy. In giving an outline of this part of the Doc-

tor's work, we will endeavour to be as brief as per-

spicuity and the abstract and recondite nature of the

doctrine will admit.

By Dr. Hartley's own account, as well as from

that of his zealous and respectable followers, Drs.

Priestley and Belsham, it would appear, that the first

suggestions which he received of the doctrine of vi-

brations were from some casual hints contained in

the works of Sir Isaac Newton. In that philoso-

pher's " Principia" and in the " Queries " at the
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end of his Optics, we find the remarks alluded to.

Sir Isaac Newton supposes, that a very subtile and

elastic fluid, which he calls JEtlier^ for the sake

merely of giving it a name, is diflfused through the

pores of all gross bodies, as well as through the

open spaces that are void of gross matter. He sup-

poses, likewise, that it is rarer in the pores of bodies

than in open spaces, and even rarer in small pores

and dense bodies than in large pores and rare

bodies ; and also that its density increases in reced-

ing from gross matter ; so, for instance, as to be

greater at the one-hundredth of an inch from the

surface of any body than at its surface ; and so on

in a corresponding proportion. To the action of

this CBther he ascribes the attractions of gravitation

and cohesion, the attractions and repulsions of elec-

trical bodies, the mutual influences of bodies and

light upon each other, the eff"ects and communica-

tions of heat, and the performance of animal sensa-

tion and motion. In the " Queries" attached to

Sir Isaac's Optics we find the following :
—" Do

not the rays of light, in falling upon the bottom of

the eye, excite vibrations in the tunica retina ?

Which vibrations being propagated along the solid

fibres of the optic nerves into the brain, cause the

sense of seeing. For, because dense bodies conserve
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their heat a long- time, and the densest bodies con-

serve their heat the longest, the vibrations of their

parts are of a lasting- nature ; and, therefore, may

be propag-ated along- solid fibres of uniform dense

matter, to a g-reat distance, for conveying into the

brain the impressions made upon all the organs of

sense. For that motion which can continue long

in one and the same part of a body can be propa-

gated a long way from one part to another, suppos-

ing the body homogeneal ; so that the motion may

not be reflected, refracted, interrupted, or disorder-

ed, by any unevenness of the body."

" Quest. 13.—Do not several sorts of rays make

vibrations of several bignesses, which, according to

their bignesses, excite sensations of several colours,

much after the manner that the vibrations of the

air, according to their several bignesses, excite sen-

sations of several sounds ? And, particularly, do

not the most refrangible rays excite the shortest

vibrations for making a sensation of deep violet, the

least refrangible the largest for making a sensation

of deep red, and the several intermediate sorts of

rays, vibrations of several intermediate bignesses,

to make sensations of the several intermediate co-

lours ?"

From the suggestions contained in these quota-
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tions, the Doctor founded his whole system of vi-

brations. His doctrine may be briefly comprehend-

ed in the following summary :—All our ideas and

sensations are derived from external objects acting-

through the medium of our organs of sense or per-

ception ; namely, sight, taste, hearing, feeling, and

smelling. These diff"erent organs consist of nerves

suited to their nature ; and by these nerves being

affected by the external impulse of various bodies,

they convey these outward impressions to the brain,

which is the great reservoir or common centre of

the nervous influence. The nerves and the brain are

considered to be the same in their natures and pro-

perties. Whether these nerves resemble tubes, for

the purpose of conveying a fluid, or they partake of

the nature of cords or strings, is not fully decided

;

but Drs. Hartley and Priestley are inclined to the

latter supposition, that the nerves vibrate someway

analogous to a stringed instrument of music.

That sensations are conveyed to the brain in the

form of vibration, is rendered highly probable from

the manner in which the senses of seeing and hear-

ing are afl'ected. It is maintained that the retina is

aff'ected by the rays of light falling upon it with a

tremulous motion, and that this impression or mo-

tion continues for some time, and gradually seems
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to die away, when the object which produced it is

removed. If a person keep his eye fixed for any

length of time upon a luminous object, and after-

wards shut it, he will observe that the impression

he feels seems to partake of the nature of a tremu-

lous or vibratory motion. If the nerves employed

in vision are affected at their extremity in this tre-

mulous manner, does it not become exceedingly

probable, that the impression is conveyed to the

brain by a continuation of this same motion, see-

ing that the brain is precisely of the same nature as

the nerves, and consequently that an idea is nothing

more than a vibratory motion of the parts of the

brain ?

As the texture of the nerves, as far as observa-

tions can be made, appears to be the same in all the

senses or organs of perception, it is but reasonable

to infer from the analogy of structure, that if im-

pressions on one sense be conveyed to the brain by

vibrations, that the impressions upon the other

senses will be conveyed in the same manner. In

the organ of hearing this is very probable. The

professors in the science of " Acoustics" tell us,

that sound is produced by the agitation or vibratory

motion of the air ; and since this vibratory action

must consist of successive pulses, it will communi-
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cate a tremulous motion to the auditory nerve, and

this motion will be communicated to the brain, and

produce in us the idea or sensation of sound.

It is maintained by Hartley and his followers,

that the immense number and variety of vibrations

which must take place in the brain at one and the

same time, when our various senses are affected,

can create no difficulty in this hypothesis, particu-

larly if we consider that there seems to be no limit

to the number and variety of the vibrations with

which the air itself is capable of being- impressed.

In a concert, where a great number of instruments

are employed, a person skilled in the art of music

can attend to any one of these instruments which

he pleases, to the almost total exclusion of the rest.

When we attend crowded assemblies, where many

voices are to be heard at one and the same time,

we learn the art of attending to any one or two of

them ; but there can be no doubt but that the

sound of the other voices makes an impression on

our ear, but, from the absence of that principle

which makes us pay attention to our ideas, we do

not receive any sensible impression from them.

The various kinds of simple as well as complex

ideas may be accounted for from the great difference

in the nature of the vibrations occasioned in the
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brain ; by various degrees of force in the vibrations,

by a difference in their kinds, by the situation of

the brain where they take place, by the line of di^

rection in entering the brain, and by the original dif-

ferences in the constitutionofthe nerves themselves.

The phenomena of vibrations are supposed to

correspond happily enough in accounting for our

pleasurable and j^di'^fui sensations, by differing in

degree and not in kirid, and by passing insensibly

from the pleasurable to the painful state. Thus,

warmth to a moderate degree is pleasant and agree-

able, but when it is increased beyond a certain

measure, it becomes positively painful. Dr. Hart-

ley conjectures that the limit of pleasure and of

pain is the solution of continuity in the particles of

the nerves and brain, occasioned by the violent vi-

brations which accompany the sense of pain.

In a solid, though soft substance, like the brain,

vibrations affecting any part of it, will leave that

part more disposed to vibrate in future ; so that

when a second impression is made on it through

the medium of any of the senses or organs of per-

ception, this second impression will, from this pre-

disposition in the brain to be more readily affected

by repetition, be easily detected from a first impres-

sion ; and it is further affirmed, that if two or
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more vibrations take place in the brain at the same

time, they will modify and aflfect one another to a

certain deg-ree ; and when any one of them affects

the brain at a subsequent period, it will be more

disposed to act upon the former vibration with

which it had been previously, in point of time, con-

nected. From this supposed love or sympathy, the

phenomena of the association of ideas and of me-

mory are attempted to be deduced.

From this brief outline of the system of vibra-

tions, the reader will, I hope, be able to form to

himself a pretty correct conception of its nature.

To g-ive a more detailed account would only be at-

tended with additional irksomeness, as the whole

doctrine is dry, abstruse, and very little calculated

to engag-e the attention of the general reader. Be-

sides, the system of Hartley is not very susceptible

of condensation, or of correct abridgment, on ac-

count of the facts and circumstances being so nu-

merous, and the speculations so subtile and refined.

We come now to make a few remarks upon the

second part of Dr. Hartley's system—that of the

association of ideas. This doctrine was first for-

mally broached by Mr. Locke, in his Essay on the

Human Understanding, where he enters into some

explanations respecting the nature of sympathies
1
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and antipathies, which he terms non-natural. He
refers^these sympathies and antipathies *' to trains

of motion in the animal spirits, which, once set

a-going, continue in the same steps they have been

used to, which, by often treading, are worn into a

smooth path, and the motion in it becomes easy,

and as it were natural. As far as we can compre-

hend thinking, thus ideas seem to be produced in

our minds ; or if th^y are not, this may serve to

explain their following one another in an habitual

train, when once they are put into that tract, as

well as it does to explain such motions of the body."

Afterwards, Mr. Gay, a clergyman in the west

of England, slightly treated this subject in a disser-

tation prefixed to Bishop Law's translation of Arch-

bishop King's " Origin ofEvil" Mr. Gay says,

" Our approbation of morality, and all affections

whatsover, are resolvable into reason, pointing out

private happiness, and are conversant only about

things apprehended to be means tending to tliis

end ; and whenever this end is not perceived, they

are to be accounted for from the association of

ideas, and may properly enough be called habits.

If this be clearly made out, the necessity of suppos-

ing][a moral sense or public affections to be implant-

ed in us, (since it arises only from the insufficiency
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of all other schemes to account for human actions)

will immediately vanish." It was from these hints

that Dr. Hartley turned his attention to the doc-

trine now under consideration, on which it will

now be our duty to make a few remarks.

The first thing we shall do is to endeavour to

show, that the faculty or principle of what is called

association, has nothing in it which is entitled to

form the ground-work of any new moral or intel-

lectual system ; but all those mental and moral

facts which are brought forward to illustrate it,

may be referred to memory alone. To do this as

effectually as we can, we will examine association

in a mental as well as in an ethical point of view
;

because this system of the Doctor's attempts great

things, that of not only explaining the principles of

moral obligation, but also of tracing up all the phe-

nomena of the mind to one single principle.

So close a connexion does there appear to sub-

sist between memory and the associating principle,

that I am totally at a loss to perceive in what re-

spect the one differs from the other. One thought

often suggests to the mind another thought, and one

object of perception often recals former actions of

our lives to our consideration ; this is termed the

association of ideas. But in what does thisassociu-
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tion differ from that of memory ? I visit, by chance,

after a lapse of years, a spot rendered sacred by the

endearments of former friendships :—What a num-

ber of past events pass in rapid review before my

understanding ! Here I think I perceive my de-

parted or long absent friend walking by my side

;

his features, gestures, and every little thing belong-

ing to him, being fresh in my recollection ; I fancy

I hear him enlightening my mind with his wisdom,

or assuaging the poignancy of my grief by his con-

solatory admonitions. But is there any thing, I

would ask, in all this, which cannot be fully and

adequately expressedby the woYAmemory ? By acer-

tain object, or a number of objects of perception, a va-

riety of former feelings are here revived in my mind,

and a multitude of past perceptions, or ideas, brought

to my recollection. By all writers on the mind,

it appears to be the sole and only province ofmemory

to bring these past perceptions or ideas to our re-

membrance ; and it is impossible for us to conceive

what could be meant by the word memory or re-

membrance, if our intellectual nature were stript of

this comprehensive faculty, as defined by some late

writers on the mind. Memory in the estima-

tion of all mankind, in all ages of the world, has

always been considered as doing this' very thing

VOL. II. I
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which is ascribed to another faculty of the mintK

Nor do any of the facts bronglit forward "by Dr.

Hartley in particular, tend to establish this dis-

tinction between association and memory. That

connexion mentioned by him, which is formed in

the mind between the words of a language and the

ideas they denote, and the connexion between the

different notes of a piece of music in the mind of a

musician, do not appear to have the least influence

in proving" there is any difference between the two

faculties of the mind now under consideration.

The learning of languages, or in other words, the

attaching certain ideas to certain words or signs,

is solely an effort of memory ; and the same may be

said of our affixing certain sounds to certain musi-

cal characters. If a man had no power to recollect

past events, no connexion between the words of a

language and the ideas they stand for, nor any con-

nexion between musical notes and certain sounds^

could ever be formed in his mind. But a man who

has the power of remembrance, has all that is ne-

cessary to enable him to learn languages and music
;

nor can I conceive, in a person so gifted, what there

would be left to be accomplished in this depart-

ment of his education by the faculty of association.

The principles which are said to regulate the as-
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sociatfon of ideas, are precisely those on which me-

mory is founded. Resemblance and contrariety,

continuity in time and place, cause and effect, pre-

mises and conclusion, have all an obvious and strik-

ing effect in bringing past ideas and events to our

remembrance.

The language employed by writers on the asso-

ciation of ideas, clearly shows that, in almost all

cases, they are only describing the operations of

memory. This is particularly the case with a late

distinguished writer. Mr. Stewart, in telling his

readers what he means by the association of ideas,

says, " In passing along a road which we have

frequently travelled in the company of a friend, the

particulars of the conversations in which we were

then engaged are perpetually suggested to us by

the objects we meet with. In such a scene we re-

collect that such a subject was started ; and in pass-

ing the different houses and plantations, and rivers,

the arguments we were discussing when we last

saw them, recur spontaneously to the memory"

Now if any person were called upon to tell us what

he meant by the power of memory, could he give

a more appropriate or clear definition of that facul-

ty, than by employing the very words I have just

now quoted ? It may be urged against what I have
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here advanced respecting- the identity of memory,

and the association of ideas, that the latter power

or principle is more comprehensive in its nature

and application than the former ; that memory is

confined exclusively to denote those connexions

formed between our present and past ideas and

emotions ; whereas association not only compre-

hends all these connexions between past and pre-

sent perceptions, but also all those connexions

which subsist between our ideas generally, without

any relation to time whatever ; or, in other words,

that association is descriptive not only of a con-

nexion between a present idea, and an idea which

is past, but also of a connexion between a present

idea and an idea or perception which has never

before been present to the mind. But in this at-

tempt to make association a more general intel-

lectual law than that of memory, I would observe,

that this general associating principle is founded

entirely upon remembrance, and cannot, consistent-

ly with any definition which is given of it, stand

for any connexion between our ideas, but that which

subsists between ideas present and ideas past.

Association is the tendency of one idea to introduce

another into the mind. Very well, then ; but how

do we come to set it down as a general fact, that
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one set of ideas has an invariable tendency to intro-

duce another set of ideas ? By experience, it must

be answered. But what is experience ? Why, it is

the remembrance of that which is past. But to put

this matter in as clear a light as possible, let us sup-

pose that A is a present idea in the mind, and that

it has a tendency to introduce another idea, which

has never been in the mind before, and which we

will call B,. To this tendency of A to introduce

B into the mind is giv^n the name of association.

Now, how can we assent or deny any thing respect-

ing the tendency of A to introduce B, till we have

witnessed A's power over B, and have had B pre-

sent to the understanding ? The very proposition

that A has an influence over B implies that we have

seen this tendency, and that B must have previous-

ly been in the mind, and consequently an object of

memory* Thus we see then, when we speak about

connexions among our ideas, we must consider

them as connexions which have been known before
;

and therefore we ought to infer, that the treating

of them comes within the province of memory,

and not within any other intellectual power what-

ever.

Dr. Hartley observes, that " the rudiments of

memory are laid in the perpetual recurrency of the
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same impressions, and clusters of impressions. Here

these leave traces, in which the order is preserved,

may be understood from the eighth, ninth, tenth,

and eleventh propositions.

*' The traces which letters and words, i. e. clus-

ters of letters, leave, afford an instance and example

of this ; and, as in languages, the letters are fewer

than the syllables, and the syllables than the words,

and the words than the sentences, so the single

sensible impressions, and the small clusters of them,

are comparatively few in respect of the larger clus-

ters ; and being so, they must recur more frequent-

ly, so as the sooner to beget those traces which I

call the rudiments or elements of memory. When

these traces or ideas begin to recur frequently, this

also contributes to fix them and their order in the

memorijy in the same manner as the frequent im-

pression of the objects themselves." The whole of

these quotations contains nothing more nor less

than an illustration of the faculty of simple me-

mory.

Having said this much on the doctrine of associ-

ation, considered in an intellectual point of view,

let us apply the same reasoning a little further to

the subjects of morals, and try if what is not in this

science referred to association, may not be attributed
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to the common faculty of memory. Dr. Priestley,

m one of his preliminary essays, prefixed to his

abridgment of Hartley's book " On Man," has

the following- passage, which, he thinks, furnishes

the most complete and distinct illustration of his

favourite associating principle. He says, " The na-

tural j)7'0gress of a passion may be most distinctly

seen in that of the love ofmoneij, which is acquired

so late in life that every step in the progress may

easily be traced. No person is born with the love

of money, as such ; a child is, indeed, pleased with

a piece of coin, as he is with other things, the form

or the splendour of which strikes his eye ; but this

is very different from that emotion which a man

who has been accustomed to the use of money, and

has known the want of it, feels upon being pre-

sented with a guinea or a shilling. This emotion

is a very complex one, the component parts of which

are indistinguishable, but which have been sepa-

rately connected with the idea of money, and the

uses of it. For, after a child has received the first

species of pleasure from a piece of money as a mere

plaj/fhiJig, he receives additional pleasure from the

possession of it, by connecting with the idea of it

the idea of the various pleasures and advantages

which it is able to procure him—and, in time, that
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complex idea of pleasure, which was originally

formed from the various pleasures which it was the

means of procuring-, is so intimately connected with

the idea of money, that it becomes an object of a

proper passion ; so that men are capable of pursuing

it without ever reflecting on the use that it may

possibly be of to them."

Now, may we not ask, how is a child enabled to

connect the various pleasures and advantages which

it receives from time to time by the spending of

money, but by the operation of his memory ? You

give him a piece of money; he goes and buys sweet-

meats with it ; he receives pleasure from the eating

of them ; and the next time he sees any money, he

wishes to have it, because the pleasure he received

from eating the last purchase comes fresh into his

recollection. Why refer a case like this to a prin-

ciple of association, when it as clearly and as plainly

belongs to the province ofmemory, as words can be

made to convey any thing moral or intellectual ?

The Doctor says, that various pleasures are some-

how connected in the child's mind with the money.

Certainly ; no one doubts the fact. But this con-

nexion is nothing but what mankind, in all ages,

have attributed to memory. To refer a fact such

as Dr. Pricstk^y has stated above, to any other
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source, could arise only from whim or caprice, or

the most determined and bigoted love of system.

The origin of an affection is accounted for in a

similar manner by Mr. Belsham, a zealous advocate

of Hartley's doctrine. He says, " I love my friend

—this affection is compounded of complacency and

good will. I think upon him with complacency,

because he possesses many virtues, because he has

been the immediate cause of many pleasing sensa-

tions and recollections, because his idea is associated

with many other pleasures than those which he has

directly produced. I desire his happiness from a

sense of gratitude, from the delight I take in seeing

him happy, and from the conviction that the greater

his happiness is, the greater will be his capacity for

communicating happiness to others, &c. These

feelings coalesce into a complex and vivid affection

;

I call it friendship ; it associates itself with the per-

son of my friend, with his idea, with his name, and

with many circumstances naturally or fortuitously

connected with him."*

This is an illustration of the principle of associ-

ation. We will pass over, without notice, two or

three attempts in this quotation at something very

like a begging of the question. The plain inter-

" Belsham's Elements of the Philosophy of the Mind, pp. 208-0.
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pretatlon of the passag-e is, that we feel an emotion

after we follow a certain course, and this course is

founded upon the principle of remembrance. We
recollect that our friend has performed many virtu-

ous and praise-worthy deeds ; we remember that he

has loaded us with benefits ; we accordingly feel

thankful for his kindness, and entertain a wish that

his happiness may be as unbounded as his g-oodness.

But what is there new in all this ? What additional

light is thrown upon the operation of our moral

powers and affections by such a common-place

statement as this ? What neiv facts are here un-

folded, or new logical arrangements exhibited,

which can authorize the authors of such statements

as the above quotations furnish to come forward

to the world as the happy discoverers of a moral

and metaphysical system, which ought, in their con-

ception, to supersede all others, on account of its

comprehensive nature and superlative excellence ?

Let us quote a few more sentences from Dr.

Hartley, shewing how men obtain notions of virtue

and vice, and we will there find that he is only

describing the faculty of memory. He says, *' We
come, in the last place, to consider moral accom-

plishments and defects, or virtue and vice. Now
it is very evident, that the many advantages, public
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and private, which arise from the first, will engage

the world to bestow upon it much honour and ap-

plause, in the same manner as the evil consequences

of vice must make it the object of censure and re-

proach. Since therefore the child is affected with

the words expressing honour and censure, both from

the separate influences of these words, and from the

application of the phrases of this kind to other sub-

jects of praise and dispraise, he must be affected by

the commendations bestowed upon him when he

has done well, and by the censures past on him

when he has done ill.

" These commendations and censures are also

attended with great immediate rewards and punish-

ments, likewise with the hopes and fears relating

to another world ; and when the moral sense is

sufficiently generated, with great secret indetermi-

nate pleasure and pain of this kind ; and these as-

sociations add a particular force to the honour and

shame belonging respectively to virtue and vice.

At the same time it is easy to see, that some con-

siderable progress in life is ordinarily required be-

fore men come to be deeply and lastingly affected

by these things ; also, that this kind of honour and

shame may, at last, from the superior force of the

associated pleasures and pains, absorb, as it were,
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all the other kinds. A relig-ious man becomes at

last insensible, in a great measure, to every enco-

mium and reproach, excepting such as he appre-

hends will rest upon him at the last day, from

Him whose judgment cannot err."

If a person will take the first volume of the trea-

tise " On Man," and read it carefully over, and

whenever he finds the words association^ associates^

associating, &c., let him replace them with the

words memory, rememhered, remembrance, con^

nected in his mind, and he will find that the sense

of the various passages in which the former class

of words are used, will remain as completely the

same, when words descriptive of memory are thus

employed.

It may be considered as something curious, that

Dr. Hartley, who may properly enough be looked

upon as the author of this system of association,

—

a writer who gives such incontestible and signal

evidence of his attachment to theory, and of his

disposition to turn and twist every thing to square

with his favourite doctrine ; a man whose genius

and acquirements were far above the common or-

der, but who being led away by this igiiis fatuus

of association, only employed his talents to con-

found men's minds, and darken knowledge ; I say
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it is something" curious, that he should have been

led into the same train of reasoning as is here ad-

duced respecthig- the identity of association and

memory. But this discovery of the tacit aban-

donment of his own system, slips out from his

pen only as it were by accident ; for he seems to

have been much afraid to enlarge upon the topic.

He says, " For the same reason also, the lohole

powe?'s of the soul may he referred to the memory,

when taken in a large sense."* Now, will any

of the disciples of the Doctor tell us, in what other

sense, either large or circumscribed, the faculty of

memory does not account for as much as associa-

tion ?

What must appear to every one as a great im-

perfection in this system, is its total want of some

characteristic circumstance, some portion of indi-

viduality, by which it might be distinguished from

other systems, and by which its truth or falsehood,

its merits or demerits, might be tried. When you

ask an advocate for the doctrine of utility or public

expediency, what is the origin of morals ? or what

is the reason that men give the name of virtue to

one set of actions, and that of vice to another 1

He will tell you, it is because man's nature is so

• Observations on Man, \q\. i. p. 395.
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constituted, that he finds benefit or pleasure from

some actions, and pain or evil from others. If you

put the like question to a disciple of Dr. Smith's,

he will tell you, that it is by a species of mental

sympathy that we applaud virtue and denounce

vice. But if you ask a philosopher of the associa-

tion school, what is the reason that men feel a plea-

sure in practising virtue, and pain in following a

contrary course? he will tell you, with a serious-

ness and gravity of one who conceives he has mighty

things to communicate, that it is because there is

some kind of connexion amongst our ideas, but of the

real nature or modes of operation of which con-

nexion he does not profess to know more than what

is known by every body else. This is the true state

of the case. The advocates of association state a

simple fact, that there is a connexion amongst our

ideas ; but that fact appertains to, and forms the

ground-work of every other moral system whatever.

How association ever came to be considered as

something anomalous, something to which its advo-

cates possessed an exclusive right, and on which they

could found a theory different from those of other

writers, it is impossible to conceive. Association

differs from other systems only in the change of a

term. It is founded on the same principles, enforc-
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ed by the same arg-umeiits, illustrated by the same

facts, and explained in the same language, which

appertain to every philosophical view of human

nature.

What a dull and paralyzing effect has the reading

of a book, in which the principle of the association

of ideas forms the philosophical dramatis jiersonce

in the piece. It is hauled in to act all sorts of

characters, from the distracted ravings of the most

tragic feelings, down throughout all the interme-

diate stages of character, to the childish drolleries

and whimsical fooleries of Punch. There is no

way of getting through the book, without violating-

the rules of politeness, by enjoying a smile at the

expense of the system. There is certainly unifor-

mity in it, but it is the uniformity of the desert

waste, where death-like monotony and sickening

dulnes^ take up their everlasting abode. Consider-

ed as a moral system, it is one of the most imper-

fect. No intellectual satisfaction arises from it.

It discovei*s nothing which is new, and over the

old portion of knowledge it throws no addi-

tional charms or embellishments. It is by some

means considered as a part and parcel of a

certain metaphysical and theological system ; and

by this its reputation is bolstered up, and it still
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finds some friends who take an interest in its wel-

fare and diffusion. But for this cause, the system

of association and vibrations would have fallen dead-

born from the hands of Dr. Hartley, by the mere

pressure of its own innate weakness and imperfec-

tion.
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CHAPTER XX.

LORD KAMES.

ESSAY ON THE PRINCIPLES OF MORALITY AND
NATURAL RELIGION.

Henry Home, afterwards Lord Karnes, was the son

of Mr. George Home of Kames, in the county of

Berwick, and was born in the year I696. His

early education was committed to a private tutor,

till the time of his entering- the college of Edin-

burgh.

He made choice of the law as a profession, and was

called to the bar in 1724. The first thing which

seems to have brought him into public notice,

was the publication of " Remarkable Decisions of

the Court of Session from I716 to 1728." In

February 1752, Mr. Home was appointed one

of the Judges of the Court of Session, and took

the title of Lord Kames. His first literary

work, apart from his profession, was his " Essays

VOL. II. K
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on the Principles of Morality and Natural Reli-

gion." In 1762, he published his " Elements of

Criticism" a standard work ; and about ten years

after, his " Sketches of the History of Man" a

work which added considerably to his literary re-

putation. After a laborious and useful life, he

died in 1782, at the venerable age of 87.

Lord Karnes prefaces his examination of the

more abstract questions on Morals, by an essay on

a subject which has long been considered by moral

writers, as involving a view of human nature some-

what curious, if not paradoxical. The subject is

the strong attachment all mankind have to objects

of distress. This attachment is not limited to real

objects, but is even felt towards fictitious ones. We
feel great pleasure in poetry, painting, and drama-

tic representations, when they succeed in exciting

in us a lively emotion of pain ; and accordingly we

find it is one of the great principles which runs

through all works of fiction, that our passions must

be roused to a degree bordering on pain, in order

to raise our interest in them to a suitable pitch,

and to throw over them the charms of a suitable

embellishment.
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Some French philosophers have indulged in long

and curious investigations on this principle of our

nature. One of them thinks he has satisfactorily

solved this moral problem, by maintaining that

man being a creature made for exertion, wherever

there is a want of something to excite his attention

and move his passions, he falls into a state of lan-

gour and listlessness, which becomes in many cases

tormenting, and altogether insupportable ; and in

order to remove himself from this state, he flies as

it were, by instinct, to such things or objects as are

calculated to exercise and rouse his passions ; and

it is in this way that men become fond of scenes

which produce pain and apprehension. They suffer

more uneasiness by languor and ennui, than by

seeing objects of distress, either real or fictitious.

Lord Kames differs, however, from the author of

this theory ; and considers this desire and interest

we feel to mingle our sorrows with others, as aris-

ing from a strong principle of sympathy implanted

in our nature by our bountiful Creator ; in order

to render assistance to others, and to bind and ce-

ment society itself together. " When," says our

author, " we examine those particular passions,

which, though painful, not only in the first impres-

sion, but also in the gratification, if I may call it
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SO, are yet accompanied with no aversion ; we find

they are all of the social kind, arising- from that

eminent principle of sympathy, which is the cement

of society. The social passions are accompanied

with appetite for indulg-ence, when they g"ive us

pain, not less than when they give us pleasure ; we

submit willingly to such painfid passions, and rec-

kon it no hardship to suffer under them. In this

constitution, we have the consciousness of regularity

and order, and that it is right and meet we should

suffer after this manner. Thus, the moral affec-

tions, even such of them as produce pain, both in

the first feeling, and in the indulgence of the passion,

are none of them attended with any degree of aver-

sion, not even in reflecting upon the distress they

often bring us under. And this observation tends

to set the moral affections in a more distinguished

point of view, in opposition to those that are either

malevolent, or merely selfish.

" Many and admirable are the springs of action

in human nature, and not one more admirable than

what is nowunfolded. Compassion is a mostvaluable

principle, which connects people in society by ties

stronger than those of blood. Yet compassion is a

painful emotion, and is often accompanied with pain

in the indulgence. Were it accompanied with any
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degree of aversion, even in reflecting- upon the dis-

tress it occasions, after the distress is over, that

aversion would, by degrees, blunt the passion, and

at length cure us of what we would be apt to reckon

a weakness or disease. But the Author of our na-

ture has not left his work imperfect. He has g-iven

us this noble principle entire, without a counter-

balance, so as to have a vig'orous and universal ope-

ration. Far from having any aversion to pain occa-

sioned by the social principles, we reflect upon such

pain with satisfaction, and are willing to submit to

it upon all occasions with cheerfulness and heart-

liking, just as much as if it were a real pleasure."*

Lord Kames is an advocate for a moral sense^

by which what we call moral beauty and deformity

are perceived. But he looks upon this faculty in a

somewhat diff"erent light from several other writers,

namely, as having all our other moral principles, de-

sires, and aff"ections, under its immediate and com-

plete control. " We may observe," says he, " in the

next place, what will afterwards be explained, that

conscience or the moral sense is none of our prin-

ciples of action, but their guide and director. It is

still of great importance to observe, that the autho-

rity of conscience does not merely consist in an act

* Principles of Morals, pp. 25, 26.
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of reflection. It proceeds from a direct feeling-,

which we have upon presenting- the object, without

the intervention of any sort of reflection, and the

authority lies in this circumstance, that we feel and

perceive the action to be our duty, and what we

are indispensably bound to perform. It is in this

manner that the moral sense, with regard to some

actions, plainly bears upon it the marks of authority

over all our appetites and afi'ections. It is the voice

of God within us which commands our strictest

obedience
;
just as much as when his will is de-

clared to us by express revelation.'**

Lord Kames is an advocate for the doctrine of

philosophical necessity ; for though he maintains

that there can be no morality without freedom of

the will, yet he thinks this freedom is only an ideal

one ; or, as he affirms, an admirable species of con-

trivance invented by the Deity for the purpose of

making the doctrines of morality understood and

practised by us.

The " Principles of Morality and Natural Reli-

gion^'' was a performance very severely criticised

when it made its first appearance. It was sup-

posed to contain matter of a very objectionable kind.

The author was accused of favouring the doctrines

" Principles of Morals, p. 63.
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of Hobbes and Collins, principally from the manner

in which he treated of necessity. I beg to observe,

that I have here used the first edition ; for in the

second, the author omitted all the objectionable pas-

sages, but in the third, they were again replaced as

in the original edition.
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CHAPTER XXI.

BISHOP BUTLER.

ANALOGY OF NATURAL AND REVEALED RELIGION.

Dr. Joseph Butler was born at Wantag-e, in Berk-

shire, in the year 1692. His father was a substan-

tial and reputable shopkeeper in that town, and

observing marks of g-enius in his son, wished to give

him an education for entering into the ministry of

the Presbyterian persuasion. For this purpose, he

was sent to a dissenting academy near Gloucester,

but which was soon afterwards removed to Tewkes-

bury. Here he made extraordinary progress in the

study of divinity ; of which he gave some remark-

able proofs in some letters he wrote to the famous

Dr. Samuel Clarke, on some points connected with

that celebrated divine's arguments for the being and

attributes of God.
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After long and serious consideration of the prin-

ciples of non-conformitj, he determined to quit the

dissenters, and connect himself with the Established

Church. He removed accordingly to Oxford, and

was admitted a commoner of Uriel College on the Q l,

17th March 1714. Here he became acquainted

with a Mr. Talbot, through whose influence he got

to be appointed preacher at the Rolls. In I726,

he published *' Fifteen Sermons preached at that

Chapel." By the influence of Dr. Talbot, bishop

of Durham, our author was presented with the

Rectory of Haughton, near Darlington, and after-

wards to that of Stanhope in the same diocese. In

1736, he was appointed clerk of the closet to Queen

Caroline ; and, in the same year, he presented to

her Majesty a copy of his excellent treatise, entitled,

" The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Re-

vealed, to the Constitution and Course ofNature"

He was created Bishop of Bristol in 1738 ; and

George the Second, not being satisfied with this

proof of his regard for Dr. Butler, promoted him,

two years after, to the Deanery of St. Paul's, Lon-

don, Ten years after, he was translated to the See

of Durham. His health began now to decline

;

and in consequence he removed to Bath, where he

died in June 1752, aged 60.
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The writing's of Bishop Butler, which can, with

propriety, be called moral, are but brief and scanty
;

but they are still worthy of considerable notice,

both from their intrinsic merit, and the peculiar

views he entertained on the nature of moral obli-

gation. His moral speculations are contained in

his sermons, and in a dissertation prefixed to his

analogy of natural and revealed religion.

The manner in which the bishop has treated of

morals is precisely the same in point of principle,

as the way in which he has treated of natural and

revealed religion. He observes in his sixth ser-

mon, that *' there is much more exact correspon-

dence between the natural and moral world, than

we are apt to take notice of ;" and this remark may

be said to embody the principle from which the

whole of his thoughts on morals proceed. The in-

ward frame of man exactly corresponds to his bodi-

ly wants and condition in life ; and the various pas-

sions, feelings, and emotions of our moral nature

are in a peculiar manner adapted to the varied

circumstances of our existence. And this single

remark opens a wide and spacious field for discus-

sion. By carefully examining the external condi-

tion of man, with his bodily structure, and his re-

lative situation with the various objects around him,
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we are led to form many important conclusions as

to the nature of the different principles which make

up our general constitution, and see what is our

duty to perform, and from what we ought to re-

frain, as well as the divers motives which should

induce us to attend to the one, and be deterred

from the other.

Now, in order to obtain a correct and accurate

knowledge of what the inward or moral constitu-

tion of man is, we must submit this constitution to

examination, and notice all the facts carefully which

experience establishes from a close attention to our

own consciousness, from a consideration of our ex-

ternal senses, and the conduct and testimony of our

fellow-men. It is no province of ours to consi-

der what might have been the constitution of our

frames, or of the world at large, if it had so pleased

the Almighty to have made either or both different

from what we find them to be. The only thing

we have to do is, to attend to what is made, and to

examine and ascertain those connexions and rela-

tions which exist between our moral constitutions

and physical objects, so as to enable us to follow

such a course of conduct as the circumstances of our

condition demand, and to unfold those general rules

and principles which are necessary for enforcing
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a similar conduct on those around us. Looking",

therefore, at our bodily frames, we jierceive our-

selves endowed with several distinct senses, with

organs and instruments every way suited to their

natures ; we know the eye is made to see, the pa-

late to taste, and the nose to smell,—and as we ex-

tend our inquny into our moral constitution, we

perceive certain universal feeling's or perceptions,

which we, on analogical principles of reasoning-,

consider as bearing a very strong resemblance in

their nature and operation to our bodily senses.

Thus the feeling of shame is to prevent us from

doinof thing's of a shameful or indecent nature
;

pity or commiseration for the evils and afflictions

of others, induces us to render them assistance
;

and the passions of anger and revenge are implant-

ed in our nature to repel those violences and in-

sults which we may receive from others. And were

we to extend our inquiries to the other passions

and feelings of our constitution, we would readily

perceive, that the final causes they are respectively

calculated to produce, are those of promoting our

well-being, and inducing us to follow a virtuous

course of action, in order to secure the highest de-

gree of happiness our situation here will admit of.

Bishop Butler is desirous to impress upon the at-
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tention of his readers, that human nature is not to

be considered as a simple or uniform thing-, but as

made up of a multitude of different parts or prin-

ciples, which are made to blend and harmonize to-

gether for a definite end or purpose ; and in order

to form right conceptions of our nature, and to

draw correct conclusions respecting our conduct

and happiness, we should make ourselves well and

thoroughly acquainted with these various parts or

principles, and the many ways in which they are

related together. We consider our bodies not as

individual or simple members, but as composed of

many different senses, organs, and functions ; and

pursuing the analogy, we come to a like conclusion,

that our moral and intellectual natures are com-

posed or made up of a great number of instincts,

passions, appetites, and propensities. And consi-

dering our constitution in a general point of view,

it resembles, in many of its prominent outlines, the

constitutions of several orders of the inferior crea-

tion. But, besides these things enjoyed in common
;

besides the senses, passions, feelings, and propensi-

ties which animals possess like ourselves ; there

is one thing which constitutes a very distinctive

mark or feature in human nature, that which makes

us in fact different beings altogether ; and this
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power or faculty is sometimes called consciencej

sometimes moral sense, and occasionally by the

terra reflection^ and other similar epithets. This

faculty or principle, (for by whatever name it may

be desig-nated is a matter of little moment, provided

we understand the thing" sig-nified) exercises a con-

trolling or judicial power, so to speak, over the

whole of our passions and feeling-s, and renders

them subservient to its own sug-g-estions and wishes.

This is a universal principle, pervading human na-

ture under every clime, and in every condition
;

no possible concurrence of circumstance being ever

able totally to suspend its exercise, or to usurp its

authority. The degrees of its influence may vary,

and may with difficulty be defined with accuracy

and precision ; its sphere of action may be greatly

circumscribed at one place, and considerably ex-

tended at another ; but its still small voice is heard

throughout the earth, whether we tread in the

dreary wilderness, or confine our abode to the po-

lished city. The various powers and faculties of

our nature may be compared to different commu-

nities or principalities enjoying their own internal

laws and modes of government, but cemented

together under one general federal head, and all

bowing the knee to, and acknowledging the su-
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premacy of, one common sovereign or controlling

power,—a moral sense.

As an illustration of the principles here laid

down, our author observes, " that which renders

beings capable of moral government is their having

a moral nature, and moral faculties of perception

and of action. Brute creatures are impressed and

actuated by various instincts and propensions ; so

also are we. But, additional to this, we have a ca-

pacity of reflecting upon actions and characters, and

making them an object to our thought ; and in do-

ing this, we naturally and unavoidably approve

some actions under the peculiar view of their being

virtuous and of good desert, and disapprove others

as vicious and of ill desert. That we have this

moral approving and disapproving faculty is certain,

from our experiencing it in ourselves, and recog-

nising it in each other. It appears from our exer-

cising it unavoidably in the approbation or disap-

probation even of feigned characters ; from the

words right and wrong, odious and amiable, base

and worthy, with many others of like signification

in all languages, applied to actions and characters
;

from the many written systems of morals which

suppose it ; since it cannot be imagined that all

these authors, throughout all these treatises, had
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absolutely no meaning at all to their words, or a

meaning" merely chimerical ; from our natural sense

of gratitude, which implies a distinction between

merely being the instrument of good and intending

it ; from the like distinction every one makes be-

tween injury and mere harm, which, Hobbes says,

is peculiar to mankind ; and between injury and

just punishment, a distinction plainly natural, prior

to the consideration of human laws." It is mani-

fest, that a great part of common language and of

common behaviour over the world is formed upon

supposition of such a moral faculty, whether called

conscience, moral reason, moral sense, or divine

reason ; whether considered as a sentiment of the

understanding or as a perception of the heart ; or,

which seems the truth, as including both. Nor is

it at all doubtful in general, what course of action

this faculty or practical discovering power within

us approves, and what it disapproves. For as much

as it has been disputed wherein virtue consists, or

whatever ground for doubt there may be about

particulars, yet, in general, there is in reality a

universally acknowledged standard of it : it is that

which all ages and all countries have made profes-

sion of in public ; it is that which every man you

meet puts on the show of; it is that which the pri-
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mary and fundamental laws of all civil constitutions

over the face of the earth, make it their business

and endeavour to enforce the practice of it upon

mankind, namely, justice, veracity, and a regard to

common good. It being manifest then, in general,

that we have such a faculty or discernment as this,

it may be of use to remark some things more dis-

tinctly concerning it."

From the view here given of human nature, and

of the universality of the moral sense or conscience,

we will be enabled to put the proper construction

upon such phrases, as following nature, acting

agreeably to reason, or following a proper and

natural course, with other similar modes of expres-

sion used by Dr. Butler, as well as many ancient

and modern writers on morals. These phrases are

frequently interpreted in a loose and indefinite

manner, as meaning the acting agreeably to what-

ever passion or feeling may happen to be the pre-

vailing and strongest one for the time being ; but

this is not the meaning which the Bishop attaches

to these and similar expressions. But the meaning

he attributes to such phrases obviously is, that vir-

tue consists in a great measure of a proper regula-

tion and subjection of all our appetites, feelings,

passions and sympathies, to the superior controlling

VOL. II. L
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pot\'^er of our consciences or moral sense ; and when;

our actions are in unison, or in conformity to the

rule which this moral sense establishes, then we can

with propriety say that our conduct is natural

and corresponds to the whole nature of man. The

author of our existence has thus given to virtue a

permanent and solid foundation, and nothing- can

be farther from the end of his moral government

than that we should indiscriminately indulge in our

passions and appetites, without any reference to that

solemn and binding obligation which results from

that law which he has implanted in our bosoms.

There is another point of view in which the

Bishop wishes us to look at a moral sense, and

which has led him to some very acute and valuable

remarks, in regard to the nature of punishments, in

his Treatise on Natural and Revealed Religion.

Conscience does not only point out to us what is

right and wrong, but it excites in us a presenti-

ment or apprehension, that if we violate its dictates

and trample on its authority, we shall be answerable

at a higher tribunal in a future state of existence,

where virtue is to receive its complete and final re-

ward, and vice its everlasting and suitable punish-

ment. This feeling or anticipation of retributive

justice is common amongst all mankind, and mani-
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fests itself in all those rites and ceremonies, doc-

trines and principles, which constitute the essence

of all natural relig-ion. This feeling may exhibit

various degrees of strength, and may be obscured

by numberless absurd and ridiculous usages and

customs ; but its real existence is sufficiently well

established as to entitle us to consider it as forming

a constituent element of our nature.

On this topic, the Bishop makes the following

very judicious and pertinent remarks. *' Our sense

or discernment of actions as morally good or bad,

implies in it a sense or discernment of them as of

good or ill discernment. It may be difficult to ex-

plain this perception so as to answer all the ques-

tions which may be asked concerning it ; but every

one speaks of such and such actions as deserving

punishment ; and it is not, I suppose, pretended,

that they have absolutely no meaning at all to the

expression. Now, the meaning plainly is not that

we conceive it for the good of society that the doer

of such actions should be made to suffer. For, if

unhappily it were resolved, that a man who by

some innocent action was infected with the plague

should be left to perish, lest by other people's coming

near him the infection should spread, no one would

say he deserved this treatment. Innocence and ill
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desert are inconsistent ideas. The desert always'

supposes guilt ; and if one be no part of the other,

yet they are evidently and naturally connected in our

mind. The sight of a man in misery raises our com-

passion towards him ; and, if this misery be inflict-

ed upon him by another, our indignation is against

the author of it. But when we are informed that

the sufferer is a villain, and is punished only for his

treachery and cruelty, our compassion exceedingly

lessens, and in many instances our indignation

wholly subsides. Now, what produces this effect

is the conception of that in the sufferer which we

call ill desert. Upon considering, then, or viewing

together, our notion of vice and that of misery,

there results a third, that of ill desert. And thus

there is in human creatures an association of the

two ideas, natural and moral evil, wickedness and

punishment. If this association were merely arti-

ficial or accidental, it were nothing ; but being most

unquestionably natural, it greatly concerns us to

attend to it, instead of endeavouring to explain it

away." *

Bishop Butler maintains, that our present and

future happiness is the ultimate end of all virtuous

* Disscrtatioji.
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actions. In his eleventh sermon, he observes, that

** it may be allowed, without any prejudice to the

cause of virtue and relig-ion, that our ideas of hap-

piness and misery are of all our ideas the nearest,

and most important to us ; that they will, nay, if

you please, they ought to prevail over those of

order, and beauty, and harmony, and propension,

if there should ever be, as it is impossible there

ever should be, any inconsistence between them."

And again, " Though virtue or moral rectitude

does, indeed, consist in affection to, and pursuit of

what is right and good, as such
;

yet, when we sit

down in a cool hour, we can neither justify to our-

selves this or any other pursuit, till we are con-

vinced that it will be for our happiness, or at least

not contrary to it."

Our author has some very able and philosophical

remarks between the nature of self-love and bene-

volence, in opposition to those writers who, on the

one hand, make the whole of virtue to consist in

the exercise of the benevolent feelings ; and those,

on the other, who resolve all our passions, affec-

tions, and sympathies into a refined kind of self-

love. On descanting on this part of his subject, he

endeavours to prove, from analogical arguments,

that there are numerous indications throughout the
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vast scheme of nature and providence, to suppose

that there is a distinct principle in our nature for

the exclusive purpose of promoting the happiness

and comfort of our fellow-men, and which com-

municates to us that pure and grateful feeling

which generally accompanies the exercise of the

benevolent affections. " The fact then appears to

be, that we are constituted so as to condemn false-

hood, unprovoked violence, injustice, and to ap-

prove of benevolence to some preferably to others,

abstracted from all consideration, which conduct

is likeliest to produce an over-balance of happiness

or misery ;—and, therefore, were the author of

nature to propose nothing to himself as an end but

the production of happiness, were his moral charac-

ter merely that of benevolence
;
yet ours is not so.

Upon that supposition, indeed, the only reason of

his giving us the above-mentioned approbation of

benevolence to some persons rather than others,

and disapprobation of falsehood, unprovoked vio-

lence, and injustice, must be, that he foresaw this

constitution of our nature would produce more

happiness than forming us with a temper of more

general benevolence. But still, since this is our

constitution, falsehood, violence, injustice must be

vice in us, and benevolence to some preferably to
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others, virtue, abstracted from all consideration of

the over-balance of evil or good, which they may

appear likely to produce."*

We have thus given a brief outline of the moral

theory of Bishop Butler. To make any remarks upon

it here, would only be to repeat what is elsewhere

stated. But before closing our observations, it

may be noticed that the principal objection which

is commonly urged against the Bishop's writings, is

that of their obscurity : this objection is more par-

ticularly brought against his celebrated Treatise on

Natural and Revealed Religion. You scarcely

meet with a reader of this book, but who will rea-

dily enough acknowledge its superior merit, but

who, at the same time, qualifies his praise by a sig-

nificant shake of his head, accompanied with the

remark, that it is very dry, and subtile, and diffi-

cult to be understood. Now, I must confess, I

have never been able to see the justice of this cri-

ticism. That the author's style is a little obscure, I

am ready to grant ; but when we come to look at

the great value of the work in every other essential

particular, and the vast and paramount importance

of the doctrines therein discussed, we ought not to

• Disscrtatiou.
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shrink from the appearance of a little intellectual

labour, nor to expect that subjects which are in

their own nature of such complexity, should be

handled with all the easy off-hand flippancy of a

novel or a book of travels. I know of no single

loork on Natural and Revealed Religion, which is

entitled to be compared with Bishop Butler's ; and

thoug-h I should lay myself open to the charge of

stepping beyond my province, I cannot refrain from

embracing this opportunity of wishing that all young

men would carefully, diligently, and attentively

peruse this interesting volume, and make them-

selves masters of all the leading arguments on the

topics on which it treats.
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CHAPTER XXII.

DR. FERGUSON.

INSTITUTES OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

Dr. Adam Ferguson was born at the manse of

Logierait, of which parish his father was minister,

in 1724, and received his early education at the

parish school. He was made Professor of Moral

Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh, in 1759.

His " Institutes of Moral Philosophy" were pub-

lished in 1769 ; and his " Principles of Moral and

Political Science" in 1792. He died in I8I6.

The " Institutes of Moral Philosophy" is a very

useful work for students, inasmuch as it contains a

concise view of many interesting subjects of inquiry

;

namely, the natural history of man, ynetaphysicny

the principles of' natural religion, the nature of

jnoral good and evil^ jurisprudence^ and politics.
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Mr. Ferguson's work, like all similar ones, which

are written merely with a view of giving- a con-

densed sketch of the nature of a course of lectures

on Moral Philosophy, is but little calculated to

give rise to any lengthened discussion. Theoretical

statements and reasonings are, in such publications,

for obvious reasons, kept as much as possible out of

sight, in order that the youthful mind may not be

distracted by subtile and intricate speculations, for

the entering into which, with any thing like a pro-

bable chance of making himself master of them, he

has not the requisite knowledge nor powers of

mind. Such a work, therefore, does not afford the

materials for moral discussion ; but as the reader

may feel a desire to know something of the " InstU

tutes of Moral Philosophy/ " we will here give a

fihort abstract of two or three subjects of import-

ance, namely, the theory of the human mind—the

principles of natural religion, and the nature of

moral good and evil.

1st, Dr. Ferguson's notions of mental philosophy

appear to be in principle, as well as in detail, nearly

the same as those of Mr. Locke's. The Doctor

considers the powers of the mind to be the follow-

ing :— 1st, Consciousness, which is considered to

be the same as feeling. '2^, Animal sense, or per^
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ceptio7iy which is the result of the exercise of our

bodily org-ans, as touch, taste, smell, hearing-, and

seeing. 3d, Obsei'vation, or special attention paid

to any particular thing-. 4th, Memo?'?/, that is, the

recollection of perceptions or trains of thought.

5th, Imagination is the clothing- of objects with

real or fictitious qualities or circumstances. 6th,

Abstraction, which is the stating or consideration

of some qualities or circumstances apart from other

qualities or circumstances to which they are actually

joined by nature. 7th, Reasoning comprehends a

classification of particular subjects, investigation,

the application of general rules, the weighing of evi-

dence, and the deducing of inferences. 8th, Fore-

sight is the faculty of anticipating or conjecturing

what is to follow from certain present or past events.

9th, Propensity is an original bias or limitation to-

wards certain objects ; such as a free and unfettered

exercise of our physical powers. 10th, Sentiment

is defined to be a state of mind relative to supposed

good or evil. 11th, Desire and aversion arise from

our conception of objects founded on experience,

fancy or report. 12th, Volition is the act of

willing, or the faculty of making free determina-

tions.

2d, The principles of natural religion come next
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under consideration. The first of these is that of

the being ofa God. This is established, 1st, by the

universality of this belief ; and this ag-ain rests partly

on a sug-gestion of nature, and the appearances of

desig-n, order, wisdom, and benevolence, which are

so strikingly characteristic of the government of the

world. 2d, The attributes of the Supreme Being

are the features or characters of his moral nature,

and are commonly designated by five appellations
;

namely, Unity, Power, Wisdom, Goodness, and

Justice. 1st, The Unity of God is established from

our perception of final causes. 2d, Power must be

an attribute of the Great First Cause ; as He who

is the Creator of all things cannot be limited in His

power. 3d, PVisdovn is an attribute of the Divine

nature ; for it follows from, or rather may be said

to be implied in, the perceptions of final causes.

4th, The Goodness of God is sug"gested to our

minds from being the Creator and Preserver of all

things. 5th, The Justice of God is derived from

his wisdom and goodness, and must necessarily be

perfect.

The second fundamental principle of natural reli-

gion is the immortality of the soul. This doctrine

is chiefly supported on pure reason, by considering

the almost universal notions of a future state enter-
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tained by men of all countries, climates, manners,

and religion. The same goodness which prompted

the Almighty to create us may likewise dispose him

to preserve for ever his rational and intelligent oiF-

spring. The government of God is proved to be

righteous ; but the instinctive desire of distributive

justice implanted in men's minds is not fulfilled in

this life. Hence the universal belief, that wicked

men will be punished, and good men rewarded, in

another state of existence, beyond death and the

grave.

3d, The moral law is defined by Dr. Ferguson

to be " a general expression ofivhat ought to he ;'*

and in this he appears to agree with Dr. Hutche-

8on, that the rules of morality are referable to the

same standard as the rules of art, or the canons of

criticism, beauty, and propriety. The moral law,

as relating to intelligent creatures, is nothing but

the expression of what ought to be done. The

obligation to obey this law is resolved by our author

into the obligation to observe the law of nature ;

and the first and fundamental law is that which

expresses the greatest good to men's nature ; all

other laws are but branches or applications of this

general principle. " The terms," says Dr. Fergu-

son, " good and evil are applied to enjoyment and
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suffering-, perfection and defect, prosperity and ad-

versity.

"Enjoyment and suffering- are opposite conditions

of a sentient nature.

*' Perfection and defect are the opposite condi-

tions of an improveable or progressive nature.

*' Prosperity and adversity are the opposite con-

ditions of things contingent, in which the most for-

tunate have not a choice."*

The fundamental law of morality is thus laid

down by Dr. Ferguson. From the foregoing esti-

mate we may venture to affirm, that the qualities of

man's nature are of more moment than any of the

circumstances in which men are placed ; and that

the first concern of a man is to consider what he

himself is, not how he is situated.

" In stating a first principle of morality, however,

it is not necessary to enumerate all the valuable

qualities of human nature ; it is sufficient to select

some fundamental article, in itself important, and

leading to the whole.

" With these conditions, a principle will serve our

purpose the better for being expressed in few words,

provided it brings into view that which is most essen-

tial, and that which is for ever to be kept in mind,

* Institutes, p. 139.
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" Under this description we may venture to as-

sume as a first principle of morality, that the great-

est good competent to man's nature is the love of

mankind.

" Benevolence, and the love ofmankind, are terms

nearly synonymous ; but we prefer the latter in this

place, as excluding pretensions to merit on account

of any sentiment without an object, and as requir-

ing at once all the efficacy of a good disposition to-

wards those who are within its reach.

*' The law of benevolence may be applied sepa-

rately to mind, and to the external actions of men.

" In its applications to mind, it will lead us to

enumerate the valuable qualities connected with it,

whether as cause or effect ; and it will lead us to

complete the definition of virtue, or the description

of a rational nature accomplished and happy.

" In its application to external actions, it will lead

us to consider in what variety of external forms the

same dispositions of mind may appear, and to mark

out the tenor of conduct which the just will natu-

rally hold."*

The " Principles of Moral and Political Science"

is merely an enlargement of his Institutes.

* Institutes, p. 163.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

DR. PRICE.

REVIEW OF THE PRINCIPAL QUESTIONS IN MORALS.

Richard Price was born at Tynton, Glamorg-an-

shire, in 17^3, where his father, a dissenting cler-

g-yman, resided. He was placed at one of the dis-

senting academies in the south, under the care of

his uncle, the Rev. Samuel Price. Mr. Price was

chosen minister at Newington Green in 17<57» in

which year he published his " Review of the Prin-

cipal Questions in Morals,''^ He died in 1791.

Dr. Price's " Review of the Principal Ques-

tions in Morals" was a work of considerable po-
4
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pularity some years ago ; and the propriety of its

arrangement, the clearness of its style, and the high

sense of virtue and piety which runs through the

whole of it, must ever entitle it to an attentive and

careful perusal by the moral student.

In looking- into our natures as moral agents, we

recog-nise three distinct perceptions, which seem to

constitute the elementary principles of morality ;

and these should always be carefully kept in view

in all our reasonings on the subject. First, our

conception of rig-ht and wrong- ; secondly, our per-

ception of beauty and deformity ; and thirdly, that

which we express in common lang-uage, when we

designate particular actions as of good or ill desert.

Some actions we immediately, and upon the spur

of the moment, pronounce to be good, and others

evil ; some fit, and others unjit ; while others are

considered as possessing- no particular moral oblig-a-

tion, and we accordingly call them by the term in-

different. The grand question then is, what is this

power within us which thus authoritatively pro-

nounces its decisions on the nature of these different

kind of actions ?

We have already illustrated the doctrine of a mo-

ral sense at considerable length ; and slightly hint-

ed at some of the leading objections which Dr.
VOL. II. M
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Price advances against the existence of this faculty.

His answer to the above question, What is that

power within us which determines actions to be

good or bad ? is this, that this power is the under-

standing, and not a moral sense, and his principal

reasons for this conclusion are the following.

1st, By the term sense we usually mean that

power, (different from, and independent of the rea-

soning or judging power) which renders certain ac-

tions pleasing, and others displeasing, or those

which are rendered indifferent to us. By our bo-

dily construction we are so formed that the excite-

ment of certain bodily organs never fails to produce

certain ideas in our minds ; and that in like man-

ner, certain kinds of moral or immoral behaviour

are invariably productive of pleasure or of pain.

Had the advocates of this description of a moral

sense merely meant it should stand for our moral

powers generally, little or no objection could have

been urged against its use in ethical inquiries ; but

it is obvious from the general tenor of the writings

of the principal advocates of a moral sense, that they

drew the analogy between it and our intellectual

and physical powers too closely, and that the term

moral sense is used b}' them, as indicative of a posi-

tive 7noral faculty, an implanted and arhltvary
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principle, by which a taste or relislt is g-iven to cer-

tain actions, and an aversion felt towards others,

exactly corresponding- to the exercise of our bodily

powers of sensation or perception. It is an obvi-

ous conclusion from this doctrine, that all our ideas

of moral obligation have the same origin, and par-

take of the same nature, as our ideas or notions re-

specting the sensible qualities of matter, the har-

mony of sounds, the beauties of painting- and sculp-

ture, &;c. ; that is, that our Creator has so con-

structed our minds and bodily org-ans, that when

one or both become affected in a particular manner,

certain feelings are necessarily awakened within us.

According to this view of the subject, morality be-

comes a mere matter of taste. The terms moral

right and wrong signify nothing in the virtuous

objects themselves^ to which these words are ap-

plied ; no more than the terms agreeable or disa-

greeable, sweet or bitter, pleasant or painful, repre-

sent or stand for positive qualities in external ob-

jects. It is not proper for us to say that bitterness

is a power or quality of an object, or that pain is

in the fire which produces it ; these terms bitter-

ness and pain are merely used to describe certain

effects in us. And, in like manner, the words rights

fit, goody improper, bad, &c., when applied to moral
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actions, are used just to sig-nify an emotion or feel-

ings either of a pleasurable or painful kind, from

the contemplation of those actions ; and if it had so

pleased the Almig-hty to have altered the relation

which now subsists between these actions and our

feelings and emotions, our notions or ideas of moral

obligation, fitness or propriety, would have un-

dergone a corresponding" change. The important

question then is, has virtue a permanent or lasting-

foundation in the nature of things ; do the words

right and wrong represent real characters of ac-

tions, or only qualities of our minds ; or, in short,

do the words good and bad fully denote what ac-

tions are in themselves^ or only stand for sensa-

tions derived from the particular relation and influ-

ence which subsists between external objects and

our intellectual and physical constitution ?

2d, If our ideas or perceptions of moral rigid

and wrong denote what certain actions areoftJiem-

selves, and not merely ourfeelings or emotions re-

specting them, then the power of perceiving what

is the true nature of these actions must be either

that faculty which is employed by us in the disco-

very of truth in general, or the result of some zm-

planted power or sense. If we take the former

opinion as our guide, then we establish morality

2
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upon an Tii>chai:ig'eaWe basis, by considering- it the

same in its nature as truth in general ; but if, on

the other hand, we make this supposed implanted

jwiver or sense the standard of moral obhgation,

then this standard must be liable to continual fluc-

tuation, according- to the different deg^rees of

strength or perfection of this sense^ and the various

mediums through which it is exerted. We cannot

fail, therefore, to perceive, that to place morality

upon a solid and immutable footing-, we must con-

sider it as the residt of the understanding ; but, in

order to see this matter more distinctly, we will

here make a few observations respecting- the under-

standing;- and the senses.

It has been commonly the practice among- writers

since Mr. Locke's time, io consider sensation and

reflection the sources of all our ideas. Without,

however, entering- into any discussion on this doc-

trine at present, we will just g-ive a g^lance at the

difference between the understanding and a sense,

and endeavour to point out the nature and limits

of each.

The power of the mind which takes cognizance

of, and pronounces judgment upon, the various

perceptions of sense, discovers the nature of the

sensible qualities of matter ; descants upon the ge-
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neral and minute differences between the senses

;

inquires into and defines the limits of their opera-

tion ; and distinguishes between what is real and

what is fictitious, what is of primary and what of

secondary importance among- the various agents

which internally and externally affect us ; must be

acknowledged to be a power very different in its

nature, and more extensive in its influence, than any

thing which we usually ascribe to the nature of a

sense. All our bodily senses have limits clearly

and obviously defined ; nor can any one of them

materially assist another. The eye is made to see,

the ear to hear, the mouth to taste, and the nose to

smell ; but that power or faculty which grapples,

as it were, with the whole ; which judges of and

compares the objects of all the senses ; which states

facts, lays down principles, and draws conclusions

relative to the nature, number, identity, diversity,

&c., of these various senses and their objects, must

be something very different from sense itself.

** Were not sense and knowledge entirely different,

we should rest satisfied with sensible impressions,

such as light, colours and sounds, and inquire no

farther about them, at least when the impressions

are strong and vigorous. Whereas, on the contrary,

we necessarily desire some further acquaintance
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with them, and can never be satisfied till we have

subjected them to the survey of reason. Sense pre-

sents particular forms to the mind, but cannot rise

to any general ideas. It is the intellect that ex-

amines and compares the presented forms, that rises

above individuals to universal and abstract ideas,

and thus looks downward upon objects, takes in at

one view an affinity of particulars, and is capable of

discovering- general truths. Sense sees only the

outside of thing's, reason acquaints itself with their

natures. Sensation is only a mode of feeling in

the mind ; but knowledge implies an active and

vital energy of the mind. Feeling pain, for ex-

ample, is the effect of sense ; but the understand-

ing is employed when pain itself is made an object

of the mind's reflection, or held up before it, in or-

der to discover its nature and causes. Mere sense

can discover nothing in the most exquisite work of

art—suppose a plant, or the body of an animal—but

what is painted in the eye, or what might be de-

scribed on paper. It is the intellect that must per-

ceive in it order and proportion, variety and re-

gularity, design, connexion, art and power, apti-

tudes, dependences, correspondences, and adjust-

ment of parts so as to subserve an end, and compose

one perfect whole ; things which can never be re-
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presented on a sensible organ, and the ideas of

which cannot be passively communicated, or stamp-

ed on the mind by the operation of external objects.

Sense cannot be any of the modes of thinking

beings ; these can be discovered only by the mind's

survey of itself."
*

Applying these remarks to the subject of morals,

and considering our ideas of right and wrong to be

simple ideas, we will readily perceive that they

nmst be referred to some immediate perception iu

the human mind. This power is the understand-

ing. We have seen in the preceding remarks, that

this general faculty is that which guides or super-

intends the whole of our bodily senses, and is itself

the source of many of the most common and fami-

liar notions we possess, as to the nature of material

objects. So, in like manner, the understanding acts

the same part in our moral constitution, and fur-

nishes us with immediate perceptions of what is

right and wrong, worthy or blamable, in the

conduct of mankind.

We must assume, that all human actions possess

some nature or essence peculiar to themselves

;

they must have a character by which they are re-

* Review of the Principal Questions of Morals, p. 19.
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cog-nised, and which makes them an object of our

moral perception, so that we can truly affirm or

deny any thing respecting- them. We know that

some actions are worthy of praise, and some of cen-

sure. But if this be not true ; if no actions are in

themselves clothed with moral obligation, and be-

come objects for the understanding ; then it neces-

sarily follows that they are indifferent. But is not

this inference entirely contrary to our common and

every-day notions of the nature of our moral duties

and obligations ? One can scarcely imagine that

any person could bring his mind to a conclusion,

that all actions are in their nature equally indiffer-

ent, and that there is no one thing more fit, becom-

ing, praiseworthy, or lovely, than another. The

clear and obvious inference which the mind of man,

unsophisticated with false philosophy, would draw

from such a position is, that we are warranted in

doing whatever we think proper, that morality be-

comes entirely a matter of feeling, and that nothing

is required of us as rational, moral, and religious

beings, but to shajje our moral conduct according

to the variable and uncertain standard of mere

moral emotion orfeeling.

The remarks we have here made may be said to

contain the sum or essence of Dr. Price's principles
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of morality. He has endeavoured to apply these

principles to the subject of natural religion, and to

show how completely they harmonize with some of

its most important and leading doctrines, namely,

the moral attributes of the Deity, the nature of his

moral government, and a future state of rewards

and punishments. On each of these heads we will

make a few brief remarks.

That morality does not consist in sense, moral

emotion or sensation, but is the fruits of the under-

standing, which is that general power which super-

intends, as it were, all our other faculties, physical,

intellectual, and moral, is a doctrine inseparable

from correct notions regarding the nature and

moral attributes of the Deity. If morality be not

of a fixed, unchangeable, and eternal nature, but

only the object o^feeling or sensation, though this

might justify us in maintaining the wisdom of God

in constituting us in this particular manner
;
yet

we could have no solid grounds on which to rest

the conclusion, that the Deity was of a holy, pure,

and benevolent character ; for we could not by any

power of inference establish the position, that be-

cause we felt in a certain particular manner, agree-

ably to our particular organization, towards what is

good and what is bad in human behaviour, that.
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therefore, the Deity himself felt in the same man-

ner and degree towards those actions which give us

moral j)leasure and pain. In fact, we have no con-

ception of what is virtuous, holy, and good in the

divine nature, without we maintain that right and

wrong are words which stand for things in their

own nature of a permanent and indisputable na-

ture. But by making virtue the effect of the under-

standing, we here connect what is good, and what

is intelligent together ; and as infinite power must

presuppose infinite intellige7ice, we are entitled to

infer that the goodness and holiness of the Divine

character must surpass as much the goodness and

holiness of man as His wisdom surpasses ours. To

suppose for one moment that the Deity followed a

course of action which is not in itself right, which

is not in its own nature good and proper to be

done, is at once to maintain that He has no charac-

ter at all. But this conclusion is totally at variance

with what we observe every way around us. The

mere fact of creation itself, is a proof of goodness
;

for where we can so easily point out such marks of

wisdom, goodness, and design in the constitution of

nature, we are fairly entitled to maintain that the

Creator must be possessed of a moral character of

kindness and virtue, and must be guided by priu-
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eiples of rectitude, wbicli must have an eternal ex:-

istence in the nature of thing-s. As to the question

which has been so frequently agitated both by mo-

ralists and divines, namely, whether cdl the moral

mttHbutes of the Deity he resolvable into jmre be-

nevolence, need not, I conceive, be dwelt upon here

at any g-reat length. According to the principles

already laid down, complete, eternal, and absolute

rectitude must always be the ultimate principle of

the divine conduct. We cannot suppose that the

Almig-hty would ever promote the comfort or hap-

piness of any part of His creation, but by means

which are in themselves- rig-ht, Iioly, and g-ood.

*' But while we thus find it neces'sarv to conclude,

ihat good?2ess is the principle from which the Deity

created, we ought, in honour to it, never to for-

get, that it is a principle founded in reason, and

guided by reason, and essentially free in all its

operations. Were not this true of it, or were it a

mere physical propensity in the divine nature which

has no foundation in reason and wisdom, and which,

from the same necessity by which the divine nature

is eternal or omnipresent, produces all its effects,

we could perceive no moral worth in it, nor reckon

it at all an object of gratitude and praise.

" Happiness is the end, and the on/?/ end con-
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ceivable by us, of God's providence and govern-

iwent. But He pursues this end in subordination

to rectitude, and by those methods only ^yhich rec-

titude requires. Justice and veracity are right as

well as goodness, and must also be ascribed to the

Deity, ^yjustice, I here mean distributive justice,

impartiality and equity in determining the states oi

beings, and a constant regard to their different mo-

ral qualifications in all the communications of hap-

piness to them. It is this attribute of the Deity

we mean when we speak of His spotless holiness

and purity. From hence arises the everlasting re-

pugnancy of his nature to all immorality, His lov-

ing and favouring virtue, and making it the un-

chani^eable law of His creation, and the universal

ground and condition of happiness under His go-

vernment. It would, I think, be a very dangerous

error to consider goodness in God as undirected by

justice in its exercise. Divine benevolence is a

disposition, not to make all indiscriminately happy

in any possible way, but to make the fait/ifui, the

pious, and upright happy."*

Benevolence, founded upon infinite wisdom and

rectitude, being the leading feature in the divine

character, it clearly follows, that his moral govern-

Review, p. 432.
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iiuMii must (I(Mnaii<I lliat, liis crcalnrcs praclisc vir-

tue, wltli Ji view to llicir |)r('S(Mil. and cvcMlaslini^

liap[)iii('ss and wellaro. lie imisl apjMovi' of <;(»<)(],

mid disa|)|)n)ve of (nil aclious, in couronnily with

his own i'hai'a(l(>i' and nature. \\ liat is fair, and

hononrahle, and lovely, and of i^ood desert, lie

nnist love and reward ; what is innnoral, hateful,

and odious, lie nnisl despise and punish. 'J'hero

must he a refiM'euee in all the deeisious of the

divine natin-e upon th(» actions (\\' nuMi, to that prin-

ciple of internal reetitude whieh constitutes the

basis of the divine attributes, aiul forms tin* soh*

rule of onniipoteut wisdom. *' In short, if there is

;ui intellii^'ent Heinn' at th(» head of all, who made

things Avhat they are ; if moral j^'ood and evil are

real and inunutable diiVenMU'es, aiul not uu'ro

iKUues and fancies ; if tlun'e is a law of righteous-

ness which the l)i>ity renards, and uccordin<;- to

which lie always acts ; if virtue descM'ves well, and

is ess(Mitially /rorf/ii/ of encouraucment, and vice

deserves ill, and is a j)roper ol)ject of j)unislnnent ;

then it may be depended on, that the lots of the

virt»u)us and vicious will be dillerent ; and that

(lod \s for the o\n\ and </.i,'v////.\7 the other ; or that

the adininistrati()n oi' the wt)rld is strictly moral
«

and rii^hteous."*

• Ueviow, |i. '110.
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Jiut thouf^h virtue is, and alvvayH must ha, in a

^onoral K(;nso its own reward, yot IIk; condition of

th« worl(] plainly intimatos to hh that the; ronncxion

hfttwf'cn virtiH; and liaj)j)inRSS is not nniv(;rHal and

perfect ; that the j)ir>nH and virtuous, and the wicked

and the prf)fane, enjoy a larg-o shan; fd tliis world's

^•oods and comforts. This ouf^ht to sug-^est to us

a futurf! state of rewards and punishments, where

a holy and j»'Ood heinf^ will, in conformity with his

character, give to every one accordinj^ to his works.

7'his statii of existence njust he considered more in

the lif(ht of a state of trial and probation, than of

reward and enjoynjent. " A moral j)lan of j^overn-

ment must be carried into execution ffraduaily and

Hlowly, throuf.4j several successive steps and jteriods.

—Jiefore retribution there must Ixi jjrobation and

(liftcipline.—Rewards and punishments require; that,

ant*jcedently to them, sufficient opportunities should

be ji^iven to beinr^s to render themselves proj^er ob-

jects of them, and to form and disj)lay their charac-

ters, duririK which time it is nacAtHHnry that one

event should f;ften happen to the gocjd and the had.

Were every single action, as soon fts perforrrjr-d, to

be followed with its proper reward or punishment

;

were wickedness, in every instance of it, struck with

immediate vengeance, and wem goodness always
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at ease and prosperous, the characters of men could

not be formed, virtue would be rendered interest-

ed and mercenary ; some of the most important

branches of it could not be practised ; adversity,

frequently its best friend, could never find access to

it ; and all those trials would be removed which are

requisite to train it up to maturity and perfection.

Thus would the reg-ular process of a moral govern-

ment be disturbed and its purposes defeated ; and

therefore, the very facts which are made objections

to it, appear, as mankind are now constituted, to

be required by it. In a word, shall we, from j)re-

sent inequalities, draw conclusions subversive of

the most evident principles of reason, though we

see the constitution of the world and the natural

tendencies of things to be such as will, if they are

allowed time and scope for operating, necessarily

exclude them ? Is it reasonable to give up the wis-

dom and righteousness of the universal mind, to

contradict our clearest notions of things, and to ac-

knowledge errors in the administration of the Deity,

notwithstanding innumerable appearances in the

frame of the world of his infinite power and per-

fection, rather than receive a plain, easy and natural

supposition, which is suggested to us in innumera-

ble ways, which mankind in all ages have received.
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and which is agreeable to all our best sentiments

and wishes ?"*

We have here given an outline of the system of

morality advocated by Dr. Price ; we will clearly

see that he combats the opinions of those who main-

tain that virtue is the result of a moral sense im-

planted in us. He considers right and wrong to

mean something eternal and immutable in the

things to which these words are applied. The un-

derstanding is the faculty which recognises or takes

notice of what is good or bad in the conduct of

men. The reader will readily perceive that Dr.

Price's views are precisely the same in point of

principle as those of Dr. Cudworth's ; there is a little

variation in matters of detail, but this is the full

amount of difference.

• Review, p. 453-

VOL. II. N
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CHAPTER XXIV.

DR. ADAM SMITH.

THEORY OF MORAL SENTIMENTS.

Adam Smith was born at Kirkcaldy, in Fifeshire,

in 1723. He obtained his elementary education

at his native town ; and in 1737 he went to Glas-

gow, and afterwards to Baliol College, Oxford,

with a view of entering into the English Church.

In 1751, he was elected Professor of Logic and

Moral Philosophy in the University in Glasgow.

He published his " Theory of Moral Sentiments**

in 1759, and his other well known work on the

TVealth ofNations in I766. He died in 1790.

The moral theory of Dr. Smith's is perhaps one

of the most pleasing and instructive performances
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which ever was written on the speculative princi-

ples of morality. Embellished with the fruits of a

lively but chaste imagination, enforced by languag-e

at once dignified and simple, the reader generally

becomes deeply interested in the theory of " Moral

Senfime}its." The system possesses all the charms

of a most refined and accurate analysis, and the

illustrations are so apposite and agreeable to na-

ture, that the reader seems to pass pleasantly from

one step of conviction to another, until he comes

to the conclusion that now he has found a theory

which sufficiently accounts for all moral appearances.

Indeed, so captivating is the performance now un-

der examination, that few readers of it will be

found who have not, at the termination of their la-

bours, expressed their approbation at its excellen-

cies, and felt deeply impressed with the truth of its

leading principles.

In the familiar and every-day intercourse of hu-

man life, we must on every side perceive the great

influence of moral sympathy, which is only another

word for that fellow-feeling we experience in other

men's joys and sorrows, tastes and humours, suc-

cesses and disappointments, opinions and sentiments.

This feeling developes itself in our constitutions at

a very early period of our existence ; in childhood
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and in youth, we enter warmly into all the feeling-g

of those around us, and according" to the strength

of the benevolent principle or feeling- of attachment,

we are inclined to imitate the actions, and acquire

the opinions, habits, and sentiments of those with

whom we are upon terms of intimacy and friend-

ship. " How selfish soever man may be supposed,

there are evidently some principles in his nature

which interest him in the fortunes of others, and

render their happiness necessary to him, though

he derives nothing from it except the pleasure of

seeing it. Of this kind is pity or compassion, the

emotion which we feel for the misery of others,

when we either see it or are made to conceive it in

a very lively manner. That we often derive sorrow

from the sorrow of others, is a matter of fact too

obvious to require any instances to prove it ; for

this sentiment, like all the other original passions

of human nature, is by no means confined to the

virtuous and humane, though they perhaps may

feel it with the most exquisite sensibility ; the

greatest ruffian,—the most hardened violator of the

laws of society, is not altogether without it.

" That this is the source of our fellow-feeling for

the misery of others, that it is by changing places

in fancy with the suff"erer, that we come either to
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conceive or to be affected bj what he feels, may be

demonstrated bj many obvious assertions, if it should

not be thought sufficiently evident of itself. When

we see a stroke aimed, and just ready to fall upon

the leg or arm ofanother person, we naturally shrink

and draw back our own leg or our own arm ; and

when it does fall, we feel in some measure, and are

hurt by it as well as the sufferer. The mob, when

they are gazing on a dancer on the slack-rope, na-

turally writhe, and twist, and balance their own

bodies, as they see him do, and as they feel they

themselves must do, if in his situation. Persons of

delicate fibres and a weak constitution of body com-

plain, that in looking on the ulcers and sores which

are exposed by beggars in the streets, they are apt

to feel an itching or uneasy sensation in the corres-

ponding part oftheir own bodies. The horror which

they conceive at the misery of those wretches, affects

that particular part in themselves more than any

other ; because that horror arises from conceiving

what they themselves would suffer, if they really

were the wretches whom they are looking upon,

and if that particular part in themselves was actually

affected in the same miserable manner. The very

force of this conception is sufficient, in their feeble

frames, to produce that itching or uneasy sensation
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complained of. Men of the most robust make ob-

serve, that m looking- upon sore eyes, they often feel

a very sensible soreness in their own, which proceeds

from the same reason ; that organ being- in the

strongest men more delicate than any other part of

the body is in the weakest." *

Sympathy is the source of, or the principal share

of our pleasures and pains, joys and sorrows ; and

this is finely explained by Mr. Smith—" But, what-

ever may be the cause of sympathy, or however it

may be excited, nothing pleases us more than to

observe in other men a fellow-feeling with all the

emotions of our own heart ; nor are we ever so

much shocked as by the appearances of the con-

trary." *' When we have read a book or poem so

often that we even no longer find any amusement

in reading it by ourselves, we can still take pleasure

in reading it to a companion—to him it has all the

graces of novelty ; we enter into the surprise and

admiration which it naturally excites in him, but

which it is no longer capable of exciting in us ; we

consider all the ideas which it presents, rather in

the light in which they appear to him, than in that

in which they appear to ourselves, and we are

• Moral Sentiments, pp. 1—3.
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amused by sympathy with his amusement, which

thus enlivens our own. On the contrary, we should

be vexed if he did not seem to be entertained with

it, and we could no longer take pleasure in reading

it to him. It is the same case here.—The mirth of

the company, no doubt, enlivens our own mirth,

and their silence, no doubt, disappoints us. But

though this may contribute both to the pleasure

which we derive from the one, and to the pain which

we feel from the other, it is by no means the sole

cause of either ; and this correspondence of the

sentiments of others with our own appears to be a

cause of pleasure, and the want of it a cause of

pain, which cannot be accounted for in this manner.

The sympathy which my friends express with my
joy might indeed give me pleasure by enlivening

that joy, but that which they express with my grief

could give me none if it served only to enliven that

grief. Sympathy, however, enlivens joy, and alle-

viates grief. It enlivens joy by presenting another

source of satisfaction, and it alleviates grief by in-

sinuating into the heart almost the only agreeable

sensation which it is at that time capable of receiv-

ing." *

* Moral Sentiments, pp. 16, 17.
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Dr. Smith's theory in substance is this, that we

do not instantly approve of some actions, or disap-

prove of others, whenever the intentions of the

agent, or the beneficial or injurious nature of these

actions is made apparent to us ; but before we can

feel any sentiment of approval or disapproval, we are

to undergo acertainprocess,that of forming a concep-

tion of what we would feel if we were in some other

person's situation. If a person do a good action, we

sympathize with him, that is, we enter into his feelings

as it were, and we feel pleasure, because we fancy he

feels it also in performing the action. Ifa person do a

bad action, we in the same manner enter into the

angry and indignant feelings of the person who is

affected by it, and dwell upon those sentiments

which we fancy would arise in our minds, if we had

been the object of this sinful and malicious action.

When we consider our own conduct, relative to

the praise or blame which we think it may merit,

we do so by a moral sympathy more complicated

in its operations, and somewhat more difficult to

trace. If we perform a good action, we imme-

diately set ourselves to consider what others will

feel or think respecting it, and we feel a pleasure

at our own conduct, because we think that other

people think well of what we have done. When
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we do an improper action, we feel ashamed and

confounded, because we think, in like manner, that

people will consider our conduct worthy of censure

and reprobation ; and in consequence of this sup-

posed train of thought in the mind of others, we

feel the smarts of conscience in our own. This

moral sympathy acts, as it were, by a process of

single and double reflection ; we sympathize with

another's moral actions, by imagining what would

be our own feelings, if placed in their situation ; and

we sympathize with the sympathy of others, when

our own deeds are the objects of critical inquiry.

This is the leading principle on which the " Theory

of Moral Sentiments" is grounded.

It has been considered rather a nice question to

ascertain whether sympathy be an original power of

the mind or not. Those who have questioned its

being a primitive faculty, have brought forward ar-

guments like the following. Certain things appear

to our senses immediately of a pleasant and beau-

tiful, some of a painful and disgusting nature. Some

things, however, of a complicated structure, we can

neither pronounce to be beautiful nor deformed,

convenient nor inconvenient, until we enter into a

process of reasoning, and by patient investigation

examine all the particular bearings of the things or
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matters under contemplation ; and in proportion as

reason points out the decisions as to the subservi-

ency or adaptation, the imperfection or incongruity

of the objects themselves, we accordingly pronounce

our decisions as to the relative beauty or deformity

of particular things.

Now in our judgment respecting the good or ill

nature of certain moral actions, something like the

same process is followed. Some actions of a cruel

or unjust nature immediately call forth our indig-

nation and abhorrence ; we instantly pronounce

that such things are improper, and ought not to be

performed. We see, however, another set of ac-

tions which outwardly bear the stamp of oppres-

sion ; but when we are induced to take all matters

into consideration, to weigh in the balance of rea-

son all the circumstances connected with them, we

correct our previous judgments, and begin to per-

ceive the reasonableness and propriety of that which

we had, from first impressions, been led to pro-

nounce as immoral and improper.

It is contended that sympathy takes it rise from

this habit of our mind. Sympathy, in^its ordinary

signification, is a feeling for those who endure

suffering or pain, or experience joy or gladness.

We enter, therefore, into the feelings of others,
8
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either of an enlivening- or depressing kind, because

the actions which give rise to them are of them-

selves calculated to create in us the same feelings

as we see they do in others. In fact, this moral

sympathy is nothing more than that moral suscep-

tibility to be affected in a particular manner by cer-

tain moral actions. It is not, therefore, a distinct

power added to our constitution, but merely a state-

ment of a fact known and acknowledged since the

beginning of man's existence, that certain actions

do instantaneously, as it were, affect our moral feel-

ings, opinions, and judgments.

We will also perceive that Dr. Smith's theory

takes it for granted, that sympathy must in all cases

precede our moral feelings and sentiments, and

where there is no sympathy there cannot be any

moral emotion whatever. Now it may be asked,

what is this sympathy ? Can it be an object of our

consciousness, or of our mind's perception, without

being connected with moral feelings of some kind or

degree ? Can we feel it, describe it, and reason about

it, abstracted from those feelings of right and wrong

which it is said to produce ? I think a moment's

reflection will convince any one, that these ques-

tions cannot be answered in the affirmative. The

fact, I apprehend, will be found to be, that these
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sympathetic feelings are nothing- more nor less than

those simple and universal intimations of moral rec-

titude and impropriety which instantaneously rise up

in the minds of all men, when certain actions are

presented to their view.
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CHAPTER XXV.

DR. PALEY.

MORAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY.

The Reverend Dr. William Paley was born at

Peterborough in Northamptonshire in IJiS, and

educated under his father, who was master of Gig"-

gleswick school in Yorkshire. In his sixteenth

year he entered the university of Cambridge as

sizer of Christ's college. According to his own ac-

count, he spent the first two years of his under-gra-

duateship ha])pily, but very unprofitably. " I was,"

says he, " constantly in society, where we were not

immoral, but idle, and rather expensive. At the

commencement of my third, however, after having

left the party at rather a late hour in the evening,

I was awakened at five in the morning by one of

my companions, who stood at my bed-side and said.
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** Paley, I have been thinking- what a fool you are.

I could do nothing probably were I to try, and can

afford the life I lead
; you could do every thing-,

and cannot afford it. I have had no sleep during"

the whole night on account of these reflections, and

am now come solemnly to inform you, that if you

persist in your indolence I must renounce your so-

ciety." *' I was so struck," says Paley, " with the

visit and the visiter, that I lay in my bed g-reat part

of the day, and formed my plan. I ordered my

bed-maker to prepare my fire every evening", in or-

der that it mig"ht be lig-hted by myself. I rose at

five, read during the whole of the day except such

hours as chapel and hall required, allotting- to each

portion of time its peculiar branch of study." He

was thus induced to relinquish the charms of com-

pany and dissipation, and to apply himself with re-

newed ardour to study and improvement. After

obtaining his bachelor's degree, Paley accepted the

situation of assistant in an academy at Greenwich,

where he remained about three years. Returning*

to Christ's Colleg-e in I766, he was elected a Fel-

low of that Society, and was not long- after associat-

ed in the tuition together with Dr. Law. It was

here that Dr. Paley prepared those public lectures

on moral and political philosophy and the Greek
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Testament, which constituted the general outlines

of those works which have attached celebrity to his

name.

Dr. Paley left college and married in 177^, and

as his talents began about this time to be fully ap-

preciated, his hopes of church preferment were, ere

long", fully realized. The Bishop of Carlisle, who

had given him a living in Cumberland, now pre-

sented him to that of Appleby in Westmoreland,

together with Dalston. In 1782, Dr. Paley ob-

tained the archdeaconry of Carlisle. He published

in 1785 his " Elements of Moral and Political Phi-

losophy,'* and in five years after, his Horse Paulinae,

or Observations on the Epistles of St. Paul, appear-

ed. In 1794* his Views of the Evidences of Chris-

tianity was published, and in 1801 his celebrated

treatise on Natural Theology. He died at Bishop-

wearmonth in 1805.

The treatise containing the moral and political

principles of Dr. Paley, has been for many years,

and is now, a very popular book ; but it is less sus-

ceptible of analysis than any other book on moral

science which has fallen under my notice. Though

the author is an able and strenuous advocate of a
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particular theory, and thoug-li that theory rests upon

principles few in number, and clearly enough un-

folded, yet the illustrations and remarks are of such

a detached and desultory character, that the mind

has little hold of the system. It is broken down

into so many fragments, so to speak, that a consi-

derable intellectual effort is necessary to keep the

general principles constantly and steadily before the

mind.

It has always appeared to me that Dr. Paley had

a somewhat peculiarly constituted mind. Though

not deficient, upon the whole, of skill for detecting

and elucidating general principles, and of power to

arrange them into a harmonious system, yet his

mind was essentially, in all its leading features, of

a matter of fact or compiling character. He de-

lighted in matters of detail. This is sufficiently

manifested by the general stamp of all his works.

The peculiar cast of his mind induced him to fall

readily enough in with the views and opinions of

other writers, and his own good sense and correct

judgment enabled him to exhibit them, on almost

every occasion, in a very popular and engaging light.

And this habit of mind has been of great service to

his reputation and usefulness, for it has enabled him

to give to the public a great deal of instructive and
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agreeable matter, and to promote correct views on

many subjects of great interest and importance to

mankind.

From the examination of the preceding system

of Mr. Hume, it will appear obvious to the reader,

that the theory of utility is decidedly the same as

that of Dr. Paley's. The words utility and expe-

diency, when used in moral science, are completely

synonymous. Many of the remarks, therefore,

which we have made upon Mr. Hume's doctrine,

will apply with equal force to Paley's system of ex-

pediency.

But though the theories of both Hume and Paley

are both the same when considered in one point of

view, yet when considered in another, there is a

broad line of distinction between them. Hume
denied the authenticity of the Scriptures, and framed

his system without any direct reference to the doc-

trines and precepts of morality which they contain.

Dr. Paley, on the contrary, has reared his theory

upon the basis of divine revelation, and endeavours

to shew the harmony which subsists between the

suggestions of natural reason and the will of God.

The doctrine of utility, as developed by Mr. Humej

appeared to Paley grounded on too slender a basis,

and as aifording too weak and insufficient motives

VOL. II. O
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for restraining man from the gratification of many

of his evil propensities and passions, such as lust

revenge, envy, ambition, avarice, &c. ; and there-

fore it became necessary to have a more elevated

standard of virtue than mere reason pointed out,

and to enforce the obligation of this more exalted

code of duties, by the more weighty motives which

are contained in the Scriptures, namely, a future

state of existence, and rewards and punishments an-

nexed to it. Here we perceive a great difference

between the two systems now under consideration,

but we must still bear in mind, that so far as the

ultimate end or .subject of virtue is concerned,

namely, the good of mankind, the views of Mr.

Hume's system are precisely the same as those of

Dr. Paley's.

To furnish the reader with a concise, yet an ade-

quate view of the moral and political philosophy of

Dr. Paley, lengthened or numerous quotations are

not necessary. The seventh chapter of his book,

on the nature ofvirtue, may be said to contain the

essence or kernel of his whole theory.

*' Virtue is the doing good to mankind, in obe-

dience to the will of God, andj'or the sake ofever-

lasting happiness,

" According to which definition, the good of
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mankind is the subject ; the will of God the rule
j

and everlasting happiness the motive of human

virtue.

*' Virtue has been divided by some into benevo-

lence, prudence,fortitude, and temperance. Be-

nevolence proposes good ends
;
j^^'ud^nce suggests

the best means of attaining them
; fortitude enables

us to encounter the difficulties, dangers, and dis-

couragements which stand in our way in the pursuit

of these ends ; teynperance repels and overcomes

the passions that obstruct it. Benevolence, for in-

stance, prompts us to undertake the cause of an op-

pressed orphan
;
prudence suggests the best mode

of going about it
; fortitude enables us to confront

the danger and bear up against the loss, disgrace,

or repulse that may attend our undertaking j and

temperance keeps under the love of money, of ease,

or amusement, which may divert us from it.

" Virtue is distinguished by others into two

branches only, prudence and benevolence : pru-

dence, attentive to our own interest ; benevolence,

to that of our fellow-creatures ; both directed to the

same end, the increase of happiness in nature, and

taking equal concern in the future as in the present.

*' The four cardinal virtues are prudence, forti-

tude, temperance, and justice.
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*' But the division of virtue to which we are

now-a-days most accustomed, is into duties.

*' Towards God, as piety, reverence, resignation,

gratitude, &;c.

" Towards other inen, (or relative duties), as jus-

tice, charity, loyalty, &c.

" Towards ourselves, as charity, sobriety, tem-

perance, preservation of life, care of health, &c.

" By the above definition of virtue, it appears

that the good of mankind is the subject, the will of

God the rule, and everlasting* happiness the motive

and end of all virtue. Yet a man shall perform many

an act of virtue, without having- either the good of

mankind, the will of God, or everlasting happiness

in his thoughts
;
just as a man may be a very good

servant, without being conscious at every turn of

a regard to his master's will, or of an express at-

tention to his interest, and your best old servants

are of this sort ; but then he must have served for

a lenp'th of time under the actual direction of these

motives to brins: it to this, in which service his me-

rit and virtue consist.

.."Man is a bundle of habits. There are habits

of industry, attention, vigilance, advertency ; of a

prompt obedience to the judgment occurring, or of

yielding to the first impulse of passion 5 of extend-
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ing our views to the future, or of resting upon the

present ; of apprehending", raethodizing, reasoning
;

of indolence and dilatoriness ; of vanity, self-con-

ceit, melancholy, partiality; of fretfuln ess, suspicion,

captiousness, censoriousness ; of pride, ambition,

covetousness ; of over-reaching, intriguing, project-

ing ; in a word, there is not a quality or function,

either of body or mind, which does not feel the in-

fluence of this great law of animated nature.

*' The Christian religion has not ascertained the

precise quantity of virtue necessary to salvation. It

seems most agreeable to our conceptions of justice,

and it is consonant enough to the language of Scrip-

ture to suppose, that there are prepared for us re-

wards and punishments of all possible degrees, from

the most exalted happiness down to extreme misery,

so that ' our labour is never in vain ;' whatever ad-

vancement we make in virtue, we procure a pro-

portionable accession of future happiness ; as, on

the other hand, every accumulation of vice is the

* treasuring up of so much wrath against the day of

wrath.' It has been said, that it can never be a

just economy of providence, to admit one part of

mankind into heaven, and condemn the other to

hell ; since there must be very little to choose be-

tween the worst man who is received into heaven
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and the best who is excluded. And how know we,

it might be answered, but that there may be as lit-

tle to choose in their conditions."

We have already viewed the system of utility

under two different lights when speaking of the

writings of Mr. Hume and Mr. Rutherford ; and

we shall now make a few remarks upon this system

of Dr. Paley's, for the purpose of placing before

the mind of the reader what may and has been said

in opposition to the archdeacon's theory.

1st. Dr. Paley makes moral obligation to rest on

an exclusive regard to our individual happiness in

another state of existence ; and that virtue itself,

that is, in its abstract nature, consists of a perfect

and implicit obedience to the will of God, as that

will is manifested to us in the Scriptures. Now, it

must be observed, that this view of moral obligation

is not less objectionable merely because it places be-

fore us, as an incentive to virtuous action, a great

and unspeakable reward. The source of virtuous

action is, in this case, not the less selfish, because the

happiness and honours of a future life vastly sur-

pass, in point of magnitude and duration, the hap-

piness and honours of this earthly and transient

state of existence. Nay, on the contrary, by the

fairest rules of reasoning which are recognised by
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tlie g-eiieral voice of mankind on matters where

their interests are concerned, it would clearly follow

that the larger and more magnificent the benefits to

be expected from any given line of moral conduct, the

more interested we become, and the less disinterest-

edness is placed to our credit. But, besides this

consideration, the theory of Paley involves a con-

clusion that we pursue holiness, piety, and virtue,

only because we expect to be large gainers by the

transaction ; and we are constantly appearing be-

fore the Almighty in the low and degraded attitude

of beings who acknowledge the existence of not a

single particle of real benevolent feeling, either in

His nature or in our own.

2d. It is maintained that the doctrine of expedi-

ency, or the loving and the performing of virtue,

for the sake of the rewards which are attached to

it, is destructive of all lofty and elevated concep-

tions of the nature and perfections of the Deity,

and of that worship we ought to pay Him. We
do not, upon tliis hypothesis, love God for holiness

and benignity of character, but only as the dispenser

of certain benefits, which He has it in his power to

bestow upon us. We represent Him as a Being

who is possessed of nothing of intrinsic excellence,

which we can love and adore for its own sake ; but
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what homage He receives from us, must every tittle

be purchased by a portion of vastly superior benefits

and favours. We carry on a species of barter with

heaven, and that which we designate by the name

of virtue, goodness or piety, is indeed nothing but

the fruits of a traffic infinitely more mercenary and

grovelling than any thing visible under the domi-

nion of the most loathsome greediness and avarice.

In fact, there can be nothing on which to rest our

duty to God, if the leading principles of Paley*s ex-

pediency be admitted to their utmost extent.

3d. It has frequently been observed that the

doctrine of expediency, as advanced by Dr. Paley,

is calculated to produce a loose kind of morality

whenever it is adopted ; and this opinion has re-

ceived considerable countenance, in my conception,

from the manner in which Paley has framed his

moral treatise. From mixing political with moral

philosophy, a greater scope is undoubtedly given

for illustrating the principle of expediency ; but at

the same time, it must be admitted, that the argu-

ments drawn from the relations which subsist be-

tween man and man, considered exclusively as

members of civil society, rest upon a more uncer-

tain and wavering foundation, than arguments

drawn from those duties, feelings, and principles
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which make up, or constitute, what we mean by

moral science, properly so called ; and, therefore,

the kind of materials by which the theory in ques-

tion is supported is rather of a questionable de-

scription. Not that I mean by this remark that

the science of government or politics, both general

and particular, is of a doubtful character, for in this

respect the leading principles of all political philo-

sophy are as firmly seated in human nature, and

are as much susceptible of demonstration, as any

others connected with our constitution. But it

must be obvious that, while the general principles

of politics are founded as it were upon a rock, yet

the matters of detail which result from their appli-

cation to the science of legislation, excite in all

classes of men a considerable difference of opinion ;

and, consequently, that arguments drawn from this

source are not so readily or universally received

as other arguments would be which are produced

from topics, productive of less contention and ex-

citement. There is little variation of opinion

amongst the bulk of mankind, in countries tolera-

bly enlightened, about what constitutes murder,

felony, adultery, cruelty, ingratitude, oppression, or

of any other of the private or public virtues ; but

the case is somewhat altered, when we enter into
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the province of politics, and endeavour to procure

unanimity of sentiment and o])inion on what are

the laws of nations, the original or elementary-

principles of society, the just and beneficial exten-

sion or limitation of the principles of civil autho-

rity and obedience, and the many rig-hts, duties,

and obligations which arise out of the nature of

private property.—Here a wide and endless field

lies open to mankind for discussion, and the growth

of contrary opinions ; and here a man, with the

principles of political and moral expediency, may

make the most objectionable and pernicious use of

the materials which are thus afforded him, without

our being able to detect the fallacy or hollowness

of his reasoning, or to excite in the bosoms of man-

kind a suitable portion of indignation at his conduct.

The portion of utility or happiness which results

from different modes of government and civil in-

stitutions, is so variable and uncertain, and depends

upon so many accidental circumstances, that the

advocates of very opposite systems support their

views by reasons drawn from one common source
;

and the principles of expediency, as generally in-

terpreted by the disciples of Dr. Paley, become the

standard of appeal, to opposite political i)arties, and

very conflicting interests. Thus a door is thrown
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open to mankind which may lead them to very in-

correct and loose modes of reasoning relative to

the nature and extent of moral obligation. A man

wandering through the mazes of politics with only

the glimmering torch of public or private utility or

expediency for his guide, is like a ship at sea with-

out either rudder or compass. Hence it is that we

so commonly see in society, the man of the most

perfect and heartless selfishness, and the crazy

votary of theoretical delusion, each appealing in his

turn, with vehemence and confidence, to the infal-

lible rule of moral rectitude—the real or supposed

advantages which are likely to flow from their re-

spective actions and opinions.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

REV. THOMAS GISBORNE.

PRINCIPLES OF MORAL AND POLITICAL
PHILOSOPHY.

The Rev. Thomas Gisborne is perpetual curate of

Barton-under-Needwood, Staffordshire, and a pre-

bend of Durham. He is well known in literature,

for his numerous and excellent writings on moral

and religious subjects.

The " Principles of Moral and Political Phi-

losophy/" were written by Mr. Gisborne with a

view of counteracting, in some degree, the erro-

neous opinions and conclusions which he conceived

were involved in Dr. Paley*s system of morahty.

The theory of utility, and that of expediency,

(which is merely a branch of it) have been already

discussed at considerable length ; therefore a very
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brief notice of Mr. Gisborne's views is all that is

necessary here. He expresses himself as to the

nature of Paley's doctrine in the following- lan-

guage, which embodies the general nature and tenor

of his strictures on the doctor's tenets.

*' I apprehend, however, that the principle of

expediency is not supported in Mr. Paley's work by

any proof which will stand the test of close exami-

nation ; that it is liable, in the hands of men, to

such misapplication and perversion, that its general

reception would apparently be most unfavourable

to human happiness ; that it is totally incompatible

with the precepts of Scripture ; and that it never

could be designed, nor can possibly be adapted, for

the regulation of human conduct. In the follow-

ing pages I shall endeavour to establish the validity

of these assertions ; and in place of general expe-

diency, to substitute and apply other principles,

founded on reason, confirmed by revelation, and

consequently not exposed to similar objections."*

The principles which Mr. Gisborne lays down

as a substitute for the loose ones which expediency

furnishes, are the following, which are deducible

from our common reason, and constitute the foun-

• Page 7.
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dation of the civil rights and oblig-ations of man-

kind.

*' 1st. Every man has originally a right, by the

gift of God, to the unrestrained enjoyment of life

and personal freedom ; and to such a portion of the

unappropriated productions of the earth as is ne-

cessary for his comfortable subsistence.

*' '2d. He, therefore, who deprives another of

these gifts, or restrains him in the enjoyment of

them, except such deprivation or restraint is sanc-

tioned by divine authority, is guilty of an act of

injustice to the individual, and of sin against

God.

" 3d. Every man originally has authority from

God to deprive another of these gifts, or to restrain

him in the enjoyment of them in the following

cases, and those only :

" 1. When in so doing he acts according to the

express will of God.

" 2. When he proceeds in such deprivation and

restraint so far, and so far only, as is necessary for

the defence of the gifts of God to himself, or in de-

fence of the gifts of God to those whom he is bound

by natural ties to protect, or those by whom his aid

is solicited or deemed acceptable, against attacks

unauthorized by God.
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*' 3. When he proceeds to such deprivation or

restraint, in consequence of the consent of the in-

dividual suffering" it.

*' 4. Every man sins against God who does not

act in such a manner with respect to the use, defence,

and disposal of his rights, which have been esta-

blished in the preceding propositions, as he is of

opinion will, on the ivhole, faljil most effectually

the purposes of his being.'*

It is when we examine into that department of

morality which goes under the denomination oijus-

tice, that men are led into difficulties by the advo-

cates of expediency. Our relations in society, and

the duties which result from them, are so numerous

and complicated, that we cannot trace them to the

general abstract principles of right and obligation,

which reason points out to us, and revelation en-

forces. Hence it is, that as the advocates of utility

and expediency furnish us, or pretend to furnish us

at least, with a rule or standard by which the value

of our actions is to be determined, we are very

easily led to avail ourselves of it. It is here that

the disciple of Paley becomes formidable ; and we
have an instance of this in the concluding part of

Mr. Gisborne's fourth proposition, which is marked

by italics. A man is to regulate his conduct in such
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a way, " as he is of opinion, ivill, on the whole,

fulfil effectualhj the purposes of his being." Here

a man must have a standard of some kind, by which

he is to estimate what will, upon the whole, be con-

ducive to the great end of effectually fulfilling the

purposes of his being ; and that the standard which

will, in nine cases out of ten, present itself to his

mind as the readiest, will be that of the utility or

benefit which he thinks will accrue to himself or

the community, from what he performs.

Mr. Gisborne combats with considerable ingenu-

ity Dr. Paley*s objections to the political theory of

a social contract, and I think the former has decid-

edly the better of the argument.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

MR. JEREMY BENTHAM.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF MORALS
AND LEGISLATION.

Mr. Jeremy Bentham was a Barrister at law, of

Lincoln's Inn, and brother to General Sir Samuel

Bentham. Mr. Bentham has now for nearly half

a century been known to the public for his writings

on subjects principally connected with law and po-

litics. He died in 1832.

Mr. Bentham's moral speculations were sent forth

to the world to effect a mere secondary object, that

of clearing- the way for certain systems of legisla-

tion, and reforms in law. The author had pro-

jected several treatises on jurisprudence and govern-

ment, but he found that without a comprehensive

and exact knowledge of the principles of moral ob-

ligation and duty, these works would, to the majo-

rity of readers, be but very imperfectly understood.

VOL. II. p
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Mr, Bentham's theory of morality is that of utility.

He has pushed this principle to its utmost limits
;

but as we have already discussed this theory, all

that is necessary here, is merely to state the author's

views in the concisest manner possible. In the

first paragraphs of his *' Introduction to the Princi-

ples of Morals and Legislation," he maintains that

*' Nature has placed mankind under the govern-

ance of two sovereign masters. Pain and Pleasure.

It is for them alone to point out what we ought to

do, as well as to determine what we shall do. On
the one hand, the standard of right and wrong, on

the other, the chain of causes and effects are fastened

to their throne. They govern us in all we do, in

all we say, in all we think ; every effort we can

make to throw off our subjection, \vill serve but to

demonstrate and confirm it. In words, a man may

pretend to abjure their empire, but in reality he will

remain subject to it all the while. The pi'inciple

ofutility recognises this subjection, and assumes it

for the foundation of that system, the object of which

is to rear the fabric of felicity by the hands of reason

and law. Systems which attempt to question it,

deal in sounds instead of sense, in caprice instead of

reason, in darkness instead of light."
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

MR. WILLIAM GODWIN.

AN ENQUIRY CONCERNING POLITICAL JUSTICE, AND
ITS INFLUENCE ON MORALS AND HAPPINESS.

AViLLiAM Godwin is the son of a respectable dissent-

ing- minister at Guestwick, Norfolk. He was edu-

cated at the Dissenters' College, Hexton, and in

1778 began to officiate as minister at Showmarket,

Suffolk, where he continued till 1782, when he laid

aside his clerical character, and removed to Lon-

don, in order to pursue literature as a profession.

He is the author of many popular works, and is at

this moment (1833) still in possession of a vigorous

mind.

Mr. Godwin's book entitled '^ u4n Enquiry con-

cerning Political JusticCy and its Influence on

Morals and Happiness,*^ excited, at the period of

its publication, a considerable portion of attention

among philosophers, as well as the reading public

at large. Its principles and reasons were keenly
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examined ; and, perhaps, no book has appeared in

modern times, of such a philosophical and abstruse

character, which has given rise to a greater diversity

of opinion, or more opposite and conflicting senti-

ments. But in later years, this once comparatively

popular treatise has ceased to be read or noticed
;

and the distinguished and able author has now to

witness, what is more or less painful to all authors,

that he has himself outlived the fame and reputation

of a favourite production.

It cannot be supposed that a complete abridg-

ment or analysis of the " Political Justice" can be

given here ; for there is such a midtiplicity of topics

treated of by the author, and he has supported his

views with illustrations, (to use a metaphor,) drawn

from the four winds of heaven, that it would require

a person well versed in all matters of learning con-

nected with human nature, to profit by or relish the

publication in question. Indeed, to treat of many

parts of this work would be evidently stepping be-

yond our province ; for we would have to descant

on legislation, diplomacy, metaphysics, and many

other subjects besides, which are, in a great mea-

sure, foreign to the nature and plan of this publica-

tion. We will therefore confine our remarks to a

few leading topics connected with Mr. Godwin's
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views of the nature and extent of moral obllg-a-

tion.

It has always been considered an interesting

topic of discussion, to endeavour to ascertain the

degree of influence which particular kinds of go-

vernment exercise over our moral characters. No

one who will dispassionately look at the nature of

man, and his relative situation as the member of a

civil community, but who will readily allow, that

the government under which it is our lot to live,

must give a tone and colouring to our moral habits

and feelings ; and that a reciprocal connexion must

thereby be established between our moral behaviour

and the nature of that government which will ex-

ercise, in all circumstances, a powerful influence

over our sentiments and opinions. All history ex-

hibits the eff'ects which civil institutions produce in

our ideas of good and evil, and in the judgments

we form of the conduct of mankind. Though the

commonly received theories of government rest upon

a negative principle,—that of restraining the wick-

ed, the lawless, the cunning, and the powerful, from

invading the rights and privileges of the well-dis-

posed, the peaceable, the simple, and the defence-

less among our race
j

yet the weighty and os-

tensible reason which lawgivers advance for the
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establishment of social institutions is, that the virtue

and happiness of men will be increased ; and in

exact proportion to the wisdom and justice which

are incorporated into these institutions, is our ad-

vancement in the scale of moral rectitude and so-

cial improvement. This is one of the commonly

received maxims respecting- the nature and moral

influence of governments ; and it is firmly and

amply established, by the concurrent testimony of all

sacred as well as profane history. Where the social

institutions of a country are in unison with the moral

principles of our nature, the greatest benefits may be

anticipated ; but when, on the contrary, they are

calculated to delude and impoverish mankind, an

exclusive attention to private improvement cannot

be expected to bear up against that overwhelming

torrent of demoralization which is produced by ex-

tensive and erroneous legislative measures.

One of Mr. Godwin's principles is, that the

moral condition of mankind depends solely upon

their social and political institutions ; and if these

were brought to that degree of perfection of which

they are susceptible, misery and vice would disaj)-

pear from the face of the earth. He says, *' A
wide field of speculation opens itself before us. If

government thus insinuates itself in its effects into
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our most secret retirements, who shall set limits to

its operations ? If it be the author of thus much,

who shall say that it is not the author of the whole ?

May it not happen, that the grand moral evils that

exist in the world, the calamities by which we are

so grievously oppressed, are to be traced to its de-

fects as their source, and that their removal is only

to be expected from its correction ? May it not be

found, that the attempt to alter the morals of man-

kind singly and in detail, is an erroneous and futile

undertaking ; and that it will then only be eJ0fectu-

ally and decisively performed, when, by regenerat-

ing their political institutions, we shall change their

motives, and produce a revolution in the influences

which act upon them ? To prove the affirmative

of these questions shall be the business of this first

book.

" The method to be pursued for that purpose

shall be, first, to take a concise survey of the evils

existing in political society ; secondly, to show that

these evils are to be ascribed to public institutions
;

and thirdly, that they are not the inseparable con-

dition of our existence, but that human nature ad-

mits of their removal and remedy."*

* Political Justice, pp. 4, 5.
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I cannot allow the truth of the principle involved

in these remarks to its fullest extent. There can

be no doubt but moralists have taken frequently a

very limited and imperfect view of the moral nature

of man, and of his capacity of improvement, by

paying- an exclusive attention to the individual and

private virtues ; and entirely excluding- from their

calculations the moral force which governments

€xert over our every-day character and behaviour.

But that all our vices and miseries arise solely from

the imperfections of g-overnments, and erroneous

principles of legislation, is a position so manifestly

outrageous, that we are fully warranted in main-

taining, that the author who could solemnly put it

forward, must be under the influence of a desperate

love of system, and must have viewed human na-

ture through a very distorted and bewildered me-

dium. The truth will, I am persuaded, in this in-

stance, as in other speculations where opposite

principles are maintained, be found by steering a

middle course. Public instruction and private im-

provement exercise over each other a reciprocal

influence ; and if we wish to improve the condition

of mankind on an extensive scale, we must connect

in our labours, social with individual instruction,

and consider man as a member of a great commu-
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nity, as well as an insulated being. This is the

only true principle on which to rest that practical

system of philosophy which has for its object the

moral and physical improvement of our race. It

may not be in our power to calculate, with frac-

tional exactness, the share of influence which g-o-

vernments and private instruction respectively

exert over mankind, nor need we set a high value

on any attempts for the accomplishment of such an

object ; but this we must be convinced of, that if

we look upon man merely as a private being, or as

a member of a community, our moral philosophy

will be found to rest upon too slender a basis, and

it will be in vain for us to effect any improvements

in the conduct of man, worthy of notice, when we

leave out of our consideration one-half of the nature

of his being.

The social principle of man is of that nature that

it cannot be confined to the mere circle of his own

family, but it draws him into intimate communion

and fellowship with larger bodies of his own species.

This union is powerfully prompted by the nature of

his wants, the dangers of an insulated condition,

and the watchful solicitude which he always mani-

fests towards promoting his ease and comfort, and

preserving his existence. Out of thib social confe-
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(leracy, arises many of the most important duties of

life,—duties, in fact, of a most exalted nature, and

which are invested with a force of moral obligation

of a very decided and important character. The

virtues of love of country, resignation and cordial

obedience to constituted authorities, public spirit,

love of liberty, and the sacrifice of even life itself

for the promotion of the public weal, could have

no existence in a state of solitude ; and therefore

it is that our social passions and propensities give

birth to a series of virtuous actions, which ought

at all times to form an interesting topic for the

consideration of the moralist. It is on this account

that political philosophy becomes so closely and in-

dissolubly connected with the moral duties and

happiness of mankind.

It becomes us, therefore, to pay great attention

to legislative measures, and particular forms of go-

vernment, as these are very powerful auxiliaries in

the cause of moral regeneration. An unwise and

tyrannical government, never was, nor ever can

be, connected with a virtuous and intelligent peo-

ple. The thing is impossible—a complete sole-

cism in morals. Can we look for prudence, econo-

my, industry, sobriety, and good neighbourhood,

among a community, where the acts of its govern-
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ment have a direct tendency to produce social dis-

trusts, jealousies, poverty, and misery ? Can we

look for patriotism, public spirit, a devoted attach-

ment to those in authority, and an ardent love of

peace and justice, among- a people, when its rulers

act the part of tyrants, and violate every principle

of equity and humanity ? The thing is perfectly

impossible ; as well might we look for the scorch-

ing heat and luxurious foliage of a tropical climate

under the arctic circle. It cannot, therefore, be

too deeply impressed upon the attention of all those

who are directly engaged in reforming the conduct

of mankind, by teaching them their moral and reli-

gious duties, that they are bound to pay every de-

gree of attention to sound and rational principles

of legislation and jurisprudence ; and, while they

avoid the erroneous notions of Mr. Godwin, that

political regeneration is the only method of eradi-

cating all the evils of society, and making men

perfectly happy on earth, they must not overlook

the beneficial consequences which will most cer-

tainly result from making our social institutions in

strict conformity with right reason, and those sound

maxims of government, the result of extensive ex-

perience, which have received the sanction of the

wisest and the best of men. Mr. Godwin com-
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plains, and complains justly, that we are pursuing-

a mistaken plan, to think of reforming- mankind by

confining our efforts of improvement exclusively to

their private condition. This is to commence the

good work of moral reformation at the wrong

end.

Mr. Godwin is an advocate for that dazzling but

deceptive doctrine—the infinite perfectibility of man,

—a doctrine which has now, 1 dare say, few advo-

cates. He grounds his hopes of progressive moral

improvements upon the changes which man has al-

ready effected in his condition, from a fierce wan-

derer in the woods, till he has become the polislied-

and enlightened inhabitant of the great city. But

the principal ground on which Mr. Godwin rests

his notions of perfection is, the improvement which

mio-ht be introduced into all our social institutions

and modes of government. This opinion is in

strict unison with the general principles laid down

in the " Political Justice. " If all the ills of life re-

svdt from bad government,—and the science of go-

vernment, like every other, is susceptible of great

and indefinite improvement,—then the inference is

manifest, that the moral regeneration of the hu-

man race will exactly keep pace with the progress

of the science of legislation. " Let us suppose man
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to have gained the two first elements ofknowledge

—

speaking and writing ; let us trace him through all

his subsequent improvements, through whatever

constitutes the inequality between Newton and the

ploughman, and indeed much more than this, since

the most ignorant ploughman in civilized society

is infinitely different from what he would have been

when stripped of all the benefits he has derived from

literature and the arts. Let us survey the earth,

covered with the labours of man— houses, enclo-

sures, harvests, manufactures, instruments, machines,

together with all the wonders of painting, poetry,

eloquence, and philosophy.

*' Such was man in his original state, and such is

man as we at present behold him. Is it possible for

us to contemplate what he has already done, with-

out being impressed with a strong presentiment of

the improvements he has yet to accomplish ? There

is no science that is not capable of additions ; there

is no art that may not be carried to a still higher

perfection. If this be true of all other sciences, why

not of morals ? If this be true of all other arts,

why not of social institutions ? The very concep-

tion of this as possible is in the highest degree en-

couraging. If we can further demonstrate it to be

a part of the natural and regular progress of the
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mind, our confidence and our hopes will then be

complete. This is the temper with which we ought

to eng-age in the study of political truth. Let us

look back, that we may profit by the experience of

mankind ; but let us not look back, as if the wis-

dom of our ancestors was such as to leave no room

for future improvement. "*

There has always appeared to me something very

contradictory in Mr. Godwin's notions, about self-

love and benevolence. He maintains the existence

of a pure benevolent principle in our natures ; but

contends it is resolvable into habit. He observes :

" But it is the nature of the passions speedily to

convert what at first were means into ends. The

avaricious man forgets the utility of money, which

first incited him to pursue it, fixes his passion upon

the money itself, and counts his gold without hav-

ing in his mind any idea but that of seeing and

handling it. Something of this sort happens very

early in the history of every passion. The mo-

ment we become attached to a particular source of

pleasure, beyond any idea we have of the rank it

holds in the catalogue of sources, it must be ad-

mitted that it is liked for its own sake. The man

" Political Justice, p. 118.
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who pui*siies wealth or fame with any degree of ar-

dour, soon comes to concenter his attention in the

wealth or the fame, without carrying" his mind be-

yond, or thinking of any thing- that is to result from

them.

" If this be the case in the passion of avarice, or

the love offame, it must also be true in the instance of

beneficence, that, after having habituated ourselves

to promote the happiness of our child, our family, our

country, or our species, we are at length brought

to approve and desire their happiness without re-

trospect to ourselves. It happens in this instance,

as in the former, that we are actionally actuated

by the most perfect disinterestedness, and will-

ingly submit to tortures and death, rather than

see injury committed upon the object of our af-

fections." *

Now, agreeably to the common notions we en-

tertain respecting the nature of habit, we suppose

that the more complete and decided the habit is,

the less of intention is incorporated in it. Mr.

Godwin affirms, that without intention there can

be no virtue ; and his objection against the system

of self-love is grounded upon the consideration that

• Political Justice, p. 426.
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this passion, like many others, is supposed to operate

on the mind by virtue of its own strength, and to drive

us to action, without the exercise of voluntarij in-

tentio7i. The account which he gives of benevo-

lence is, I think, very meagre and insufficient, and

entirely unworthy of the name it bears.

The " Inquiry into Political Justice " is a work,

as we have already noticed, which has given rise to

very decided and contrary opinions and sentiments

among speculative writers. The first edition con-

tained very objectionable and erroneous doctrines,

several of which, in a subsequent impression of the

book, were entirely expunged. This showed a

love of truth, and a candid disposition. But these

concessions to sounder principles has had but little

influence over many of his critics, who have taken

their tone from the first edition, and who seem not

to have been much inclined to give the author any

credit for his conscientious change of principle.

And it must be owned that even in the last edition

of the Treatise, (which I have used for my re-

marks) there is a great deal of objectionable mat-

ter, and a great deal besides of what may be called

fanciful and trifling. But what could be expected

from a system reared up independent of any prin-

ciple of religion, either natural or revealed ; and
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which was put forth too under the ostensible plea of

promoting the individual and political happiness of

man ? This Treatise bears about as much relation

to what a work on personal and political virtue

ought to be, as a marble statue does to a living

body. The author intimates in his preface, that he

had been considerably influenced in his opinions by

the writings of HehetiuSy Rousseau, and the work .

entitled Si/steme de la Nature. It is no wonder,

then, that the stream should partake so largely of

the turbid impurities of the fountain.

But it would be uncandid not to allow that

there is great ability displayed in the *' hiquiry**

Throughout many parts of it there are strewed very

acute and just remarks. The author shows in every

thing he handles, a vigorous and original mind, and

a sincere and ardent love of virtue and truth ; and

we cannot help regretting that such high intellec-

tual and moral endowments as he possesses, should,

in his early philosophical career, have been employ-

ed in disseminating doctrines of such questionable

soundness and utility.

VOL. II.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

PROFESSOR DUGALD STEWART.

OUTLINES OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY, &c.

DuGALD Stewart was the son of Dr. Matthew

Stewart, formerly professor of mathematics in the

University of Edinburgh, and was born there in

1753. In the eighth year of his age he was sent to

the High School, and at the age of thirteen he was

entered at the College under the care of Dr. Blair

and Dr. Ferguson. When only eighteen years of

age, he read lectures for his father, and he continu-

ed to assist him till his death. During the absence

of Dr. Ferguson in America, Mr. Stewart officiated

in the chair of moral philosophy, and when the

Doctor resigned in 1784, the situation was confer-

red upon Mr. Stewart, which he filled until 1810,

when he resigned in consequence of his declining

years. He died in 1828.
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We come now to notice one of the most able and

elegant moral writers of whom Great Britain, or

any other country, can boast. The great difficulty

which every writer must feel, who purposes treat-

ing of his merits, is the total inadequacy of the or-

dinary language of commendation, to express the

worth of his rare intellectual endowments, and his

profound and familiar acquaintance with every de-

partment of mental and ethical philosophy. His

labours, both as a popular lecturer on moral science

for nearly twenty-three years in the University of

Edinburgh, and as a writer, have contributed to

form an important era in the history of that depart-

ment of knowledge which he cultivated ; and many

of the brightest literary ornaments of the present

day feel a becoming degree of pride to acknow.

ledge their obligations to him, both as an author

and an academical instructor.

The mind of Mr. Stewart was singularly well

constituted. Its merit did not consist so much in

any one faculty being possessed in a very remark-

able degree of perfection, but in the strength and

symmetry of all its parts, and in the architectural

beauty, so to speak, which arose from the harmoni-

ous combination of all the individual portions of his

intellectual structure. The grand and leading fea-
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ture of his mind was good sense ; or, as it is some-

times called, common sense ; which is by no means

so common an acquisition, even among- philosophers,

as its name would seem to imply. Accordingly, we

find he was no desperate lover of theories,—no

dealer in splendid chimeras, or dazzling sophisms,

—

no patron of verbal quibbles or trifling conceits,

of startling paradoxes, or incomprehensible dogmas;

but on every topic he pursued the steady even tenor

of his way, guided by a manly freedom of inquiry,

and a sound judgment, which were always sufficient

to preserve him from rash speculations and childish

puerilities. When he is led into discussions in con-

formity with the prescribed routine of his profes-

sion, possessing comparatively little interest, he care-

fully avoids becoming tedious ; and to every ques-

tion that comes before him, he gives that proper

and just share of attention which its intrinsic merits

demand. Subjects, in their own nature, of con-

siderable intricacy and subtility, were made plain

and interesting by the charms of an easy and grace-

ful eloquence of style, which no expounder of men-

tal philosophy who had gone before had ever em-

ployed, and which no succeeding writer has been

able to surpass.

Mr. Stewart's writings being chiefly confined to
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the philosophy of the mind, it is to be regretted that

we have so scanty a work from his pen on morals

as his " Outlines of Moral Philosophy." This

work comprises the mere heads of lectures, and is,

therefore, liable to all the objections ag-ainst any

lengthened discussion of its principles which we

urged against Dr. Ferguson's " Institutes."

Professor Stewart divides our moral powers into

two great divisions,—the active and passive powers.

The active principles of our nature are hunger,

thirst, curiosity, ambition, pity, resentment, &c.

Our author arranges them under the following ge-

neral heads :

—

1st, Appetites. 2d, Desires. 3d, Affections.

4th, vSelf-Love ; and, 5th, The Moral Sense.

1st, Appetites are three in number. Hunger,

Thirst, and the Appetite of the sex. They all

take their rise from the body; and are common to

us with the lower animals.

2d, Desires do not operate periodically like our

passions, nor do they cease on the attainment of

a particular object. Mr. Stewart divides our de-

sires into five:— 1. The desire of knowledse* or

the principle of curiosity. 2. The desire of so-

ciety. 3. The desire of esteem. 4. The desire

of power, or the principle of ambition ; and, 5.
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The desire of superiority, or the principle of emu-

lation.

3d, Affections are those active principles in our

nature, whose direct end or purpose is to commu-

nicate either happiness or suifering- to some of our

fellow-creatures. Aifections are, in consequence,

commonly divided into two classes,—the benevo-

lent, and the malevolent. To the former belong

parental affection and filial affection. The affec-

tions of kindred, love, friendship, patriotism, uni-

versal benevolence, gratitude, pity to the distress-

ed ; to the latter, or malevolent affections, belong

jealousy, envy, revenge, misanthropy ; but several

writers, and Mr. Stewart is among the number,

consider all these as only modifications of the ge-

neral affection of resentment.

4th, Self-love is an active principle, very differ-

ent in its nature from those we have just now enu-

merated. Mr. Stewart observes :
—" In prefixing

to this section the title of self-love, the ordinary

language of modern philosophy has been followed.

The expression is, however, exceptionable ; as it

suggests an analogy, (where there is none in fact,)

between that regard which every rational being

must necessarily have to his own happiness, and

those benevolent affections which attach us to our
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fellow-creatures. The similarity, too, between the

words self-love, and selfishness, has introduced

much confusion into ethical disquisitions.

" The word selfishness is always used in an un-

favourable sense ; and hence, some authors have

been led to suppose, that vice consists in an exces-

sive regard to our own happiness. It is remark-

able, however, that although we apply the epithet

selfish to avarice, and to love and private sensuality,

we never apply it to the desire of knowledge, or to

the pursuits of virtue, which are certainly sources

of more exquisite pleasure than riches or sensuality

can bestow."

5th, The moral sense, or faculty, is considered at

great length by Mr. Stewart. His opinions on the

nature of this power are similar to those entertain-

ed by Bishop Butler on this subject.

The various branches of our duty, which result

from our active powers, are the following :

—

1. Our duty to our Creator,—and this involves

three great principles, namely, the existence of a

Deity, His moral attributes, and the immortality

of the soul. Mr. Stewart treats of all these mat-

ters in much the same strain of argument as that

employed by Dr. Ferguson, in his " Institutes of
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Moral Philosophy/' which we have already noticed.

A repetition is therefore unnecessary here.

2. The duties we owe to our fellow-creatures

are principally the three following-,—benevolence,

justice, and veracity, which last comprehends under

it, candour, and uprightness of character. The du-

ties we owe to ourselves, such as prudence, tem-

perance, and fortitude, are requisite both for ena-

bling us to discharge our social duties, and for pro-

moting our own happiness. Mr. Stewart has some

very beautiful and just remarks on this part of his

subject ; but they are too extended for insertion

here. We must, therefore, refer the reader to the

*' Outlines " themselves.

The author's recent publication on the Philoso-

phy of the Active Powers^ is grounded upon the

same views as are developed in his *' Outlines.**

The former work may be considered as a mere

transcript of the latter.

The leading principle which runs through the

whole of Professor Stewart's moral speculations is,

in substance, precisely the same as that advanced

by Cudworth, Butler, and Price. Virtue^ moral

obligatioriy duty^ and such like expressions, repre-

sent certain thoughts which are instantaneously
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excited in the iiiind, when certain actions are con-

templated by it ; and, in like manner, what is

vicious, moralljj improper^ and so forth, stand for

thoughts excited in our frames by certain actions of

a contrary nature. All that we know about these

ideas of right and wrong is, that they do with un-

erring certainty produce pleasure or pain in our

bosoms ; but farther than this, our philosophy will

not lead us.
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CHAPTER XXX.

DR. COGAN.

PHILOSOPHICAL TREATISE ON THE PASSIONS, &c.

Thomas Cogan, a medical g-entleman, is still living-,

though far advanced in years, at or near the city of

Bath. He is the author of several works on medi-

cal subjects, as well as those on morality. His

" Philosophical Treatise on the Passions" was pub-

lished in 1800, and his " Ethical Treatise of the

Passions" in I8O7.

As we have examined, at considerable length,

under the head of Dr. Hutcheson, the nature and

offices of the passions j it would be little more than

mere repetition, to enter, with any degree of mi-

nuteness, into the merits of Dr. Cogan's treatise. But,
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for the sake of connexion, and for the use of those

who may not have seen this author's work, we will

give here a brief analysis of his publication.

In the account which Dr. Cog-an gives of the

passions, he seems to differ from several writers,

principally, however, on matters of arrangement.

The following classification of our passions is adopt-

ed by him. " Some of our passions and affections

are inspired by circumstances, which more imme-

diately relate to ourselves, and to our own personal

interests ; that is, they belong to the principle of

self-love ; some of them belong to the social p7'in-

ciple, and refer to our connexions with our own

species, or to all animated nature.

" In some of our passions and affections, the ideas

of good are obviously predominant, in others the

ideas of evil,

" The passions and affections which relate to

self-love, and are excited by the idea of a good,

may either refer to the good which is actually in

our j)ossession, and communicates various degrees

of enjoyment, from simple gratification to ecstasies ;

or,

" The good we love ma?/ not be in our posses-

sion ; but it may appear attainable, and become the

object of our desire ; or.
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*' Tliongli it be not in our possession, circum-

stances may appear highly favourable to our attain-

ing it, and it may thus inspire liope,

" The state in which evil is the predominant

idea referring to ourselves, may relate

—

" To the loss of that good which we possessed,

or to disappointments respecting the good we de-

sired and hoped to attain ; inspiring sorroiVy with

its various modifications, or,

—

" We may be apprehensive concerning the loss

iii what we possess, concerning the approach of

some positive evil, or concerning the accomplish-

ment of our desires, which introduces the family of

fear.

" The cause of both sorrow and fear may be

some agent, whose designed conduct, or even whose

inadvertency may threaten or produce injuries, and

thus excite anger in various degrees.

" The causes and excitements of our passions

and affections respecting others, may also be ar-

ranged under the predominancy of good or evil in

our ideas.

" Under the former head may henevolence be

placed, which will indicate itself either by good

ivishes or good opinions ; each productive of a
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large diversity of affections and passions, according

to contingent circumstances.

" The predominance of evil in our ideas will

show itself in actual malevolence of disposition con-

cerning- another ; or in dhplacency and disappro-

bation of conduct."*

Dr. Cogan is of opinion, that surprise is the

efficient cause of passion. It is maintained, " that

whatever strikes us in a sudden and unexpected

manner, makes a more vivid and lasting impression

than things of much greater moment with which

we have become familiarized, or which have been

introduced to our notice in a gradual manner.

These considerations united, make it highly pro-

bable, that the essential and characteristic difference

between a passion and an affection depends upon

the superaddition of surprise to the natural effect

produced by the real or supposed quality of an

object ; and this emotion, conjoined with the specific

nature of its exciting cause, is naturally the ef-

ficient cause of a passion ; the percussion of sur-

prise rendering the affection visible by characteristic

signs correspondent with its specific nature." f

• Philosophical Treatise on the Passions, pp. 43 and 44).

t Ibid. p. 182.
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In the author's " Ethical Treatise on the Pas-

sions," there are some very excellent observations ;

but, for the reasons already assigned, it would only

be a needless repetition to comment at any further

length on the book.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

DR. THOMAS BROWN.

LECTURES ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE
HUMAN MIND.

Mr. Thomas Brown was born in Gallowaysliire

in 1778' At an early ag-e he was sent to Edin-

burgh, and attended upon the class for moral phi-

losophy, then under the care of Professor Dugald

Stewart. At the early age of eighteen, Mr. Brown

published an answer to Dr. Darwin's Zoonomia, a

work which, considered as coming from the pen of a

mere schoolboy, gave evident marks of great and

early talents. Though he prosecuted his studies with

the view of following the medical profession, yet,

on the resignation of Mr. Stewart, he accepted of

the chair of moral philosophy in 1810. After a

lingering illness. Dr. Brown died in 1820.
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The lecluro^? of Dr. Brown, on the ^^ PhiJosopJiy

of the Miudy'' form rathrr an interesting- and im-

portant Avork in the })rc'sent state of moral and

metaphysicrd science. They were delivered in the

University of Eilinburgh with much gracefulness

and effect ; but were not published till after the

author's death.

To understand properly Dr. Brown's moral

theory, it will be necessary we should take a glance

at liis *' Philosophy of the Mind" for his moral

principles are a mere transcript of his intellectual

or mental ones. Avoiding as much as possible all

extraneous and incidental topics mixed up with his

general speculations, we will come at once to the

leading maxims on which his A^iews depend. And

the principal of these is, that there are not any in-

dependent and separate faculties of the mind, apart

from the mind itself, as the language of almost all

the metaphysicians who preceded him would seem

to imply ; but that these faculties or powers were

merely indications of certain states of the mind.

These distinct faculties could not be said to be con-

versant with the objects of our mental perceptions,

but really in themselves constituted all that we ever

did, or can know of the mind itself.

To show, in as clear a manner as possible, the
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statements respecting" distinct mental powers, against

which the arguments of Dr. Brown are directed,

we will make a familiar illustration of the state of

the controversy between him and his predecessors

on this point. We will take from the mental sys-

tems of those authors who immediately preceded

him, three of their simple faculties of the mind,

—

Perception, Attention, and Abstraction. Percep-

tion, is the faculty of perceiving external objects,

and is g-ene rally considered the first faculty of the

mind in the common systems of mental classifica-

tion. Attention is the act of dwelling- upon the

object or objects perceived. Abstraction is the

power, we are told, of considering one or more ob-

jects of mental perception apart from others. It is

of no consequence to the argument whether these

be quite correct definitions of these faculties ; it is

sufficient that they be substantially so. Now, these

are considered as simple and distinct faculties, the

existence of which our consciousness is said to make

known to us; and accordingly it must be presumed

that they can be conceived as possessing a distinct

nature, and individuality of operation. But how

stands the matter when we come to describe these

distinct faculties, or endeavour to form a concep-

tion of their singleness of operation ? There mu^t
VOL, 11, It
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be attention involved in the very act of perception,

because we must attend to that which is perceived

;

and, on the other,hand, perception must be hkewise

involved in the act of attention. Besides, there

must in abstraction be both a perception of the ob-

ject so set apart by the mind for exclusive consider-

ation, and an attention to it also. By this view of

the matter, we see clearly that none of these facul-

ties can be considered as distinct simple powers,

as each one of them is involved in the operation of

every other one. An appeal, therefore, to consci-

ousness does not warrant us to assert that there are

any distinct powers of the mind, such as metaphysi-

cians are in the habit of describing.

I think it has been from a consideration of these

difficulties about the nature of faculties, here slight-

ly hinted at, that had induced Dr. Brown to set

himself so much in array against the common me-

thods of speaking and writing of the mind, and had

suggested the notion, that a better and more simple

method might perhaps be found out of treating the

phenomena of our intellectual natures. Dr. Brown,

in substance, maintains that we can only view the

mind in a naked state. We are just beings that

are conscious of ideas, or feelings, or perceptions,

call them what you will, and this is all that we
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jknow of our minds ; and whatever may be urg-ed

in favour of general laws or principles of the mind,

the existence of such laws and principles must be

always problematical at best, for we can never be

conscious of their mode of operation.

I will not trouble the reader with any further

discussion on this controversy, or give any opinion

as to its merits, but will merely state that the view

of our mental nature, taken by Dr. Brown, led

him, it appears to me, by a very natural route, to

apply the same principles of simplification to our

moral constitution. We are to consider our moral

nature in the same light as our mental. Instead of

dividing our moral constitution into different parts,

under the denomination of distinct and indepen-

dent faculties, powers, or aflFeetions, we ought to

consider these terms as only indicative of certain

particular states of that constitution. An analysis

of our moral opinions, feelings, or desires, shows

us, it is affirmed, that we ought to look upon them

as only varying in their vividness, and relation to

time, from a state of simple and uniform moral

emotion,

*' In surveying," says Dr. Brown, " either our

own conduct, or the conduct of others, we do not

regard the actions that come under our review as
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merely useful or hurtful, in the same manner as wo

regard inanimate things, or parts even of our living

mental constitutions, that are independent of our

,will. There is a peculiar set ofemotions, to which

the actions of voluntary agents give rise, that are

the source of our moral sentiments, when consider-

ed in reference to the actions that excite them. To

these emotions we give the name oimoral approba-

tion or disapprobation,—feelings that are of vari-

ous degrees of vividness, as the actions we consider

are various. The single principle upon which these

feelings depend, is the source of all our moral

notions,—one feeling of approbation, variously re-

garded in time, being all which is truly meant when

we speak of moral obligation, virtue, and merit,

that, in the works of ethical writers, are commonly

treated as objects of distinct inquiry ; and that, in

consequence of the distinct inquiry to which they

have led, and the vain attempts to discover essential

differences, where none truly exist, have occasioned

so much confusion of thought and verbal tautology,

as to throw a sort of darkness on morality itself.

Instead, then, of inquiring first what it is which

constitutes virtue, and then what it is Avhich con-

stitutes merit, and then what it is which constitutes

QUr moral obligation to do what we have seen to
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be risrht and meritorious : we found that one in-»

quirj alone was necessary,

—

tvhat actions excite in

uSy when contemplated, a certain vividfeelings—•

since this approving- sentiment alone, in its various

references, is all which we seek in these verbal in-^

quiries." *' Moral obligation, virtue^ vice, right,

ivrong, merit, demerit, and whatever other words

may be synonymous with these, all denote, then^

as you perceive, relations to one simple feeling of

the mind,—the distinctive sentiment of moral ap-

probation, or disapprobation, which arises on the

contemplation of certain actions, and which seems

itself to be various, only because the action of

which we speak or think, meditated, willed, or

performed, is variously regarded by us in time, as

future, present, past"*

We have already noticed, when speaking on a

moral sense, that by this doctrine was only meant

a susceptibility of moral emotion ; and if this be

correct, then the views of Dr. Brown exactly coin-

cide -with the sentiments of those writers who have

adopted the theory of a distinct moral faculty.

The ultimate law into which our author resolves

all mental phenomena, is that of suggestion ; that

• Lectures, Vol. Iv. p. 14-m.
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is, that certain things have the power of suggesting*

or creating in us certain states or conditions of

mind. I here consider the word suggestion to

mean to create^ to have the jyower to do, to pro-

duce ; and I think no one can for a moment look

upon the word suggestion to stand for any thing

else. If this, therefore, be the right interpretation

of this word, I can see nothing in Dr. Brown's

speculations that ought, in reference to principle,

to be considered as either very important or very

novel,

I think it would be no very diiBcult matter to

draw some sceptical conclusions from the premises

of Dr. Brown ; against which, had he been alive,

he would have been the very first to have raised

his voice. His system is nearly allied, if not com-

pletely identified, with those adopted by several

French writers, who have resolved every thing

into mere sensation, and who have been, by all our

best moral writers in England, considered not very

orthodox in their mental and moral creeds. Dr.

Brown maintains that every thing relating to our

minds and moral natures is only indicative of cer-

tain changes in the state of the mindy and in our

moral powers ; and Ilelvetius, for example, affirms

that our mental operations are merely sensations.
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and our moral feeling-s are resolvable into mere

sensibility. Now, wherein lies the difference here ?

I should consider that philosopher very clever in-

deed at detecting- shades of differences, who could

point out any difference between Dr. Brown's

mere states of the mindy and his various degrees

of vividness in our moral emotionsy and the sen-

sationsy and moral sensibility of the French author

now alluded to.

I can see no advantages which can possibly result

from the language Dr. Brown has employed to

supply the place of that used by his predecessors.

The employment of the words suggestion, a sus-

ceptibility of jnoral emotion, a vividness of moral

feeling, Sec, can throw no additional light over

the operations of our mental or moral natures.

Nay, when these terms are used to express indis-

criminately every intellectual operation and vir-

tuous feeling, they become positively grating to

the ear, as well as bewildering to the understand-

ing. It is from the constant ringing the changes

upon these phrases, that such a cloudy haziness has

been spread over his whole lectures.

But how curiously does it appear to our minds

when Dr. Brown's theory is reduced to practice,

or when it is estimated by that common sense, or
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common way of thinking and talking- on moral and

mental subjects which is so firmly rivetted in the

iudfrments of the mass of mankind. Accordinsr to

his notions, the simple act of perceiving- a man

standing at my window, and that act of the under-

standing which enables me to demonstrate the truth

of the difficult problem in mathematics, or the most

complicated questions in morals and legislation, are

just to be considered merely as different .states of

the mind. And in moral subjects, the man who

performs the every-day virtue of paying his ser-

vant what is due, and the man who, by his skill or

bravery, diffuses happiness over thousands of his

fellow-men, are only to be distinguished from one

another, as differing in a greater or lesser degree

oi liveliness, ov vivicbiess oi feeling, or of moral

emotion. And, in like manner, the man who com-

mits a slight assault upon my person, and he who

deluges a whole country with blood, are only re-

moved a few degrees from each other in the scale of

emotion orfeeling. This is all that is meant by

moral obligation, and virtue, and vice, and merit,

and demerit, and rewards and punishments, both

in this life and that which is to come ! How odd

does all this sound in our ears. O philosophy

!

what strange notions are put forth under your
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name and under your authority. Instead of being-

the handmaid to common sense, how often have

you played the harlequin ! and in the room of being-

the lover of wisdom, as your name would seem to

imply, how often have you coquetted with the

chimeras of an ill-resfulated imairination, and fos-

tered error at the expense of truth !

But notwithstanding- these defects as to princi-

ple, the " Lectures " are entitled to hold a respect-

able station on moral subjects. There is a vein of

pure piety and virtue running through the whole ;

and no reader can rise from the perusal of Dr.

Brown's volumes, without feeling respect for the

character of the author, though he may dissent from

his doctrines. The great defect, however, in Dr.-

Brown's Lectures, is their want of perspicuity.

What a striking contrast does he exhibit to his

predecessor and tutor Dugald Stewart ! In perus-

ing the writings of the former, our attention is

perpetually upon the rack to catch his precise mean-

ing ; in the latter, it very rarely happens indeed

that we have any trouble to understand the author,

or to see the whole drift of his argument. Dr.

Brown is always wishful to appear the Professor,,

and to avoid familiarity of language, as if he con-

sidered it fatal to his reputation. Like a thorough-
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paced courtier, he never likes to be seen but in full

dress. However simple and natural the idea he

wishes to convey to his readers may be, he must, in

the expression of it, appear either as the subtile and

profound philosopher, or the poet and man of

sentiment and feeling-. Some of his most ingenious

illustrations, and finest thoughts, groan beneath the

weight of words. Had he not been so ambitious

of being considered an original thinker, his great

natural talents, and varied acquirements, would

have made him a much pleasanter, and a more in-

structive writer than he is. But he was fired with

the prospect of exploring new regions of thought

and feeling, and by a natural train of thinking he

was led to imagine, that new views and ideas would

not look well in old garments, and he would have

therefore to weave a more modern dress to cor-

respond with their fancied novelty and importance.

Hence it is, that in spite of his rich stores of polite

literature and vigorous imaginative powers, it is a

perfect herculean task to get through his Lectures
;

and many time and oft does the mind, like some

weary pilgrim in a sultry climate, sigh for some

convenient resting-place, to renovate its exhausted

energies, from the overstrained exertions to which

it has been subjected.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

DR. DEWAR.

ELEMENTS OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY AND

CHRISTIAN ETHICS.

The Rev. Daniel Dewar, D. D. has, for some

years past, been minister of the Tron Church in

Glasgow ; but has very recently been promoted to

fill the situation of Principal to Marischal College,

Aberdeen.

Modern philosophers on morality, have, in gene-

ral, exhibited in their writings, great shyness in

recognising the authority of the moral rules and

precepts found in the Scriptures. Many of the

most eminent theoretical moralists have so care-

fully excluded every allusion and remark to the

divine record of truth, that if we had not known
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the fact tliroiig-li some other channel than their

writings, we might have lived and died without

the knowledge that such a book as the Bible was

in existence. Yet their systems are put forth to

exhibit the value of morality, to strengthen our

moral principles, and to point out the path of hap-

piness to man ! What strange inconsistency ! But

it unfortunately happens that the motive for this

total silence about the nature of the Scriptures is,

in many writers, but too apparent ; they have been

more eager to publish their own fancies and con-

ceits, than the words of truth and soberness.

There are, however, other writers, who have

recognised the authenticity of the Scriptures, and

yet have not thought it necessary to make every

use of the doctrines and moral rules contained in

them to strengthen or elucidate their respective

moral theories. But Dr. Dewar is free from a

charge of this nature. His " Elements of Moral

PJiilosopliy and Christian Ethics" is grounded

upon the principle that the Scriptures are the true

and genuine revelation of the will of God to man;

and the author incorporates religious doctrines and

rules of duty with moral precepts, and pointedly

shows the light which they mutually reflect upon

each other.
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The first tliree chapters,—on the advantages aris-

ing from the Study of Moral Philosophy ; on the

Moral Qualifications necessary for prosecuting it

;

and Explanatory Observations, are master-pieces

of reasoning, and cannot fail to communicate to

every attentive reader a large portion of pleasure

and instruction. Dr. Dewar's work is, in all its

parts, one of the most important which can be put

into a theological student's hand. The perspicuity

of the style, the clearness of the reasoning, the

copiousness and richness of illustration, and the

spirit of candour which breathes through the whole,

render his performance one of the most valuable

religious and ethical compendiums which is to be

found in British literature.

Dr. Dewar is an advocate for a moral faculty, in

a certain qualified sense. His own words on this

occasion seem to embody the leading principle which

runs through the whole of his moral speculations

—

** My own opinion is, that as morality is a thing to

be understood as well as felt, and as its elementary

principles are intuitive judgments, so simple that

they cannot be made clearer, and so essentially in-

volved in the exercise of our faculties, that their

truth is assumed in all our reasonings on moral

subjects, we are entitled to refer the origin of our
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ideas of right and wrong to a combination of the

understanding, and what maybe termed moral sus-

ceptihility. My reasons for so thinking are, first,

that morality is at once the object of the under-

standing and the heart, the judgment and the af-

fections. Secondly, though reason, if sufficiently

enlightened, would lead us to the same conclusions

respecting the moral qualities of actions, viewed in

their tendencies to produce happiness or misery,

as are forced on us by an original moral faculty

;

yet we know that in other cases the defects of rea-

son are supplied by appropriate affections and de-

sires"; and it is natural to suppose that a similar

provision has been made to quicken our moral

judgments, and to impress the heart with a more

vivid sense of duty. Thirdly, the proper exercise

of all faculties, according to their true and original

design, consists in our employing them either me-

diately or immediately in promoting our own vir-

tue and that of others ; and, consequently, we

might expect that there would be connected with

our nature, in addition to reason, an active prin-

ciple to prompt us to what is right, and to punish

us in doing what is wrong.

" For these reasons, and several others which

might be named, I am inclined to think that there
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is superadded to our understanding a moral capa-

city, principle or power, and that all our moral

sentiments take their rise from the combined ex-

ercise of these two faculties of the mind. As the

intuitive judgments of common sense have been

termed the fundamental laws of belief, I would

propose to denominate our moral judgments the

fundamental laws of moral feeling and belief.

They are involved in the exercise of the powers of

the human mind, and are necessarily implied in

all our reasonings concerning moral truth and obli-

gation."*

Dr. Dewar is an advocate for immutable and

eternal moral distinctions ; and as far as I can form

an estimate of his opinions on this point, he seems

to coincide with Drs. Cudworth and Price. Dr,

Dewar observes—" Man has a perception of the

qualities of actions, as morally right and wrong, in

consequence, not of arbitrary appointment, but of

eternal distinctions, which are antecedent to all

law, and to which laws of every kind owe their

force and obligation. His perceptions of right and

wrong direct the qualities of actions as they really

and necessarily are, and not what they are in vir-

* Elements of Moral Philosophy, vol. i. p. 430.
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tuo of an arbitrary decree, or power, or enact-

ment."*

The Doctor has examined the principles of utility

as advocated by Mr. Hume, and those of expediency

by Dr. Paley, at considerable length ; but from

both systems he dissents.

But, leaving- these topics treated of by Dr. Dewar,

I will now come to mention the doctrines of philo-

sophical necessity and free-will. It would be con-

sidered an unpardonable omission in a work of this

kind not to give an outline of the famous contro-

versy on the merits of these two systems. I have

not hitherto entered into this subject, partly from

a wish to confine my remarks till near a close, and

partly from a desire to treat the matter under the

head of Dr. Dewar's work. As he appears to be

friendly to the doctrine of necessity, knows the

subject accurately, and possesses, besides, a great de-

gree of candour, as the general tenor of his " ilib-

ra/ Philosojjhj/ " sufficiently testifies, I feel a pe-

culiar pleasure in stating my own opinion on this

celebrated discussion under the cover of his name.

I do not mean by this to set myself in hostile array

against him, with a view of correcting him on this

* Elements of Moral Philosophy, vol. ii. p. U.

4
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controverted point, for I have not the presumption to

think I am qnaliiied to enter the lists with this able

author with any chance of success ; but I feel it a

more agreeable task to make a formal appeal to a

living author, than to deliver my opinions under

the name of one who is now no more.

There is a commonlv prevailing opinion among

many persons of considerable knowledge and re-

flection, that the doctrines of necessity and free-will

are merely matters for speculative amusement, and

not doctrines which, in themselves, have any direct

reference to subjects of any real w'eight or import-

ance to men. But this, I conceive, is, in some

measure, a mistaken notion. All history bears am-

ple testimony to the importance which men of all

ages have attached to these questions. The free-

dom or constraint of the human will has been a

topic of eager discussion since the first dawn of

philosophy and religion among our race. The

question, in all its direct and indirect bearings, forms

two-thirds of the bulk of all the speculative philo-

sophy of ancient and modern times ; and with re-

spect to natural and revealed religion, the whole

history of both groans under the weight of contro-

versies on these subjects. A mere enumeration of

them would fill a large volume ; but we may, ne-

VOL. II. s
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vertheless, allude to a small ininiber of these con-

troversies, for the mere purpose of placing them

upon record in the reader's mind, and to show him

that, had they not possessed some inherent qualifica-

tion of interest, speculative whim or conceit never

could have g-iven rise to them. Passing over the

contests amono- the ancients as to the freedom of

the will, and the degree of influence which they

conceived their respective deities directly and indi-

rectly exercised over the destiny of the human race,

we will come at once to the period when Christian-

ity became firmly established. Towards the close

of the fourth century of the Christian church, we

find the Pelagian and Semi-Pelagian heresies ex-

citing eager and vehement discussions throughout

the whole religious community. The disputes

which the writings of Augustine, who was the prin-

cipal opposer of these doctrines, occasioned, both as

to their nature and meaning, added considerably to

the aggregate bulk of this theological mass of dis-

putation, which diffused its baneful effects over

many succeeding centuries. Then came the dis-

putes between the Jansinests and the Jesuits, rela-

tive to free-will, the influence of grace, and the

eternal nature of the divine decrees ; and these dis-

putes were carried on with so much pertinacity and
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violence that the stoutest heart for controversial

warfare must sink by a bare sight of their volumi-

nous nature. To which may be added the consi-

deration, that even at this day, the question of

man's free agency divides the Christian church in-

to two parties, under the denominations of the Cal-

vinistic and Arminian systems ; while the present

state of moral and metaphysical philosophy fur-

nishes ample testimony that the doctrines now un-

der consideration are as far removed from a unani-

mous or satisfactory decision, as they were two

thousand years ago.

The prescience or fore-knowledge of God, is one

of the attributes of his nature. We cannot conceive

a Deity, without investing Him with the power of

foreseeing all events. Nothing, therefore, could

have been otherwise than it has been, or is at pre-

sent. All the operations of nature, and all the

thoughts, feelings, desires, and actions of men, were

all planned and ordained before the foundations of

the world.

Now an important question arises here. Is God
the author of sin ? The answer to this question is,

that the Almighty would certainly be the author of

evil, if a phijsical necessity were meant ; but this

is not the case. God has done every thing which
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is consistent with the general arrang-enients of his

providence to lead men into paths of virtue and

happiness. Every thing- which the divine Being

has ordained is either good in itself, or calculated

to be turned to some salutary purpose. The good

or the evil of human conduct must therefore de-

pend upon the manner in which these means for

virtue and happiness are used. It is o»ij'^ when he

uses these means improperly ; when he wishes to

obtain happiness by different methods than those

which divine Providence has prescribed, that he

feels the effects of his iniquities by experiencing suf-

fering and misery.

Philosophical necessarians maintain that the will

of man must always be influenced by the last deter-

mination of the understanding ; that is, we are so

constituted that we must first determine that a cer-

tain thing is good or eligible, before we can choose

it ; and that in consequence, this will cannot be

said to be free in its determinations, inasmuch as it

is influenced either by previous habits, or by the

consideration of that which is most desirable. That

we are influenced by motives, is most certain ; if

we were to affect to despise them, we should not be

entitled to be called rational beings. We are con-

stituted so as to be affected by various external
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things in a particular manner ; our appetites, pas-

sions, and feeling's prompt us to pursue or avoid

particular lines of conduct ; and a great part of what

we call knowledge, is only making" our conduct har-

monize, with the whole course of nature, and the

arrangements of providence.

M. Leibnitz and Dr. Jonathan Edwards have

shown, that if the mind were to choose without a

motive that there could be no such thing as moral

evil in the world ; for moral evil consists in a wrong

choice, and if there be nothing to correct the choice,

how can it be said to be wrong ?*

Mr. Hume has remarked, that the doctrine of

philosophical necessity is only another name for that

portion of human knowledge which consists in trac-

ing the course of nature, as well as human affairs
;

and it is in this way that we can pronounce, with

the most perfect confidence, that men will act in a

* " Dans la fond, bein loin que ce soit montrer la source du mal

moral, c'est vouloir qu'il n'y en ait aucune. Car si la volonte se de-

termine sans qu il y ait rien, ni dans la personne que choisit, ni dans

I'objet qui est choisi, qui puissc porter au clioix, il n'y aura aucune

cause, ni raison de cctte election : et comme le mal moral consiste

dans le mauvais choix, c'est avouer que le mal moral n'a point de source

du tout. Ainsi dans les regies de la bonne metaphysique, il faudroi^

qu'il 'y eut point ne mal moral dans la nature ; et aussi par la meme
raison, il n'y auroit point de bien moral non plus et toute la moralite

peroit detruito."

—

Remarques sur la Livre de VOrigine du Mal.
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certain g-iven manner, when they are influenced by

certain motives
;
just with the same unerring preci-

sion that the husbandman calculates upon his corn

springing- up, and ripening to perfection, if the

ground be prepared, and the seed sown, in a proper

manner. Mr. Hume observes, " It is universally

acknowledged, that there is a great uniformity

among the actions of men, in all nations and ages

;

and that human nature remains still the same in its

principles and operations. The same motives al-

ways produce the same actions ; the same events

follow from the same causes, ambition, avarice, self-

love, vanity, friendship, generosity, public spirit
;

these passions, mixed in various degrees, and dis-

tributed through society, have been, from the be-

ginning of the world, and still are, the source of all

the actions and enterprises which have ever been

observed among mankind."*

The reader will readily perceive, that this is a

most important doctrine, and supported by eminent

philosophical authority, as well as by arguments

which, considered as mere arguments^ must for

ever remain unanswered. Bishop Horsley has

given us some important views of this controversy,

which are worthy the consideration of disputants

Hume's Essays, vol. ii. p. HO.
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on both sides. " So far as these necessarians main-

tain the certain influence of moral motives as the

natural and sufficient means whereby human actions,

and even human thoughts, are brought into that

continued chain of causes and effects, which, taking-

its beginning in the operations of the infinite mind,

cannot but be fully understood by him ; so far they

do service to the cause of truth
;
placing the great

and glorious doctrines of foreknowledge, and pro-

vidence, absolute foreknowledge, universal provi-

dence, upon a firm and philosophical foundation.

But when they go beyond this, when they would

represent this influence of moral motives as arising

from a physical necessity, the very same which ex-

cites and governs the motions of the inanimate crea-

tion ; here they confound nature's distinctions, and

contradict the very principles they would seem to

have established. The source of this mistake is this,

that they imagine a similitude between things which

admit of no comparison, between the influence of

a moral motive upon the mind, and that of mecha-

nical force upon matter. A moral motive and a

mechanical force are both indeed causes, and equally

certain causes each of its proper eff"ect ; but they are

causes in very different senses of the word, and derive

their energy from the most opposite principles,"
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The principal charge brought against this doctrine

of necessity by the advocates of liberty is, that upon

the scheme of the former there can be no use of

means, no exhortations, promises, or threatenings

;

no motive to individual exertion, but a strong temp-

tation is thus held out to a vicious indulgence of our

passions and appetites ; for a man cannot be said to

be an object of either reward or punishment for

doing that which was ordained from all eternity to

be done, and which has been brought about by means

over which he could have no control.

It seems to be a point acceded to now by all

parties in this dispute, that any thing like physical

necessity is entirely inconsistent with all ideas of

moral responsibility and accountableness ; and the

only tenable principle on which necessarians now

ground their system, is on that of a moral necessity,

and not a physical one. In this opinion. Dr. Dewar,

in his notes to the first volume of his " Elements of

Moral Philosophy," seems to concur. Moral neces-

sity has been supported Avith many very ingenious

and subtile arguments, by several authors of great

merit ; but I must confess, that these arguments,

though disposed to view them in the most favourable

light, from the quarter from which they emanate,

have not succeeded in making me perceive the dis-
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tinction between a physical and moral necessity^ so

far as the mere abstract principle is concerned. I

have noticed this distinction in a recent publication,

and shall make no apolog-y in making- a quotation

on this point. " Our idea of necessary connexion

is a simple, uncompounded, unalterable, and unde-

finable idea ; an idea which may change from object

to object, but which never assumes any other ap-

pearance to the mind, so to speak, but one. This

idea or notion may be connected with material ob-

jects, with moral objects, or mental objects ; but this

idea, notion, conception, thought, or by whatever

name it may be called, of necessary connexion,

maintains the same fixed and unchangeable charac-

ter. What is, or can be, meant by moral necessity ?

If it mean any thing, it must mean, that objects are

connected or bound together by a principle of con-

nexion as indissoluble and fixed as that which we

conceive links together the causes and effects in the

material universe. I here call this necessary con-

nexion or principle of causation, a notion or concep-

tion ; I only do so in a qualified sense, and in con-

formity with the established rules of language. This

notion or thought ought to be termed an object of

belief only ; for it is like many other simple elements

of mind, more an object of faith tlian an object of
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percejition ; using the word perception in the same

sense we usually do when we speak of perceiving

the primary or secondary qualities of matter." " I

see a man follow a certain line of conduct, and I

see poverty, misery, and distress of mind follow that

conduct. I see not the principle of connexion be-

tween the moral cause and the moral effect ; but my

belief in that connexion is just as firmly established,

in my mind, as any physical connexion can possibly

be. Now, let any man attend to what passes in his

own mind, and see what difference he can discover

between the connexion which subsists among ma-

terial objects and that which exists among objects

of a moral kind. I feel confident he will, on a mo-

ment's consideration, find he can conceive no diffe-

rence at all."*

Some writers have imagined that this controversy

is altogether a controversy about words, and that

all parties are entirely, or at least nearly, agreed

upon the leading principles of the dispute. But

this I conceive is an erroneous opinion. The

source of the dispute must be deeper than in mere

* Essay showing the intimate connexion between our notions of

good and evil, and our conceptions of the freedom of the Divine and

human wills, p. 196.
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verbal ambig-uities, it must lie in ideas or notions

themselves. It is altogether inconceivable how men

should for ages dispute and cavil about the mere

meaning" of words ; if there were not some univer-

sal mental conceptions, in which contradictory pro-

positions were involved. I readily grant that much

of the controversy may be traced to the natural

imperfections of language ; but this ought to serve

as an intimation that the dispute must be based up-

on some elementary conceptions which are not sus-

ceptible of analysis or definition. Every man of

common sense knows what is meant by necessity

QXidifreedom ; these terms are constantly upon his

lips, and they stand for ideas as accurately defined

to his understanding as any he possesses ; but let

him take up Mr. Hobbes and Bishop Bramhall, and

listen to their definitions of liberty and necessity,

and he will soon find himself in a labyrinth, from

which a whole life of intense study would not be

sufficient to extricate him.

The most successful method which, I think, can

be adopted to show the insufficiency of the neces-

sarian scheme, is to analyze our conceptions of reli-

gion, moral praise or blame, rewards and punish-

ments. This is the plan I have followed in a recent
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publication,* and to which, if the reader wishes for

full information on this point, I beg" leave to refer

him. I have there endeavoured to show that our

conceptions of just and equitable laws, of worship

and obedience to our Creator, our estimate of pub-

lic and private virtue and intellectual character, all

depend upon the notions we have of the freedom of

the will ; in fact, that we estimate the value of all

religious obedience and worship, moral virtue and

intellectual excellence, in exact degree to the por-

tion of free-will which we are led to suppose is in-

corporated with our devotional, moral, and intel-

lectual performances. I cannot refer more particu-

larly here to what I have written on the subject

;

but I will, for the reader's satisfaction, devote two or

three pages to an analysis of our passions, appetites,

and affections, and which analysis has been suggest-

ed by reading a portion of Dr. Dewar's book now

before me.

Men never confer any great praise upon a person

for following the bent of his inclinations, or for do-

ing merely d.s others do, even if the course followed

be the right and proper one. We always talk, on

such occasions, that virtue lies solely in controlling

• See the Essay just noticed above.
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and nianaging" the passions, and in surmounting- dif-

ficulties. When we see, for example, a man who

bears slander and contumely with patience and

cheerfulness, it greatly heig^htens our opinion of him,

if we learn that he is a person who has inherited

from nature a highly testy and choleric disposition.

The story told of Zopyrus, the physiognomist, is

strikingly illustrative of this remark. He pretend-

ed to know people's characters by their faces. Some

of Socrates' scholars brought him to their master,

whom he had never seen before, and asked the

physiognomist, what sort of man he thought their

master was ? Zopyrus, after carefully examining

his features, pronounced Socrates to be the most

debauched, lewd, cross, and selfish fellow he had

ever met with ; an opinion which excited nothing

but laughter and ridicule amongst the company :

*' Hold," says Socrates, " he is in the right and you

are in the wrong, for I was by nature every thing

he describes, and if you are led to a different con-

clusion now, it must be because I have succeeded

in some measure to correct my nature by study and

the practice of philosophy." Does not this little

incident in the life of Socrates teach us what are

the common and every-day notions of virtue, and

how closely and indissolubly ideas of control and
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self-denial are connected with deeds of a praisewor-

thy and virtuous kind ?

The doctrine of free-will is strikingly exemplified

in those more obvious classifications which are

made of our moral powers by philosophy. First,

We have the appetites, as eating-, drinking and the

desire of propagating our species. These appetites

are not considered so exalted and ennobling, as some

other affections and principles of our nature. It

is somewhat difficult to tell, upon any of the com-

mon theories of moral action, how mankind have

come to speak so irreverently and contemptuously

of our more common and vehement desires ; for cer-

tainly if the value of any passion were estimated by

the importance or utility resulting from its exercise,

then these passions of low deg"ree ought to stand

very high indeed in our estimation. But utility,

either apparent or real, is not the standard of value

in this case, and we must seek elsewhere for a more

plausible theory for the solution of this question.

The only foundation, I conceive, for our common

appetites holding so low a station in our esteem, is,

that they have more the appearance of mechanical

agency about them, and are conceived to be less un-

der the influence of our wills, than many other af-

fections and desires of our nature. These appetites
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are common to us with the inferior orders of crea-

tion ; their gratification is etiforced by strong- and

often overwhelming impulses ; and when they seem

to be indulged without a proper restraint, and con-

sequently not inider the due control of our volun-

tary powers, we designate this gratification by the

terms brutish, vulgar, indecent, &c. words pointed-

ly descriptive of powers placed at a considerable

distance from the perfect and complete authority of

our more lofty and rational faculties.

But though our appetites are possessed by us in

common with inferior creatures, their gratification

may not only be considerably heightened, but a de-

gree of virtuous reputation may be connected with

their indulgence, when allied to other powers of

our nature, which possess a less decided mechanical

complexion, and are consequently considered more

directly under the will ; and this forms the great

distinction between civilized and savage life. The

man of savage life gratifies his appetites whenever

passion suggests ; he appears to be guided by no

superior controlling principle above the beasts

which surround him ; and therefore he is not any

way restrained by considerations of refinement, de-

cency, and expediency, which exercise so powerful

an influence over the gratification of all our appe-
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tites in a state of civilization. It is one of the con-

spicuous effects which is produced by an increase of

knowledge, and a successful cultivation of the more

exalted moral and intellectual principles of human

nature, that our grosser desires become subdued,

and are more directly and completely placed under

the guidance of our wills. Not that we are to sup-

pose that the authority of the will becomes ever so

effective as to be able to extinguish the appetites of

our nature altogether. This is not possible ; nor

would it be wise or beneficial if it were so. It is

only a limited influence which a proper cultivation

of our more lofty powers can exercise over our sen-

sual desires ; and it is for this reason that we always

speak and talk of them with considerable reserve,

and mete out a very small portion of approbation

or praise to their best regulated and temperate in-

dulgence.

In what are generally termed our moral affec-

tions, the consideration we bestow upon them, and

the portion of free-will which we suppose is incor-

porated with them, is not less striking than in our

bodily appetites. We confer praise or blame more

liberally upon them than upon our appetites, because

we conceive all our affections or emotions of a moral

kind to be more centered in ourselves, so to speak,
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or to be more directly under the authority of our

voluntary powers. The benevolent affections, such

as parental affection, esteem of kindred, love, friend-

ship, patriotism, universal benevolence, gratitude,

and pity ; as also the malevolent affections of hatred,

jealousy, envy, revenge, and the like, are all con-

sidered by mankind to occupy a more elevated

station in the scale of our moral nature than our

grosser appetites. Notwithstanding the considera-

tion that a few of these affections are possessed by

the inferior orders of creation, in common with

ourselves, the exercise of our various affections,

whether of a benevolent or malevolent character,

is productive of nine-tenths of our pleasures and

pains, and is also the fruitful source of a great por-

tion of our approbation and censure. These affec-

tions have less of a fixed, regular, or mechanical

appearance about them, and are always on this ac-

count more immediately and directly referred to the

individual himself, and to his inward power of self-

control, than the animal propensities of his nature.

It is not less curious than instructive to view the

fabric of our moral constitution. First, we find the

animal appetites possessed nearly in the same de-

gree and perfection by all mankind, forming the

ground-work of the building ; and by their strength,

VOL. II. T
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permanency, and regularity of operation, insuring

the stability of the edifice. Over these the will has

but a limited power. Then come the aifections

and emotions—a vast superstructure of very diver-

sified appearances, which the eye of the curious in-

quirer into human nature scans over with a mingled

and compound feeling of joy, pain, and amazement,

and which has been reared, in its prominent out-

lines, with all due attention to architectural beauty

and strength. Here the will of man has a more

extended field for its operations ; we attribute to

its action all that is virtuous or vicious, all that is

lovely or deformed ; and we portion out our praise

or censure in exact proportion to the voluntary

effects which we suppose have been made in form-

ing what may be either perfect or defective in col-

lective or individual character. Lastly, we see the

higher and more ennobling principles of natural and

revealed religion giving a polish and finish to the

whole structure, filling up the rugged outline with

graceful ornaments, and conferring a harmony, con-

sistency, and beauty on the whole man, which are

eminently calculated to excite the loftiest concep-

tions of Him to whom all adoration and praise are

due.

Let us now turn to the practical effect of the
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doctrine of necessity ; and this part of our subject

is, I think, worthy our most serious attention.

There is, I conceive, a general principle running*

through the writings of most of sceptical writers,

and it is this, to make as extensive a use of the doc-

trine of necessary connexion as possible, by repre-

senting the whole of nature under the similitude of

a vast chain ; that all actions and events are linked

together ; that man, in every light in which he can

be viewed, is only a being who has his part in the

general drama to perform, and that he forms a small

but intregal part of the universal machine.

As this principle involves weighty and interest-

ing considerations, we will devote a few pages to

its examination. Professor Stewart, in his Dis-

sertation prefixed to the Encyclopaedia Britannica,

observes, " Whatever may have been the doctrines

of some of the ancient atheists about men's free

agency, it will not be denied, that in the history of

modern philosophy, the schemes of atheism and of

necessity have been hitherto always connected to-

gether. I cannot help adding, that the most con-

sistent necessarians who have yet appeared, have

been those who followed out their principles till

they ended in Spinosism, a doctrine which diflfers

from atheism more in words than in reality."
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Dr. Dewar, in a note attached to the first volume

of his " Elements," expresses his dissent from this

opinion of Mr. Stewart's ; and seems to think that

the assertion, that necessarians and atheists are

nearly allied to each other, is not borne out by

facts. There is no writer, in modern tiraes^ who

has g-iven such unequivocal proofs of his intimate ac-

quaintance with the history of moral science as Mr.

Stewart ; and from his general candour, and his re-

luctance, at all times, to speak hastily or dogmati-

cally on any subject of which good and clever men

may be led to take opposite views, I am inclined to

think the opinion he has here advanced is worthy

of our serious attention, and ought to have great

weight in deciding our judgment on the point at

issue. I am fully convinced in my own mind, that,

let the principle of necessary connexion be viewed

in every possible light, and merely as an abstract

principle,\i will be found to exert an unfriendly and

hostile influence against the leading doctrines of na-

tural and revealed religion. But as this manner of

stating the argument may be liable to objections,

and various misapprehensions respecting the force

of the abstract doctrine may take place, I conceive

the most satisfactory method would be to appeal at

once iofacts; by shewing, from the history of phi-
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losophy, what degree of connexion there has hither-

to subsisted between those who have taken a con-

spicuous station in advocating the doctrine of phi-

losophical necessity, and those who have, in divers

degrees, and in divers ways, promulgated opinions

and sentiments hostile to the fundamental articles

of natural and revealed religion. I

And this is, I conceive, the most proper and sa-

tisfactory method of endeavouring to settle this im-

portant question. One author says, that the doc-

trine of necessity is found in its practical operation

to be dangerous and irreligious ; and another as

stoutly and pointedly denies the accusation. Let

us, therefore, consider the facts of the case.—Let

us throw a glance at the actual history of ancient

and modern philosophy, and see what use has really

been made of the doctrine of necessary connexion.

This will prove more conclusive then merely plac-

ing assertion against assertion, opinion against opi-

nion, and statement against statement. If we find

that the doctrine in question has been extensively

productive of immoral and irreligious principles and

notions,— if we see that it has been very generally

employed as an instrument for the very worst pur-

poses,—if it can be clearly established by a chain of

numerous and incontestiblc facts, that this doctrine
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has uniformly been moulded into systems of scepti-

cism and doubt, where all religion, whether natural

or revealed, becomes ingulfed, and stripped of

every salutary and beneficial consequence on the

heart and conduct ; then I do say, that all argu-

ments for the comparative harmlessness of the doc-

trine of necessity, drawn merely from a considera-

tion of its abstract nature, ought not to weigh a

single feather in the balance when placed against

what experience, and the concurrent testimony of

ages, maintain to be positively and extensively

mischievous.

Pursuing, therefore, the line of argument here

suggested, we will lay before the reader a brief and

hasty sketch of the opinions of the ancient philoso-

phers on the subject now under consideration. And

here I would beg to premise, that I by no means

profess to have a very general or accurate know-

ledge of what those opinions really were on the to-

pic of men's free agency, and on the doctrines of

natural religion. From all the sources of informa-

tion accessible to me, respecting the opinions the

ancient sages held on these subjects, I have not

been able to gather much that is decidedly satisfac-

tory ; for the interpretations given to their lan-

guage, on nice and abstruse points, are so various
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and conflicting", that it becomes difficult for a gene-

ral reader to take upon himself to determine decid-

edly what abstract doctrines of speculation did really

form part of the philosophical creed of the inquisi-

tive geniuses of former times. What, however, I

shall state on this subject will, I trust, not be far

from the truth ; but will be confined principally to

those leading points on which writers and critics in

general are pretty nearly agreed.

The whole system of speculative philosophy

among the ancients was of a mechanical complexion.

Some of the sects of philosophers incorporated more,

and some less, of the principle of necessary con-

nexion with their respective theories, but the differ-

ence among them on this point was not great.

What must strike every general reader of their

works is, the repugnance or aversion they seemed

to entertain against the thought, that the phenomena

of the universe—the things which were daily made

cognizant to them by the senses, and to account for

which things was the grand ostensible object of

their philosophy,—were the result of the act of the

will of a superior Being, the Creator and Up-

holder of every thing they beheld. Setting out in

their inquiries with the principle, that every thing

material must have a material cause, and that every
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event and circumstance was indissolubly connected

tog-ether, they wandered about in the mazes of spe-

culation, g-uided solely by this glimmering torch

of material sensation, till they lost every portion of

rationality ; and their writings became more like the

ravings of madmen, than the sober conclusions of

reason and philosophy.

The atomic system, which was taught by Demo-

critus, and by others before his time, constituted

the most complete and perfect system of atheism of

which we have any authenticated records in ancient

literature. This philosophy was grounded on pure

materialism ; laying it down as a principle, that

there was nothing in nature but matter,—that our

notions of this matter were simply that it formed

a thing impenetrably extended, and possessed no

other attributes or powers but those of magnitude,

figure, site, rest, and motion ; and that there was

no self-moving power, save that which arose from

the eternal conformation and motion of the minute

atoms of which every thing in the universe was

supposed to consist. Many modifications of this

system prevailed in subsequent ages ; but its general

features, the prominent outlines of its physiogno-

my, were, throughout all its changes, strictly pre-

served. This philosophy is decidedly hostile to
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every principle on which natural and revealed re-

ligion are grounded ; for the three great leading

doctrines of all religion,—the existence of a God,

His attributes, and the immortality of the soul, were

totally excluded.

The ancient atheists were all averse to believe

there was any thing in nature, any active power,

except mere matter. This opinion formed their

great stumbling block. They were led to acknow-

ledge a degree of sense and understanding in them-

selves which were not possessed by the other infe-

rior orders of animated nature, or by the clods of

the valley
;
yet these speculative philosophers con-

sidered this degree of intelligence as a secondary

quality in matter, and was the result of some pecu-

liar material organization, to determine the precise

nature of which formed the leading" incentive to one

half of their philosophical labours. Some learned

sects among the sages of antiquity ascribed, indeed,

a little more life and activity to their atoms than

others did, believing them endowed with something

which approached very near to perception
; yet

this power of perception was always considered to

arise from the combination or aggregate influence

of the particles of matter, and that there was really

nothing existing which had an independent and sc-
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parate existence from that material universe which

is made manifest to us by our senses.

In reading- the philosophical writing's of the an-

cients, we readily perceive that the fundamental dis-

tinction between atheists and deists was precisely

the degree of intelligence, or active power, which

each party incorporated into their system. This

distinction is very conspicuous throughout all the

different periods or epochs of ancient philosophy.

In proportion as men conceived a presiding- spirit

—

an active energy,—who looked over the affairs of

men, and who ruled, by virtue of His own power

and will, over the destinies of the world ; in exact

proportion do we find rational and philosophical

views entertained of the general principles of natu-

ral religion and moral obligation. But, on the

contrary, however highly men might admire the

great, eternal self-mover of the universe, if a blind

chance, or irrevocable necessity, were incorporated

with this adoration ; their principles and views

were every way hostile to all true theism, and they

lie justly under the charge of advocating- the cause

of atheism or fatality.

Leaving the Grecian, we may, in passing", just

throw a glance at the Gnostic or Oriental philoso-

phy, which produced so many evils in the Christian
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church during- the first three centuries of its esta-

blishment. The disciples of this system of the

world were divided into several sects or parties,

differing- in minor matters of detail ; but the gene-

ral principle on which the whole fabric rests, is that

of an eternal necessary connexion. The Gnostics

represented the divine Being as infinitely happy

and perfect, dwelling in profound solitude and

blessed tranquillity. But in the process of time

two beings were produced, who were also follow-

ed with other numerous generations, who constitut-

ed a celestial family, and who presided in the re-

gions of eternal night. Beyond the boundaries of

this celestial habitation existed, from all eternity,

a mass of rude, turbulent, and shapeless matter
;

and by some kind of chance, or fortuitous impulse,

one of the members of this divine family descended

for the purpose of modelling this unseemly mass

into something like beauty and order ; and having

created men, and other inferior orders of animated

nature, with a rich variety of gifts which tended to

the perfect embellishment of the whole, the consti-

tutional malignity of this matter was considerably

diminished. The believers in this philosophy al-

ways represented the successive generations of ce-

lestial beings, from their first great original, under
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the fig-ure or similitude of a vast and eternal chain;

and this world we inhabit formed the last link of

this mig-hty chain. This notion of eternity ditler-

ed, in some measure, from that which is common

to other systems, because it was made to consist of

successive intervals of time, and did not display

that stable, closely concatenated, and permanent

character, so much insisted on by the platonic phi-

losophers. It was this compound of chance and

necessity which rendered this Oriental system so

pernicious to the influence of revealed relig^ion
;

and constituted it one of the most inveterate and

destructive philosophical heresies with which the

early fathers of the Christian church had to con-

tend.

These remarks, upon the ancient philosophy,

might be greatly extended, but this is quite unne-

cessary, as there can be but one opinion as to its

nature and tendency. We will now pass to more

modern times, and give a brief review of the scep-

tical philosophy of our own day.

Vanini, the Atheist.—Vanini was a preacher at

Padua, and was celebrated there for his sermons,

which were conspicuous for metaphysical acutcness

and occasional bursts of eloquence. He delighted
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in representing- to his flock the operations of nature

and providence under the similitude of a vast chain

of causes and effects, linked indissolubly together.

He says in his dialogues, that he was preaching one

day upon the question, " why God made man,"

and he completely resolved that puzzling interroga-

tory by the famous scale of Averroes,* by virtue of

which it was necessary there should be a gradation

from the lowest to the highest beings. He then

proposed the scale, which is in substance as follows,

l.v^. The first matter is the sole powei\ the pure act,

viz. God. 2(/, Next to God are placed the im-

material substances. 3c/, Next to matter is the

form of corporeity. 4^/i, Betwixt these immaterial

substances and this form of corporeity, are two

animal souLs^ the one vegetative^ and the other

sensitive. 5th, Above them are the understand-

ing; being less than the intelligences, for, existing

in matter, it is immaterial and separable from mat-

• Averroes was an Arabian Philosopher who flourished in the

twelfth century. He was Professor in the University of Morocco.

The principle of his philosophy, as far as it can be understood, is,

that there is a general spirit of intelligence running- through all

thiu"-s, but in different graduated proportions j some possessing more,

and some less; but that intelligence itself is part of the univei-se, and

not a distinct Being. It is related of him, that he despised not only

Judaism and Christianity, but also Mahometanism.
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ter, distinct from it by essence, and confounded

with it, as it informs or instructs it. I have no

doubt, in my own mind, thoug-h the opinion can

never be raised beyond the standard of a pro-

bable conjecture, that it was the close and exclu-

sive attention to this form of the principle of ne-

cessary connexion, which led this miserable and

unfortunate creature into his future atheistical re-

veries ; for the promulgation of which he was

brought to a cruel and ignominious death at Tou-

louse in the year I6I9. After he threw off the

mask, and abandoned all religion, he dwelt largely

upon the concatenation of events ; maintained that

all things were the result of chance, but yet were

connected together by a stern and inflexible neces-

sity. He adored nature^ which, in his opinion,

meant the sum total of all things.

Spinoza.—That the atheistical principles of Spi-

noza's are grounded upon necessary connexion in

its worst shape, is well known to every reader of

topics connected with controversial divinity. Baijle,

in his Critical Dictionary, enters very fully into

the peculiar doctrines of Spinoza ; and he ends

his remarks upon the system, by turning Spinoza's

principal weapon, necessity, against himself. The
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remarks of Bayle are very ingenious, but too long

for insertion here.

Passing over the writings of the Earl of Roches-

ter, Mr. Toland, Lord Herbert, and other deistical

writers of lesser note, in all of whose writings,

however, many pointed applications of the doc-

trine of necessity will be found ; let us come down

to the most eminent of the sceptical writers of

our own day, and we will find that it is princi-

pally with this weapon that they have carried on

their warfare. A few of the most popular of these

will be noticed.

But I wish to observe here, that it is an errone-

ous notion to limit the pernicious influence of the

doctrine of necessity to the really learned and phi-

losophical among mankind. The class of people

among whom this influence rages with peculiar ma-

lignity, are the middling class of society, who have

a turn for reading and improving their minds, but

who are obliged to be content, from their limited

opportunities, with a very superficial acquaintance

with the principles and rules of true philosophy.

It is by books which are adapted to this interme-

diate class of readers and thinkers, that the greatest

portion of mischief is produced, by the application

of the system of necessary connexion. Such publi-
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cations as Spinoza's are comparatively harmless
;

for besides the quaintness and obscurity of their

style, the principles snch writers wish to nnfohl,

are of such an abstruse nature, that considerable

powers of thought, as well as deep and lengthened

contemplation, are requisite to obtain only a glimpse

of the author's meaning. But in those popular ve-

hicles of infidelity which we are just about to no-

tice, the case is otherwise, for here the principle of

necessity is elucidated in such a way, as leads ca}>-

tive the mind of inexperienced youth, or those of

riper years, whose minds, or habits of reading, pre-

dispose them to take erroneous views of the nature

and object of sound philosophy. Where Spinoza's

treatise has made one convert, the works of authors

just alluded to have made their thousands.

Mr. Hume. This writer is one of the most able

and ingenious advocates for the doctrine of philoso-

phical necessity ; and the whole fabric of his scep-

tical system is groinided upon it. The sophisms

advanced in his famous E.ssay on Miracles, are

merely a particular application of necessary connex-

ion, and derive all their plausibility from the doc-

trine of absolute fatali-ty. In his History of Na-

tural Religion, and in his Dialogues on the same
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subject, we find the most decided proofs of the

erroneous and mischievous purposes to which the

doctrine of necessity may be employed ; the arg-u-

ments and sentiments he puts into the mouth of

Cleanthes and PhilOi contain the sum and substance

of all that is objectionable in the above doctrine.

Voltaire. There is one small work by this

author, which strikingly shows the mischiefs which

necessity is calculated to produce on young- and in-

experienced minds, and which was written for the

express purpose of ridiculing* Leibnitz's system of

pre-established harmony. The publication is a no-

vel, and is entitled " Candidus, or All for the

Best" It has been very g-enerally circulated in

Eng"land, and even throug"hout the whole of Europe.

Dr. Pangloss is a philosopher, who maintains that

all thing-s are indissolubly connected together ; that

nothingcould have been different from what we find it

to be, and that this is the best possible world. Can-

didus is a young, thoughtless, rambling youth, who

goes through strange scenes of adventure and pro-

fligacy ; all of which are represented by the Doctor

as pointedly illustrative of the leading principle of

his philosophy—that all things are for the best.

This is the most seductive form which can possibly

vol. II. u
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be given to the doctrine of necessity ; for here, pro-

fligacy, lewdness, and profaneness are inculcated

into the mind of the reader, under the garb, that

our passions forms a necessary part of the general

economy of nature ; that nothing could be altered

without producing partial or general derangement

;

and that all men have their parts to fulfil in the con-

stituted order of things ; added to which, that in

this instance, these doctrines are set off with the

elegance, wit and humour, for which Voltaire was

so justly celebrated ; but it must always prove a

subject of universal regret, that he had not employ-

ed them in a more virtuous and reputable under-

taking, than in debasing and corrupting the minds

of the young and thoughtless part of mankind.

Mirabeuad's " Systeme de la Nature" This

is a purely atheistical book, and scoffs at the idea of

every thing in the shape of a Deity, or of mind in

general. It has been widely spread over England

of late years, and is now found in the hands of most

speculative unbelievers. It is called, by way of emi-

nence, the " InJideVs Bible" It pretends to have

been written by " Mr. jMirabeaud, aged 80, 40 years

member of, and perpetual secretary to, the French

academy." This is a sheer piece of imposition, in-
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tended to g-ive some weight to the publication, by

representing- the author at an advanced age, with

death looking- him in the face ; and, therefore, he

would not have promulgated such opinions and sen-

timents, if he had not been well convinced of their

truth and usefulness. The work is generally ascrib-

ed to the pen of Diderot ; its contents are the most

erroneous, profane and dismal, that can well be

conceived. Nothing- but the doctrine of neces-

sity is to seen here, the author having- pushed this

system to its utmost boundaries. It is unfit even

to give the outlines of such a book as this
;

but an instance of the manner in which error is

inculcated, will here be given. The author en-

deavours to fortify his readers against the fear of

death, which he labours to represent as the com-

mon lot of all living things ; that it is only the ef-

fect of a general law of matter and motion ; that

composition and decomposition is what we every

day see around us ; that we ought not to grumble

or feel alarmed at w^hat is the common lot of all

;

and that death will prove to us an eternal and

peaceful rest. But, probably having his doubts as

to the cogency of these earthly arguments, the au-

thor takes a flight into the heavens, and pours forth

the following lofty appeal to reason—(I quote from
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memory,)—" Dost thou not see in these eccentric

comets that appear and astonish thy eyes, that the

planets themselves are subject to death ? Live

then in peace as long- as nature permits, and die

without terror, if thy mind be enlightened by rea-

son!" What foolish and contemptible writing-!

and yet how likely to impose on the young and

unwary reader.

Volney's " Ruins ofEmpire. ^^ This is a very

popular book among- sceptical readers. Look at

what the author says in his Digest of the Laws of

Nature, in his Invocation, and in the dialogues he

puts into the mouths of the different races of man-

kind who come to his imaginary tribunal of right

reason, to g-ive an account of their systems of reli-

gion ; and no one can possibly doubt of the perni-

cious tendency of the doctrine of necessity.

Sir William Drummond's " Academical Ques-

tions." This cannot be said to be a popular book
;

but it is a performance generally known among-

philosophers. The principles of Sir William's scep-

ticism are well known to be ingrafted upon those

of necessity, as upon a parent stock. His argu-

ments and remarks upon motion, and the general
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view he takes of the arrangements of providence,

with respect to the existence of moral evil, fully

testify that he duly appreciated the value of neces-

sity as a powerful ally in diffusing the tenets of his

erroneous philosophy.

The above enumeration, without extending it to

a further length, will, it is hoped, be quite sufficient

to show the use to which the doctrine of necessity

has been put by those writers whose aim was to

subvert the leading principles of all natural and re-

vealed religion. When we see how uniformly

sceptical writers of every grade have availed them-

selves of necessity ; when we see this philosophical

tenet invariably used, from the broad principle of

downright fatalism to the more qualified and appa-

rently less obnoxious mode of stating the doctrine,

to sap the foundation of all moral responsibility and

improvement, we are fully warranted in forming

the conclusion, that there must be some innate

aptness in the doctrine itself to accomplish these

purposes, and that its extensive use for these bad

ends has not arisen from mere accident or chance.

Indeed it may be stated as a very interesting fact,

established beyond all controversy, that the history

of sceptical philosophy does not furnish us with a
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single insulated example of one of its writers depart-

ing from the doctrine of necessity. It might natur-

ally enough have been expected, that if that doc-

trine had been so innoxious and harmless, and so

little calculated to further the ends of bewilderins"

the understanding and corrupting the heart, as some

of its warm and passionate admirers so confidently

affirm, that some authors at least would have been

found who would have passed heedlessly by, in the

course of their speculations, the doctrine of necessity,

and would have pursued the path of their investiga-

tions without deriving any assistance from it. This

is what the natural course of things might lead us

to expect ; but the fact is quite the reverse. Not

one production of the class here alluded to, either

of a philosophical or popular cast, is to be found, the

foundation and whole superstructure of which does

not rest upon some form of the principle of necessi-

ty ; and a moment's reflection wilt fully satisfy us

that this must be the case, from the very nature of

things themselves. If a man reject the word of reve-

lation, there is no other logical resource for him, if

he reasons at all on the matter, than to take shelter

in some of the nooks and corners which the neces-

sarian has so obligingly prepared all around the tem-

ple of true wisdom, in order to accommodate those
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whose whims and fancies and waywardness of mind

induce them to wander from under its roof. And

so literally is this verified, both from history and re-

flection, that it may confidently be asserted, that no

system of scepticism will ever in future be reared,

without borrowing liberally of the same materials

of which all preceding systems of a similar character

are composed, and which materials it is the exclusive

province of the philosophical necessarian to furnish.

In concluding these few remarks upon the ten-

dency of the doctrine of necessity, I may be allowed

to observe, that there is something, even in the or-

dinary mode of cultivating natural philosophy, which

is apt to lead the mind of the most prudent and

wary into irreligious and sceptical modes of think-

ing. The danger lies entirely in the constant use

which is made of cause and effect. When the mind

gets familiarised with long chains of intricate rea-

sonings on matter and motion, we begin insensibly,

as it were, to lose sight of the great creating and

upholding cause of the phenomena we contemplate ;

and the constant reference we make to secondary

causes, and the notions we are thereby likely to im-

bibe, that we have succeeded in satisfactorily ac-

counting for those appearances in nature, which

are beheld by the comparatively uninformed with
3
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wonder and awe, are of themselves calculated to

weaken those natural principles of devotional feeling

which are implanted in the hearts of men. We
view all the operations of nature under the common

similitude of a vast chain, every link of which is

firmly and closely linked with one another ; but we

are too apt to neglect the all-powerful and living

link at the supporting end of this chain, and are con-

tent with amusing ourselves with the solidity, and

beautiful concatenation, of the extended series. I

would not by this insinuate, that all natural philo-

sophers are loose and sceptical in their religious

opinions ; on the contrary, many of the most able

and zealous supporters and defenders of natural and

revealed religion have been deeply skilled in the

principles of natural science. But it shows no dis-

regard to charity, nor is the remark at variance

with the truth, that many of the most able expound-

ers of the natural phenomena of the material uni-

verse, of the last and present century, have been

tinged with irreligious opinions and sentiments
;

and this, in not a few instances, to such an extent

as to induce one to wonder how so much wisdom

and so much folly could be united together in the

same individual mind. And I think this wayward-

ness of mind is particularly prevalent among the
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cultivators of astronomy. Doubtless this sublime

and magnificent branch of human study is admira-

bly calculated to lead our thoughts to recognise the

existence of a parent mind, possessed of infinite

power and wisdom ; and I am fain to believe, that

there are very few, if any, atheistical astronomers

;

but there are a great many who cannot be brought

to acknowledge the truths of revelation, but barely

content themselves with the belief of the first ele-

mentary principle of theology—the being of a God.

This is by no means a surprising state of things.

The peculiar doctrines of the Gospel seem anoma-

lous and incomprehensible when contrasted with

the great and mighty objects which are daily under

the contemplation of the astronomer ; and the earth

appearing in his eye as a mere atom in the mighty

system of the universe, he naturally enough asks

himself, why it is that such events as the Scriptures

relate should have been exclusively confined to this

insignificant spot which we inhabit ? And so com-

monly does a notion of this kind take hold of the

mind, and so generally is it to be found among the

learned, that a very able modern divine. Dr. Chal-

mers, has thought it his duty to write and publish

a volume of sermons, with the view of removing

such sceptical objections as may arise from a con-
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templation of the phenomena of the heavens. In-

deed, so likely is a train of thought, such as we have

now hinted at, to arise in the mind, that we find,

in a correspondence between Sir Isaac Newton and

Dr. Bentley, that the former was very anxious that

his system of the universe might not lead to atheis-

tical conclusions. He observes, that " though gra-

vity might give the planets a motion of descent to-

wards the sun, yet the transverse motions by which

they revolve in their several orbits, require the Di-

vine arm to impress them according to the tangents

of their orbs."
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

A FEW BRIEF REMARKS UPON SEVERAL MORAL WRI-

TERS OF FOREIGN NATIONS, FROM THE REVIVAL
OF LETTERS IN EUROPE DOWN TO THE PRESENT
TIME.

In looking" over the works of foreign authors on

the theoretical principles of morality, since the re-

vival of letters in Europe, the prospect is but dark

and dreary. On every topic connected with human

nature our continental neighbours have shown a

disposition to adopt extravagant theories, and wild

and fanciful conjectures. Among several of our

English moralists, it is true, this inclination to con-

sult the imagination rather than the judgment, has

been partially indulged in ; but then the speculations

of these writers have always been greatly influenced

and tempered by the principles of natural and re-

vealed religion, so generally diffused among the
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great bulk of the nation. And even in those soli-

tary cases where these principles might seem to

have been but lightly esteemed in an author's judg-

ment, he has had to shape his course with a refe-

rence to their influence on those around him. But

on the continent a different state of things has com-

monly prevailed. Here the mass of the people have

been sunk into a state of mental lethargy by the

stupifying influence of a degrading superstition
;

while the learned, on the other hand, cherishing a

deep-rooted contempt for the credulity of the mul-

titude, have run into the opposite extreme, and ri-

dicvded and set at nought every sound religious

principle. In considering the nature of man, they

have looked upon him as a mere insulated being,

without anv reference to the relations in which he

stands to the Great Author of his existence ; and

hence it is, in the majority of cases, that the conti-

nental philosophy of human nature presents to a

well-constituted mind such a repulsive aspect, and

is so profusely saturated with every thing that is

impure, ridiculous, profane, whimsical, and perni-

cious.

In this general censure on the class of foreign

writers here alluded to, there is, however, one im-

portant qualification, and that is in reference to the
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authors wlio have treated of the principles and

maxims of civil law and jurisprudence. These de-

serve our highest admiration and praise. The prin-

cipal writers on this branch of morality who are

generally known in this country, are Gi'otius^

Puffendorf^ p^attelj and Marten. The celebrated

work, On JVar and Peace^ written by Grotius,

was published in the year 1625. This work treats

of the universal law of nations, the law of nature,

and the positive law of nations.* Puffendorf pub-

lished his Elements of Universal Jurisprudence

in 1 660 ; Vattel, his Principles of Natural Law,

&c. London, 1723 ; and Marten, his Laws of Na-

tions in 1785.f

It is impossible to give even the most meagre out-

line of the important doctrines contained in the

works enumerated above ; but a few observations

upon the leading principles involved in all of them,

may perhaps be of use to the student and general

reader.

* There have been many commentators on Grotius. Among the

most celebrated are Felden, Boeder, Simon, William Grotius, &c.

There are three English editions of the treatise, " On War and

Peace^' one London, 16o4, one 1682, both fol. and one 1715, 8vo.

•j- Marten's Laws of Nations is translated into English by that emi-

nent author, Mr. Cobbett. The last edition is that of 1829, 8vo.
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These works on jurispi'udence tre'dt of what are

commonly denominated the Laws of Nature and

the Laws ofNations. The former must be under-

stood, in this instance, to mean, those ultimate or

fundamental principles of right and obligation^ on

which the laws of every civil community are as-

sumed to rest. These laws are referred by Grotius

and his numerous commentators to two sources,

the constitution of our natures as moral, intellec-

tual, and social being-s, and to the positive and au-

thoritative declarations of God as contained in his

revealed word. Upon these two foundations all

human laws, of whatever nature, must depend
;

that is to say, that no laws can be considered equi-

table, salutary, and clothed with authority, if they

contradict the leading- principles of our nature and

the law of revelation.

As mankind do not live in one great society,

but necessarily become divided and broken into se-

parate sects, commonwealths, and nations, there

must arise rules and maxims of conduct for the free

intercourse of these distinct communities with one

another, and this state of thing's g-ives birth to that

branch of moral science called the Laws of Na-

tions. These laws may be looked upon as con-

taining the sum total of all those moral rights and
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duties which nations or states owe to each other

;

and these rights and duties bear the same relation

to the more comprehensive laws of nature, as the

moral oblig-ations and duties of an individual or pri-

vate kind, to these same laws. The laws of na-

tions relate to the compacts, treaties, leag"ues, co-

venants, and agreements formed among different

states for their mutual assistance and well-being

;

but in the construction and execution of these com-

pacts, and so forth, there are no other rules to be

guided by but those involved in the laws of nature,

which are grounded on the reason and happiness of

man and the declarations of the Scripture.

Every reader must be fully aware of the very

great importance of the doctrines here treated of;

for it is not a question about the happiness of here

and there an individual, but the welfare of millions

of human beings is immediately connected with the

right understanding and application of the princi-

ples which are unfolded by writers on jurispru-

dence ; and not only this, but it is utterly impossi-

ble for any one clearly to perceive the justice and

wisdom of the foreign and domestic policy of any

nation, without a familiar and accurate knowledge

of the laws of nature and nations. These are the

landmarks, the ultimate principles, which must ever
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g-Liide the philosophical lawyer and political econo-

mist ; for without a knowledge of these, their

writing's, or speeches, or puhlic actions, no matter

how smoothly glossed over by momentary popu-

larity, will infallibly and with unerring certainty

exhibit in the end their folly and mischievous con-

sequences.

There have been some modern writers, and writers

of distinction too, who have endeavoured to dispa-

rage the study of the laws of nature and of nations,

by maintaining, that the importance of this study

has been greatly overrated. These writers have

probably been led to form this low estimate from

the frivolous and technical disputes which some of

the commentators of Grotius have been engaged

in, and from the controversies about the existence

and nature of a special social contract. But though

these conflicting opinions on verbal niceties, and

pure mental abstractions, may be allowed to have

taken their rise from the science of jurisprudence,

they by no means form a necessary or vital element

in this branch of knowledge. They are the fungous

excrescences which sprout up from the root of the

oak. And, indeed, so necessary and really important

does this science appear, in my humble opinion,

that I conceive a knowledge of its leading princi-
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pies as essentially required to the statesman, the

politician, and the moralist, as a knowledge of the

grammatical principles and rules of any particular

language is to one who wishes to write or speak

that language with correctness and propriety.

Spinoza.—The leading principle of the philoso-

phy of Spinoza is, that the universe and the Deity

are one and the same Being. I do not think it ad-

visable to enter into the matter here at any length.

Those who are curious, and desire information on

this subject, will find a pretty full account of the

doctrines of the author, and of his particular way

of treating of them, in the Abbe Condiliac's Traite

des Si/stemes, where the poison and the antidote

are joined together.

Of Spinoza's ethical opinions I know nothing

;

but a German author, of apparently very orthodox

sentiments, gives the following account of them.

" The morality of Spinoza is not indeed that of the

Bible, for he was no Christian ; but it is still a pure

and noble morality, resembling that of the ancient

Stoics, perhaps possessing considerable advantages

over that system. That which makes him strong

when opposed to adversaries who do not under-

stand nor feel his depth, or who unconsciously have
VOL. II. X
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fallen into errors not iiuicli different from his, is

not merely the scientific clearness and decision

of his intellect, bnt, in a much higher degree, the

open-heartedness, strong feeling, and conviction

with which all that he says seems to gush from his

heart and soul."*

It is curious to witness the great variety of opi-

nions as to the nature and tendency of Spinoza's sys-

tem among orators and philosophers. Two books,

one by L. Meier, and one by Boulamvillers, were

written after his death, in which works it is at-

tempted to be proved that Spinoza's views were

quite in unison with the principles of Christianity,

And even so lately as the year 1802, a doctor and

professor of theology published at Jena an edition

of Spinoza's works, in which the editor is by no

means sparing of his praise of the author.

Leibnitz. Godfrey JVilliam de Leibnitz is

one of the most eminent philosophers which Ger-

many has produced. His mental speculations go

generally under the denomination of The Pre-esta-

blished Harmony ; and the leading principles of this

theory are the following. The author endeavours

to maintain that the soul does not operate on the

* Schlegel's History of LiteratiiiT. Edin. IRIS.
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body, nor the body on the soul ; but that each has

its separate and independent laws and principles of

action ; the soul by means of its perceptions and

volitions, and the body by means of its material and

physical motions. The perceptions and volitions

of the mind are followed immediately by corres-

ponding- motions of the body ; not, however, by

any necessary connexions between the two, but

from the very nice and delicate mechanism of our

bodily structure. The impressions made upon our

org"ans of sensation have no effect upon the mind
;

but nevertheless the suitable ideas arise in it at the

precise moment of time, in consequence of causes

of a very different description from those of the

bodily impressions.

His moral principles are contained in a Preface

to a Treatise on International Law ; and in another

work entitled, " Theodocea., or a Dissertation on

the Goodness of God, the Libert?/ ofMan, and the

Origin of Evil,''* in two volumes. He maintains

that moral power is right, and moral obligation is

necessity : that a good man is he who loves others

as far as reason permits : if we love men, we will

be pleased with the happiness of others. Leibnitz's

notions seem to have a near affinity to those of

Lord Shaftesbury's.
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The author of The Pre-estoblisJied Harmon^/ is

a rig-id necessarian, and his views as to the wisdom

of God and the origin of evil were, that the uni-

verse was to be considered as a perfect work, and

that nothing could have been altered in it without

incurring greater evils.

Malenbranche.—The metaphysical theory of

Father Malenbranche is contained in this single

principle, that all things should be seen in God.

His work *' On Morals^* published at Amsterdam

in 1684, contains his moral views. The main

ground-work of these is, that we should love and

esteem what is good and lovely for its own sake.

His notions seem to be nearly the same as Wollas-

ton's and Clarke's.

Father Buffier.—The work entitled *' A
Treatise of First Truths," by this learned Jesuit,

was written in opposition to the metaphysical sys-

tems of Des Cartes, Malenbranche, Hobbes, Locke,

and Berkley ; and maintains the position, that a

principle of common sense is the foundation of all

human knowledge. Some of the friends and ad-

mirers of the author in England have accused Drs.

Reid, Oswald, and Beattie, whose philosophical
1
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works are g"rounded upon the same principle, with

borrowing- very liberally from the Frenchman with-

out making- the slightest acknowledgment. But

the truth of this accusation is denied by the friends

of the Scotch writers. Be this as it may, certain it is,

that there is a most striking^ resemblance between

the principles of Buffier and those which constitute

the essence of the systems advanced by the writers

just now alluded to.

The notion which Father Buffier entertains of

moral distinctions, in his First Truths, is, that

whatever contributes to men's happiness is to be

denominated good and praiseworthy. That all

good is to be considered relative to an e7idy and this

end is the real and permanent happiness of man.

Every thing, even of a subordinate and trivial na-

ture, is considered good if it answer the end for

which it is intended. And it is in this way that

we judge of the goodness and wisdom of God, by

shewing that, as far as our limited powers permit,

we perceive the means always adequate to the end.

RocHEFOucAULT.— Rockefoucaulfs system of

morals is founded upon self-love in its very worst

form. It has generally been severely criticised in

England ; and not without reason. According to
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his views, the whole world is nothing- but a collec-

tion of cannibals or furies, full of envy, pride, ma-

lice, revenge, jealousy, distrust, and hatred ; and

what men denominate virtue, is nothing- but a phan-

tom or idle name. The author has moulded his

opinions and sentiments into the shape of maxims
;

and the following are a few of the most objectionable.

" 29. The evil we do does not draw upon us so

much persecution and hatred as our good qualities.

"39. Interest speaks all sorts of languages, and

plays all sorts of characters, even that of disinter-

estedness.

*' 62. Sincerity is the openness of the heart, we

find it in very few people, and when it is to be

found, it is only a species of dissimulation, the better

to entrap the confidence of others.

" 69. If there be any such thing as pure love, it

is concealed at the bottom of our hearts, even from

ourselves.

"78. The love of justice is in most men only a

desire to avoid injustice towards themselves.

*' 93. Old men love to give good advice, only

because they can no longer give bad examples.

" 242. We easily console ourselves for the dis-

graces of our friends, when they give us an oppor-

tunity to shew our kindness for them.
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*' 31*2. Interest, which is accused of all our crimes,

deserves generally the praise of our virtues.

'* 254. We seldom call those men of sense who

are not of our opinion."

There is, however, no system of ethics without

some portion of truth in it ; and it must be confess-

ed, that Rocliefoucault has furnished aniple proof

that he was an acute examiner of human nature.

The truth of many of his maxims is fully substan-

tiated by every man's daily observation
;
yet the ge-

neral tenor of the Duke's philosophy is of a very

objectionable kind.

Helvetius.—This author is known to English

readers, principally from his two works, " On ihe

Mind,'' and " On Man." The latter is a posthu-

mous publication. The mental theory maintained

in these two treatises is, that all our ideas are de-

rived from the senses ; that all men's minds possess

originally an equal aptitude for knowledge ; and

that the difference which we really do find to exist be-

tween one mind and another, arises from the differ-

ence in education ; meaning by this term, not only

domestic treatment, but that kind of education we

obtain from the different situations in life in which

we are placed. In our author's opinion, all the
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operations of the mind may be resolved into this

g-eneral one—that of observing the resemblances

and differences between objects, and their fitness

and unfitness with regard to ourselves. A judg-

ment formed after a comparison of material objects,

is a pure sensation ; and every conclusion of the

understanding, with regard to abstract ideas, may

be considered as precisely the same.

According to Ilelvetius, all our virtues are de-

rived from self-love ; and this power is grounded

upon our physical sensibility

—

self-love is the desire

of power, and this produces envy, avarice, ambition,

the love of glory, of justice, virtue, and of every

passion, good as well as bad. The author affirms

that religion has little or no effect over the conduct

of men ; but the best kind of religion would be that

which could bring the science of legislation to the

highest state of perfection.

The desire men have to live in a state of society,

is the result of their bodily wants. *' Interest and

want are the principles of all sociability. It is,

therefore, those principles alone (of which few wri-

ters have given clear ideas) that unite men among

themselves ; and the force of their union is always

in proportion to that of habit and want. From the

moment the young savage, or the young bear, is able
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to provide for bis nourishment and his defence,

the one quits the hut and the other the den of his

parents. The eagle, in like manner, drives away

her young- ones from the nest, the moment they

have sufficient strength to dart upon their prey, and

live without her aid."*

Kant.—I must confess myself completely igno-

rant of the " Critical or Transcendental Philo-

sophy^^ of Emanuel Kant. I have made several at-

tempts to get a glimpse of his system, but have been

obliged to give up the undertaking in despair. Talk

of scholastic jargon and barbarism ! AVhy, if it

were possible to extract all the verbal jargon of the

schools, from the Christian era down to the fifteenth

century, into one book, it would come far short of

the obscurity of the Critical Philosophy, No Eng-

lish reader can form the most distant conception of

Kant's writings without he saw them. But let the

reader suppose that every sentence of this book were

cut separately out of it, all put into a bag, and well

shaken, and then promiscuously taken out one by

one, and placed in the form of a book again ; he

might then have some faint idea of the transcen-

dental effusions of this German writer.

• On Man, vol. i. p. 137.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

GENERAL REMARKS UPON THE PRECEDING CHAP-

TERS, WITH OBSERVATIONS ON THE MORAL THE-

ORY WHICH SEEMS TO SQUARE BEST WITH A DI-

VINE REVELATION.

From the phrase, " a History/ of moral science"

the reader maj be apt to conceive a perfect resem-

blance between the objects of moral inquiries and

those subjects which go generally under the deno-

mination of experimental philosophy. This some-

what natural association is likely to produce a cer-

tain degree of confusion in the reader's mind, by

inducing him to suppose that there was once a time,

in the history of mankind, when all morality was

as totally unknown as the principles of galvanism

or of gravitation were to former ages. The word

liistory, when commonly applied to any art or

science, is used to denote the various eras or pe-

riods of time when such and such facts or princi-
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pies in that art or science were first discovered or

unfolded, and by this means to give a progressive

account of improvements, from the point we com-

mence our historical details, down to a certain

definite period of time. In this manner, we have

histories of mathematics, astronomy, mechanics,

and electricity ; but a history of moral science is

to be considered in a somewhat different light.

Here we are to bear in mind, that a certain degree

of moral knowledge must have been, at all periods

of the history of the human race, known to them
;

for some of the primary principles of moral obliga-

tion and duty are inseparably connected with the

rudest and most simple forms of human society.

Men living even in single families, or detached

tribes, must recognise certain principles of right

and wrong ; and in no large community of human

beings was it ever known, or can it be conceived,

that they could be bound together for the purposes

of either social intercourse or aggregate defence,

without a practical knowledge of some of the lead-

ing duties of moral obligation.

A history, therefore, of moral science, must,

from the very nature of things, be a history which

partakes more of arrangement than of substance,

which treats more of the relative degree in which
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moral information is diffused among mankind at

different periods, tlian of the precise epochaa when

certain moral truths were first discovered and open-

ly recog-nised. Men may have been more ig-norant

and more regardless of their moral duties and obli-

g-ations at one time than at another ; and different

countries always have exhibited, and do at this day

exhibit, a considerable difference as to the degree

in which moral illumination exists among" them.

They may have speculated upon, arranged, and

systematized the motives and rules of moral con-

duct, agreeably to various abstract principles, and

to square in with very opposite religious or philo-

sophical systems ; but it behoves us to recollect,

that while these matters form the elements of mo-

ral science, we are not to imagine that we are un-

folding at every step of our progress new maxims

of morality, or new motives to obedience. The

general principles of human nature are the same in

all ages and countries ; and these must always con-

stitute the frame-work of every ethical system.

The materials lie before us, which we can neither

add to nor diminish. We may arrange, classify,

analyze, embellish or generalize them ; but if a phi-

losopher thinks he can be able, by intense or well-

directed study, to discover a hidden moral prin-
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ciple, he will certainly find himself most egreg-iously

mistaken.

As illustrative of these few remarks, we may ob-

serve, that what must strike every reader, in look-

ing" over the account we have given of the prin-

cipal moral systems, is, the little difference we per-

ceive among them as to their leading principles.

There is a considerable diversity perceptible in re-

gard to different modes of illustration, and to the

moral and religious inferences which each author is

anxious to draw from his premises ; but if we look

closely to these premises themselves, we will find

tlie differences among them all to be fairly resolva-

ble into a still smaller number of elementary prin-

ciples. All the systems we have examined may, I

conceive, be referred to six distinct heads. 1 st. The

eternal and immutable nature of all moral distinc-

tions. 2d, That utility, public or private, is the

foundation of moral obligation. 3d, That all mo-

rality is founded upon the will of God. 4th, That

a moral sense, feeling, or emotion, is the ground of

virtue. 5th, That it is by supposing ourselves in

the situation of others, or by a species of sympa-

thetic mechanism, that we derive our notions of

good and evil. And, 6th, The doctrine of vibra-

tions, and the association of ideas.
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Those whose doctrine is mainly founded upon

the first principle,—that of the eternal and immut-

able nature of all moral distinctions,—are Dr. Cud-

worth and Mr. John Locke ; Bishop Cumberland,

who adopts, however, this principle with more qua-

lifications than several others ; Mr. Wollaston, by

his fitness of things ; and Dr. Clarke, by his truth

of things; Dr. Price, Mr. Gisborne, and Dr. Dewar.

Those writers who ground their theories upon

the doctrine of utility, or, as it is sometimes termed,

the selfish system, are rather numerous. Mr.

Hobbes is the first on the list. Mr. Stewart re-

marks, that there is in point of principle a far more

close and intimate connexion between the opinions

of this writer and Mr. Hume, and others of this

school, than what has commonly been imagined
;

and this remark is perfectly correct. Mr. Hume

himself is at the head of this philosophical party.

Mandeville's Fable of the Bees, is, though in a cari-

caturist's dress, bottomed on the same views of hu-

man nature. Pope and Bolingbroke take the uni-

versal weal as the standard of morals. Mr. Ruther-

ford considers the advantages which the Scriptures

hold out to those who practise virtue, as the ulti-

mate end of it. Paley's system is well known as

grounded on the general ^ood. Godwin's Political
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Justice, and Mr. Bentliam's system, are founded

upon the same principle.

Archbishop King- stands alone in maintaining

that the will of God is the sole foundation of vir-

tue ; if we except Dr. Paley, who has coupled this

principle with the system of expediency.

Those who are advocates for a Moral Sense, are

Shaftesbury, Bishop Butler, Dr. Hutcheson, Lord

Kames, Professor Stewart, and Dr. Thomas Brown.

Dr. Cog-an's views seem grounded on the same

views.

Dr. Adam Smith*s work on Moral Sentiments,

is the only one which is grounded solely on the

principle of sympathy.

Dr. Priestley and Dr. Hartley are the only two

writers who maintain that the Association of Ideas

is the ground of good and evil.

There are none of these different systems that

are not in some degree founded on truth ; but the

great imperfection which runs through them all is,

that they attempt to generalise too much. We
cannot resolve all the moral feelings and habits of

our nature into one general principle.

I readily confess, however, that, as a mere theory,

I am inclined to approve of Archbishop King's in

preference to any other. The abstract arguments,
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for and ag'ainst this theory have been detailed at a

considerable length, in the essay on King-'s system ;

but I will here advance a few additional reasons,

principally of a more popular complexion, in favour

of the doctrine, that virtue depends upon the will of

God.

I think it a very important rule in all our in-

quiries into really interesting matters of specula-

tion, and a rule, too, which we ought never to lose

sight of for a single moment, that where the more

abstract arguments of any two opposite theories are

pretty nearly balanced, and where it becomes a very

nice or difficult matter to come to a decided conclu-

sion as to which we should give the preference, that

we ponder well which system is likely to square in

with the general or popular notions current among

mankind on the subject, and how their moral and

religious opinions may be affected by the views we

adopt. Two o])posite theories of human nature

may be supported by nearly the same degree of ab-

stract evidence ; but the one may exercise a perni-

cious, or at least a cold and chilling, effect upon

our moral affections and religious feelings ; and the

other may strengthen and invigorate both, in a very

decided and powerful degree. To which, then,

ought we to give the preference ? Undoubtedly to
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the latter. Now there are many such questions re-

lating" to human nature, of which much may be ad-

vanced on both sides ; and the man who is inclined

to doubt their existence, knows but little of his own

mind, or of philosophy in general. I would there-

fore wish to try the validity of the moral theories,

namely, the eternal nature of all moral distinctions,

and that morality depends upon the will of God,

by the standard here alluded to.

I find great use has been made of the doctrine

promulgated by Dr. Cudworth and others, in every

system of infidelity which has appeared within these

last two hundred years. I find an assumed prin-

ciple running through every such system, that all

moral distinctions are to be considered like mathe-

matical truths, or facts in natural philosophy, of a

fixed and eternal nature. These moral distinctions

are made known to us by our moral faculties of

perception, in a manner analogous to the way in

which we perceive the other elements of know-

ledge ; and these moral distinctions become clothed

with moral obligation solehj from their being per-

ceived by us ; and, therefore^ (mark the inference,

reader,) 7io particular revelationfrom heaven ivas

necessary to jwint out man's moral duty. Our

moral obligations are as clearly and forcibly pointed

VOL. II. Y
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out to him, say all such writers, by the light of nn-

turCy by the laws of nature^ by the suggestions of

natiirey by the constitution of nature, and so on
;

and therefore morality is as firmly secured upon

our systemSy as upon any theological basis on which

you can place it. These kinds of assertions, and

this kind of reasoning-, (if it can be called reason-

ing*,) constitute one-half of all the treatises against

natural and revealed religion, which have hitherto

appeared in the world. And it may safely be pre-

dicted, that every new system of scepticism will

follow in the same train, for this obvious reason,

that there is no other resource left to the specula-

tive unbeliever but this. He cannot deny the im-

portance of virtue ; he must, however reluctantly,

pass a complimentary eulogy upon her ; but at

the same time he is compelled to maintain that

her charms and graces are seen to most advan-

tage, and her influence felt most powerfully, when

viewed through the medium of those simple facul-

ties with which nature has furnished all her chil-

dren. Can any thing be more fallacious than this

doctrine ? Yet it derives all its plausibility, all its

strength of argument, and all its pernicious influence

over the minds of those by whom it is studied and

adopted, to this particular doctrine of morality, against
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which these remarks are directed. Without the

eternal and immutable nature of morality, the scep-

tical doctrines usually propagated in this and other

countries could have little or nothing- to rest upon.

Considering man's situation in this world rela-

tive to his Maker, what a poor, blind creature he

is, and at what an immeasurable distance he is

placed from creative power and wisdom : there ap-

pears a peculiar fitness and propriety in all moral

obligation being centered in the Divine will. And

as the important truths of morality and religion are

adapted to the condition of all men, in whatever

station of life they may be ; and as the great mass

of mankind never can have time nor talents to

enter into long and refined speculations relative to

the abstract nature or foundation of their duty
;

another powerful reason obviously presents itself

for maintaining the doctrine, that rules of morality

owe their value, and obligatory character, to the all-

wise and powerful Being who has commanded them.

I feel confident, that if we could enter into the pre-

cise views which the great bulk of mankind, who

have any sound opinions on moral and religious

subjects, entertain in their common and every-day

train of thought, we would find that the sacredness

and awe that are hedged round their virtuous and
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pious oblig-ations, rest upon the most perfect impli-

cit obedience to the ordinances and commands of

God. And this will, and ever must be, the state

or frame of mind of the world at larg-e, if correct

moral and relig-ious truths be imparted to them.

It has already been hinted that the peculiar doc-

trines of the Scriptures must become objects of faith,

and motives to moral and relig-ious obedience, solely

from the will of God. The doctrine of the eternal

fitness of all moral truths squares in with the di-

vine record to a considerable extent ; but there is

a point at which it fails to be of any use, and we

are compelled to acquiesce in implicit obedience.

And the same remark is applicable to those doc-

trines of Scripture which are countenanced by many

analogical appearances in the government of the

world around us. For example, the great doctrine

of the atonement may be supported by arguments

drawn from the universality of sacrifice among al-

most every people of whom we have any account

;

but it is equally clear, that however strong such

arguments may be, they are but auxiliari/ argu-

ments after all. They only help to confirm what

the positive declarations of the Bible say we are to

believe. No arguments drawn from such analogical

sources could ever possibly bring the mind to the be-
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lief that the great atonement for our sins was made in

the precise way and manner we find it to have been.

This is a subject for our faith, and the most con-

fiding and implicit faith too. And the same may

be said of the doctrine of the resurrection of the

body. However liberally we may draw our ar-

guments from the appearances of nature and the

power of God, and however admirably arranged

they may be, so as to give to every one its full

effect ; such arguments could never suggest to us

the Scripture foundation for our belief in this im-

portant doctrine. No, we must here make our

stand upon the simple declarations of the word of

God. Indeed, so totally inadequate is the hypothe-

sis of the eternal nature and fitness of moral dis-

tinctions to account for all the doctrines of reve-

lation, that it cannot by any logical process ac-

count for a single one of them. We may take this

hypothesis with us a certain length in our Chris-

tian journey, but we will have to leave it, and pro-

ceed on our way without it.

I should like to know what is meant by the word

of God? Are we merely to understand by these

important and emphatic words, that this revelation

was sent solely to confirm the moral hypothesis of

sympafh^f or moral .sense, or moral emotion^ or
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fitness, or utilitij, or benevolence ? Are we to

maintain there is no moral oblig^ation or duty le-

gitimately deducible from the command of God ?

Is there nothing- implied in a revelation of His will

but a bare confirmation of those moral duties which

the light of nature or reason points out we should

perform ? Was this the end or purpose for which the

Bible was sent from heaven, and which the pecu-

liar doctrines therein tauofht were intended to ef-

feet ? If this be the case, then I would say that

the Scriptures are a complete failure ; for I ven-

ture to affirm, that from Genesis to Revelation, in-

clusive, there is not a single passage, which, when

fairly examined, claims the attention and homage

of mankind upon any other ground than what is

implied in the command which accompanies it.

There is not even the shadow of an argument in

favour of the opinion, that the Scriptures were sent

for the purpose of strengthening or illustrating any

of the theories just named. And if this be the case,

how inconsistent in any writer to hold up any of

the theoretic systems alluded to with the one hand,

while, with the other, he is at the same moment

pointing to the superior obligations of inspired

wisdom. I may admire the subtilty, or the wit,

or the eloquence of such an author, but I can ne-
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ver admit his logical consistency. To one who

does not concede the authenticity of the scriptures,

the case is altogether different. He may be allow-

ed to frame such theories, from the materials which

the light of nature may furnish him with, as his

fancy or whim may dictate. But towards the phi-

losopher who sincerely and conscientiously takes

the word of God for his moral creed and guide in

the journey through life, and yet at the same time

declares, that no part of that inspired word is

clothed with moral obligation by virtue of the com-

mand of Him who issued it forth ; I can find no

words strong enough to convey my sentiments of

astonishment and wonder at the inconsistency mani-

fested in his opinions.

But for the sake of the argument let us acquiesce

in the doctrine, to its fullest extent, that the scrip-

tures are only intended as a fuller confirmation of

the moral obligation of those duties which the law

of reason or nature imposes on us ; what is gained

by the opponents of those who maintain that the

will of God is the foundation of moral obedience ?

Why, only this, that a part of this superior moral

obligation is admitted to be derived from the mere

command of God ; and is there not as much diffi-

culty in admitting this additional part to the force
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of natural reason, as if the whole of moral obliga-

tion were attributed to the same source ? Let it be

once conceded that natural morality receives addi-

tional confirmation from the revealed record of truth,

and there is not a philosophical resting-place for

the sole of the foot for those who adopt any other

theory but the simple will of God.

If we look into the Scriptures themselves, we will

clearly perceive that the command or will of God

is the only legitimate doctrine on which the morali-

ty and the peculiar tenets of revelation are made

to rest. This will fully appear if we will attend to

those events and circumstances which display what

is meant by pure faith in the divine commands.

As this subject is important and interesting, we

will here devote a page or two to its considera-

tion.

Faith, according to common sense and the de-

clarations of Scripture, is the believing in any thing

or command, the propriety or reasonableness of

which is not made manifest to us by the exercise of

the judgment or understanding. Were we to say

that a man has faith in the proposition that the

square of the hypothenuse is equal to the square of

the other two sides, or that two and two make

four, we would not only be departing from the
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usual acceptation of laiig^uage, but justly lay our-

selves open to the charge of talking foolishly. To

have faith in any thing, or in any command, is not

to see the truth of that thing, or the propriety or

fitness of that command, by a chain of arguments,

or by the innate suitableness of the things or mat-

ters in which we are called upon to repose our full

and perfect confidence. On the contrary, the

farther any thing is removed from our observation

or reason, and the more difficult it becomes for us

to assign any reason or cause for its existence or

mode of operation, in precisely the same degree

does our faith become the greater and more per-

fect. The astronomer knovvs the general laws

which regulate the movements of the heavenly

bodies ; the experimental philosopher is familiarly

acquainted with the principles which regulate the

motion of fluid bodies ; and the mechanist makes

himself daily conversant with the principles of me-

chanical motion. But to none of these different

classes of men do we ascribe faith in their respec-

tive objects of pursuit ; and for this obvious reason,

that all the elements of their knowledge are within

the sphere of demonstration or experiment, and

become cognizable by the exercise of those ordi-

nary powers and faculties, with which, as sentient
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beings, we are endowed. The termjaith has been

generally limited to theology in all its parts ; be-

cause it is here that subjects are treated of which

are not matters of strict demonstration, but become

objects of inquiry and interest to us, from very dif-

ferent causes than those which make the ordinary

subjects of human learning interesting. The apostle

Paul gives the most comprehensive and the most

correct definition of the nature of faith, in the 11th

chapter of the Hebrews. He says, " that faith is the

substance of things hoped for, and the evidence of

things not seen." That is, the truth ofmany things

is made manifest to us, not from the evidence of

our external senses, or by the eyes of the under-

standing, so to speak, but solely from the fact, that

they have been revealed from heaven, and com-

manded to form part of our belief, and to influence

our conduct by virtue of that belief.

I am fully aware, that when the term Jaith is

used in Scripture, in reference to the goodness of

God in our behalf, in giving us the Gospel, and to

the system of means which he has commanded us

to use, and which are admirably fitted to our varied

condition, it may, with strict propriety, be termed

the gift of God. But it must be noticed, that when

the word faith is used as descriptive of that dispo^
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sition of mind which is necessary for a proper in-

vestigation into the truth of the gospel, towards a

firm belief in those truths, and for the right em-

ployment of those means appointed for producing

that belief
; faith is invariably in scripture referred

to the man himself, and is considered as an active

and living principle. We are not only called upon

to give our implicit assent to the declaration of re-

vealed truth, but that assent must produce action

also, otherwise it is a dead principle, and of none

effect. It is on this account that we are so earnest-

ly commanded to believe in the existence, attri-

butes, and decrees of the Almighty, and the pos-

session of this belief is looked upon as virtuous and

praiseworthy, and the want of it laid to man's

charge as a great and weighty sin.

In conformity with the substance of these few

general observations, let us examine a little more

minutely the nature of a few of those actions which

are pointed out to us in the Scriptures, as remark-

able instances of an ardent and virtuous faith, and

which are stated for our especial guidance and in-

struction.

The conduct of Noah in building the ark fur-

nishes a striking instance of faith in the simple de-

clarations of God. He did not require of the Al-
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iiiig-lity to give him a reason for the impending ca-

tastrophe which had just been threatened ; he did

not puzzle himself to find out the eternalfitness or

reasonableness of the command ; but the order to

provide himself and his whole household with an

ark, came clothed with all the force of the most

powerful moral obligation. There was nothing in

the regular course of nature which could, by possi-

bility, induce him to believe in the threatened

judgment ; nothing which could animate and sup-

port him in his work of self-preservation, save the

simple command which had been delivered to him.

On the contrary, we may well imagine, that if he

had begun to speculate on the laws of nature, and

allowed the experience of his long life to regulate

his judgment and conduct as to the future, he

would have found arguments, many and powerful,

for carelessly neglecting the solemn injunctions and

warnings of the Almighty. And we may readily

suppose, that while he was daily making the neces-

sary preparations for his safety ; while the command

which had been delivered to him constantly filled

him with the most ardent zeal for the final accom-

plishment of his undertaking ; there would not be

wanting those who would ridicule his conduct, and

Avould do all that lay in their power by argument
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to dissuade him from his purpose. They would,

iu all probability, remind him of the stability of

nature ; how every thing", from the most antiquated

records of time, had gone on just as they at that

time saw them. The rising and setting of the sun,

the changes of the moon, the regular appearances

of the stars, the return of the seasons, summer and

winter, seed-time and harvest ; and in fact every

known and obvious operation of nature would be

pointed out to give strength to their own wisdom,

to remove the unnecessary fears of Noah, and to

show the uselessness of his project. The multitude

would deride, and the philosophers of that day

would reason, till the lightnings began to quiver,

the thunders to roll, and the waters to descend
;

then the horror and dismay which we may well

suppose would seize their minds, would just allow

them time to throw a momentary glance at the

total insufficiency of mere human reason, when op-

posed to the simple commands and authoritative

declarations of Heaven.

In Abraham's offering up his son Isaac upon the

altar, we find another remarkable instance of faith;

and it shows us in a clear and singularly forcible

manner, how a command or order becomes invest-

ed with a moral power and sacredness, from the
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mere circumstance of its being- commanded. Ab-

raham's situation, as to his paying- implicit obedi-

ence to the commands of God, was somewhat dif-

ferent from that of Noah's. The latter was fully

informed of the earth's inundation, and of the ter-

rible effects and calamities which would befal all

those who had no place of refug-e to fly to ; and it

is but reasonable to suppose, that self-interest would

have a considerable influence in prompting- him to

pay more attention to the divine injunction, than

he might otherwise have done, had that injunction

not been coupled with a promise of a g-racious and

merciful deliverance to himself and his family. But

in Abraham's case the matter assumes a different as-

pect. Here the command was not coupled with

any g-ood to be obtained, nor any evil to be averted.

It was a simple and naked command, issued forth

for no visible end or purpose. The language of

Scripture is strikingly authoritative on this occasion.

In the 22d chapter of Genesis we find that God

commanded Abraham, saying, " Take now thy son,

thine only son Isaac, whom thou lovest, and get

thee into the land of Moriah ; and offer him there for

a burnt-offering upon one of the mountains which

I will tell thee of." The ready and implicit obe-

dience which this order called forth on the part of
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Abraham is not less pointedly shown in the follow-

ing- words,—" And Abraham rose up early in the

morning-, and saddled his ass, and took two of his

young men with him, and Isaac his son ; and clave

the wood for the burnt-offering, and rose up, and

went into the place of which God had told him.

Then, on the third day, Abraham lifted up his eyes,

and saw the place afar off. And Abraham said

unto his young men. Abide ye here with the ass

;

and I and the lad will go yonder and worship, and

come again to you. And Abraham took the wood

of the burnt-offering, and laid it upon Isaac his son ;

and he took the fire in his hand, and a knife ; and

they went both of them together. And Isaac spake

unto Abraham his father, and said, My father ; and

he said, Here am I, my son. And he said. Behold

the fire and the wood ; but where is the lamb for a

burnt-offering ? And Abraham said, My son, God

will provide himself a lamb for a burnt-offering ; so

they went both of them together. And they came

to the place which God told them of; and Abra-

ham built an altar there, and laid the wood in or-

der ; and bound Isaac his son, and laid him on the

altar upon the wood. And Abraham stretched

forth his hand, and took the knife to slay his son."

It will not, I think, be pretended that this divine
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order was clothed with any thing- like moral fitness

or propriety ; nay, the very contrary was the case
;

for we may truly say, that the command in itself,

or abstractly considered, was improper, and moral-

ly unfit, in the very highest degree. And it is on

this account, and this alone, that Abraham is plac-

ed in so imposing- an attitude, and commands so

large a portion of our admiration and esteem.

This remarkable devotedness to the will of God

has attained for him the appropriate appellation of

" the Father of thefaithful:'

Many similar instances to those mentioned,

though less striking, might be brought forward

from the Scriptures, all tending to exemplify that

spirit and frame of mind with which we should re-

ceive the intimations of events and commands,

which may be sent to us from above. But we

will here just mention another which occurs in the

beginning of the first chapter of St. Luke's Gospel.

This lesson relates to the birth of John the Baptist.

The angel Gabriel intimates to Zacharias, that his

wife should conceive and bear a son, who should

be a great and holy man, and the forerunner of one

still more holy and mighty than himself. But the

old man wanted to know hotv these things could

be, seeing that he could not exactly perceive the
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reason for them, and also that their accomplish-

ment seemed, in his eyes, to be in opposition to

the established order of nature. And what more

natural than his question to the angel ? and how

modestly and humbly was that question put ? yet

how severe the rebuke !
*' And behold thou shalt

be dumb, and not able to speak, until the day that

these things shall be performed, because thou be-

lievest not my words, which shall be fulfilled in their

season."

The authoritative manner in which the tables of"

the law were promulgated from Mount Sinai, is

quite in unison with the doctrine taught in Scrip-

ture, as to the implicit obedience we should yield to

the rules and commands found therein. All the

external circumstances mentioned in Exodus, rela-

tive to this important event, were calculated to ex-

cite, in the minds of the Jews, the most profound

awe and reverence ; and to repress in their minds

every feeling or suggestion of speculative curiosity,

as to the reasons, or suitableness, or fitness, of the

law so given to them. The people and the priests

were commanded to stand at the outskirts of the

mountain, on pain of instant death ; Moses and

Aaron being alone chosen as the channels of com-

munication between the Deity and people, and the

VOL. II. z
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instruments of conveying- this divine code of laws

to mankind. This legislative announcement was

accompanied with thunder and lightning- ; the

smoking of the mountain ; the shaking- of the earth-

quake ; the shrill voice of the trumpet ; and, in

fact, with every circumstance which the imag-ina-

tion of man can conceive, calculated to g-ive an idea

of the most perfect authority and power of the law-

giver, and of that implicit obedience and humble

submission which were required of all those for

whom this law was promulgated.

Thus we have endeavoured to prove that the

plain declarations of Scripture teach us, that we

are to look upon the commands found in the Bible,

as clothed with moral obligation, from the mere cir-

cumstance of their being commanded. And sup-

posing that there may be some speculative difficul-

ties in demonstrating how an order or command can

be morally binding, from the mere authority which

imposes it ; is not every theory of morals, which the

wit of man has yet invented, encircled with simi-

lar difficulties ? Do we see hoiu moral obligation

arises from the eternal fitnesses of tilings, or from

symimthyy or from henevolence , or from self-love, or

from a moral sense, or from moral emotion, or from

association ? or, indeed, from any other principle
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which has been made the ground-work of a system,

save the pure will of God ? Let a person ponder

upon these questions ; let him turn them over in his

mind, and view them in every possible lig'ht; he will

see that there is no more difficulty involved in the

theory, that the communicated will of an infinitely

superior Being" must be a rule of conduct to an in-

ferior creature, than there is to be found in any

theory of moral action that philosophy can produce.

And even granting, for the sake of the arg-ument,

that the objections drawn from reason against the

doctrine, that all moral obligation is ultimately re-

solvable into the will of God, be as numerous and

formidable as against any other system of specula-

tive morality ; is there not a great preponderating-

influence given to the former theory, from its

squaring in so completely with the general scope

and tendency of that book, which we maintain con-

tains that very revealed will of our Creator to us

his children ? Is this consideration not sufficient

of itself to shew us where the superior degree of

evidence lies, and to what conclusions we should

come to respecting those principles on which we

ought to rest our speculative opinions of moral ac-

tion?

But I think I hear some of my readers urging,

by way of objection to these remarks, that though
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they were to acquiesce in the doctrine that the moral

rules found in the Scriptures owed their obligatory

character to the Divine command which accom-

panies them
;
yet this concession would not go to

prove that those principles of moral obligation

which are grounded on our nature, and form part

of our very organization, independent ofany direct

revelation from heaven, ought to be referred also to

the will of God. But to this it may be observed, that

the laws ofnature^ as the natural principles of mo-

rality are commonly called, cannot be referred to

any other source than to the will of the Almighty.

It was from His power that they have all derived

their existence ; and no reason can be assigned for

their existence, than that it has so pleased Him to

make them as we find them. We may, and it is

quite agreeable to His revealed word thatwe should,

assume, that the glorification of His own attributes,

and the ultimate happiness of His creatures, are the

grand final ends of the moral arrangements of the

world ; but, at the same time, we would do well to

remember, that the nature and degrees of this final

glorification and happiness, can never be understood

by us in our present condition ; and, therefore, we

cannot make our very limited knowledge on these

subjects a foundation for all virtuous action and re-

ligious obedience.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

A BRIEF NOTICE OF THE MORALITY OF THE
SCRIPTURES.

In this concluding- chapter, it may prove of ad-

vantag-e to take a brief glance of the leading features

of Scriptural morality. It is not to be expected that

any thing new or original can be advanced on this

subject ; as it has exercised the talents and ingenui-

ty of many eminent individuals, for numerous gene-

rations which have passed away. Without entering

into any discussion on the peculiar doctrines of the

Scriptures, to illustrate and explain which doctrines

belong to the province of the divine ; we will here

hazard a few general remarks, which may not, per-

haps, be considered an altogether unseasonable close

to the contents of these volumes.

We are to look upon the Scriptures as the most

ancient moral writings we possess ; and, on this ac-
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count, tliey are justly entitled to our attentive con-

sideration. AVhatever claims other writinsfs of a

profane kind have advanced for a corresponding or

even a greater antiquity, they are in all cases

grounded upon such fictions and improbable state-

ments, that we run no risk of injuring the cause of

truth by discarding them altogether. There are

undoubtedly dilferences in opinion among Christian

authors, as to the precise period of time when the

Scriptures were written, as well as when the princi-

pal events therein related actually took place.

These conflicting opinions, however, arise chiefly

from the difi"erent copies of the Scriptures, which

have been taken as the foundation for various chro-

nological systems. These copies are three in num-

ber,—the common Hebrew Scriptures, the Sa-

maritan, and the Septuagint or Greek version

of them. The chronological discordances found

amon^ manv writers, orisfinate from the difi'erent

statements of the Patriarchal genealogies which are

given in these respective copies of the inspired books.

But the reader would do well to bear in mind that

the difterences in statement, as to the age of the

world, and time when the principal events in it took

place, do not, according to the most respectable

writers in chronology, extend beyond a few centu-
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ries at most ; and, therefore, no sceptical conclusions

are fairly deducible from these contrary opinions ;

nor ought we to set the less value on the moral doc-

trines contained in these sacred books, merely be-

cause a few writers, who have laudably devoted

much time and research to the subject, are not able

to agree as to the fractional portion of time when

these valuable writings were composed, or the lead-

ing events they record took place.

In perusing the Scriptures, we readily perceive a

great difference between them, and other moral

works which have come under our notice, in the

total absence of all speculative theories and refined

disquisitions. The only principle into which the de-

clarations, maxims, and counsels, contained in the

Bible are resolved, is the power or the will of God.

This is the only thing like a philosophical theory

which is incorporated with every portion of the

book, and to which we are called upon to give an

implicit assent. But it is this theory which gives to

the Scriptures their great and manifest superiority

over every other book on moral subjects. Instead of

demonstrating the truth of moral maxims and princi-

ples, and enforcing their obligation by the intricate and

circuitous route of profound speculations and long

chains of reasonings, we have here the voice of God
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himself; of that Being- whose existence, power, and

g-oodness, are pointed ovit to us by every surround-

ing object, and by every feeling and impulse of the

human heart. Here a powerful and overwhelming

interest is imparted to every moral duty ; which no

system of human ethics can possibly possess. It is

the knowledge of the existence and attributes of the

Deity which must ever give to the morality of the

Scriptures the highest possible degree of interest to

human beings, and must be at all times a most for-

midable check upon the conduct of those who })ay

attention to their contents, with a view of making

them the rule and guide of their life.

The morality of the Bible is vastly comprehen-

sive, yet expressed with singular conciseness, easily

understood, and of a very authoritative character.

The language is at once the most simple and most

beautiful which the best cultivated intellectual nature

can conceive. Its composition is like nothing but

itself. The Scripture writings possess a peculiarity

of style, which the ordinary language of literary

criticism is totally inadequate to express. We here

search in vain for words to express our ideas. Every

attempt at description must be imperfect ; and all

imitations must come infinitely short of the excel-

lencies of the original. Let the brightest genius the
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world ever saw try his pen at an imitation of these

works, in the mere matter of writing, (setting- aside

the valuable knowledge they contain,) and his efforts

will bear in the comparison about the same rela-

tion to the original, that a wretched sign-post does

to a highly-finished painting by a first-rate master.

What an inexhaustible source of pleasure do the

Scriptures present to those who are ardent admirers

of poetic beauty and sublimity in thought and lan-

guage. Here, no other works, however eminent,

have any claims to be placed in competition with

them. The Hebrew poetry is justly entitled to the

epithet of inspiration ; a term which the depraved

taste, and the gross ignorance of the world at large,

have too often applied to the bacchanalian reveries,

the impure suggestions, the wild rhapsodies, and the

worse than childish puerilities which have emanat-

ed from the ill-regulated imaginations of drunkards

and profligates. To give specimens from the Scrip-

tures, would be to transcribe three-fourths of their

contents ; but I would merely ask the lover of pro-

fane descriptive poetry, where he will find, either

q,mong ancient or modern writers, so many noble

images as are collected together in only one psalm,

the hundred and fourth ? I venture to affirm that

he could not present us, from as many volumes as
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there are verses in this psahii, such a constenatioii

of poetic beauties as is here exhibited in this short

piece of scriptural writing. This opinion may,

perhaps, excite the scornful smile of the poetic wit-

ling" of the alehouse or the tavern ; but the man of

good feeling, and of genuine taste for the sublime,

will cheerfully acquiesce in its truth. These re-

marks are put forth without the most distant view of

throwing the slightest discredit on the perusal of

real poetry of any age or country ; but only to im-

press upon the reader's attention, that while he may

be laudably cultivating an acquaintance with a noble

art, he will find it of advantage not altogether to

overlook that book, which contains such a rich

store of that kind of poetry, which at once delights

the mind and improves the heart.

We are to consider the scriptures as the only

sure foundation for equitable laws among mankind.

The civil benefits we daily derive from them are of

incalculable value. Though no particular form of

government is recommended in the Bible, we are

to recollect that the seeds or germs of every rational

system of civil liberty and authority, are to be found

there, and non^Jiere else. The principles of jus-

tice—the political obligations between the governors

and the governed, are laid down with a clearness.
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a minuteness, and sacredness, which must ever im-

press those who make themselves acquainted with

them, with a deep conviction of their paramount

worth and importance. The generality of writers,

as well as the world at large, are too apt to take a

limited and partial view of the scriptures, by con-

sidering them exclusively intended for theological

purposes, and that they have only an incidental

or indirect application to our civil duties and privi-

leges. But this is an error which a bare perusal of

the sacred volume would be sufficient to correct.

Man's political welfare is as sedulously and care-

fully watched over as his social and religious ; and

the former is as frequently dwelt upon, both in the

way of precept and example, as the latter.

It would lead to a very interesting, though in

this place by far too extended an inquiry, to point

out the degree of influence which the moral prin-

ciples of the Scriptures has exercised since their ge-

neral promulgation over the civil liberties of man-

kind. There is a notion prevailing in the minds of

the great mass of mankind, that liberty is a plant

that grows up spontaneously out of the natural re-

sources of our social nature, and its successful cul-

tivation may be carried on ^yithout any direct or

indirect assistance from the Bible. But how slender
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arc the grounds for such an opinion as this ! The

whole history of political philosophy is in opposi-

tion to it. What was the condition of man as a

social being before the general dissemination of the

Scriptures ? What notions of liberty, of just and

equal laws, and of willing and cheerful obedience

to them, prevailed in the minds of mankind ante-

rior to their knowledge of scriptural morality ?

Shall we look to ancient Greece and Rome, the

seats of philosophy and literature, for sound and

humane principles of legislation ? Alas ! what po-

litical ignorance, barbarism, and misrule lurked

under the imperial purple, the decrees of the Am-

phictyonic counsel, and the republican codes of

Sparta and of Athens ! If an important legislative

maxim found its way, either by accident or by dint

of well-directed genius, into the minds of the ancient

lawgivers, they scarcely knew its use or application.

It was either pushed beyond its legitimate bound-

aries, or fell powerless from their hands for want

of sufficient authority. Thus it is, that the best

organized governments of ancient times, under

whatever name they might be denominated, present

to us nothing but an unwieldy mass of human be-

ings ; kept together, not by virtue of any thing

worthy of the name of political wisdom and justice,
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but merely by the force of those strong- and in-

stinctive feelings of human nature, which we in

common possess with many of the inferior orders

of creation.

When men have been long- accustomed to expe-

rience the benefits and pleasures of any thing-, they

are naturally but too apt to withdraw their minds

from the contemplation of the sources from which

they spring-, or the hand which bestows them.

Precisely so is it with men in regard to the vahie and

importance of the Scriptures. Could we take a

comprehensive view of both the direct and indirect

influence which have been derived from the Bible,

in the framing of the laws and institutions of every

civilized country in Europe ; and particularly in

the making of the laws of our own nation, which

have been so long and justly extolled for their wis-

dom and humanity, and which have raised the

British name far beyond that of any other people ;

we should then be in a situation to make a proper

estimate of the inspired volume, and set a suitable

value upon its singularly wise and wholesome prin-

ciples and suggestions. With what enthusiasm do

we hear all the most celebrated writers on juris-

prudence over the whole world, and particularly

the writers on the fundamental laws of our own
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country, whose names are every moment on our

lips as oracles of legal wisdom and authority, speak

of the value of the Scriptures ; and how studiously

careful are they to reverence the injunctions they

contain, and to point out to mankind the advan-

tages derived from the laws of a state being-

grounded upon their commands and authoritative

declarations ! We have only to look into Grotius,

Puffendorf, Bacon, Haile, Coke, Lyttleton, and

many other eminent writers on jurisprudence and

civil and criminal law, to be fully satisfied of what

is here stated. Indeed every writer on the general

principles of civil and criminal legislation, without

almost a single exception, declare they have no

foundation for any wise, enlightened, and humane

system of legal philosophy, but what the Scriptures

afford them. They resolve their principles, pre-

cedents, and authorities into the word of God ; and

consider a quotation from that word as quite deci-

sive of the wisdom or expediency of any system of

law, either general or particular. These writers

say in substance, " here is the Bible ; hear what it

has to say on such and such questions ; we must be

governed by its decisions, and must consider its

authority beyond the reach of any human appeal."

It is impossible to estimate the amount of evil
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which mankind would experience in their civil ca-

pacity, were the Scriptures no longer considered

of divine origin, nor constituted the ultimate stand-

ard of all moral and political obligation. All re-

verence for the laws would cease ; for the lawgiver

would have only his own authority, or the mere

glimmerings of what he might style the law of na-

ture, to enforce his commands ; while those who

had to obey the laws would soon have every just

and equitable principle banished from their minds,

and every sacred feeling obliterated from their bo-

soms. The whole fabric of society would soon go

to pieces, if men were removed beyond the sphere

of the public and private sanctions of Scrijjtural

morality.

It has sometimes been urged against the morality

of the Scriptures, that it gives too much counte-

nance to the doctrines of passive obedience and

non-resistance ; and is, therefore, not favourable to

civil liberty. There never was any objection more

groundless than this. It is true that the Scriptures

every way recommend our ready and cheerful obe-

dience to the laws of the state ; but this obedience

is only conditional, and rests upon this principle,

that these laws are just in themselves, equitably ad-

ministered, and productive of good to the great
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body of the people. Tyrants of every grade, from

the man who sways the imperial sceptre, down to

the being- who is in the situation to have one hu-

man creature under his authoritv, are denounced

as being- hateful in the sight of the Almightv ; and

instances almost without number are given of the

severe punishments which have been awarded to

them for violating the principles of justice and hu-

manity, and abusing the trust reposed in them. The

care which is manifested throug-hout the whole of

the Bible for the poor and the distressed—those

who in every state are destitute of the means of a

comfortable existence, and are therefore in a con-

dition the most likely to fall the frequent victims to

private and public oppression—is singularly humane

and paternal. And this care is often expressed in

such moving and beautiful language, that he must

have a curiously-constructed mind indeed, that is

not deeply aifected by its tender and benevolent

accents.

We esteem it a most important duty, as members

of a civil community, to watch over Mith the ut-

most vigilance and care those general and vital

principles of policy on which the whole social con-

tract rests, and which equally secure the rights

and privileges of the many who have to obey, as
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well as the power and authority of the few who are

appointed to rule and govern. The interest we

feel in preserving- those principles from outrage,

either from popular fury or tyrannical power, stands

so high in our estimation, that we place it at the

head of the list in our catalogue of moral virtues
;

and the man who lays down his life for the inviola-

bility of these public principles, is designated, and

very properly too, a martyr to his country's wel-

fare, and a friend to all mankind. In conformity,

therefore, with these o})inions and sentiments, how

ardently ought we to venerate the Scriptures, which

contain, not merely principles for the social welfare

of this particular nation or of that, but the char-

tered liberties of the whole human race ! But such

is the inconsistency and waywardness of the human

mind, that it is no uncommon thing to see persons

of talents and influence labouring most disinterest-

edly to obtain or preserve the benefits of general

liberty, and who are really desirous of improving

the condition of all around them
;
yet at the very

same time, and in the very same breath, ridicule

and contemn the sanctuary of divine truth and jus-

tice, and trample under foot those sacred maxims

of equity, and rules of moral obligation, without

which, the civil liberties they are contending for,

VOL. II. 'Z A
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and the schemes of social amelioration in which

they are embarked, can only prove delusive and

empty phantoms

!

We have hitherto looked at what may be termed

only one of the features of Christian morality, that

of its political or judicial influence. We have dwelt

upon this view of the subject rather fully, for this

reason, that the benefits we derive from the Scrip-

tures, as members of a civil community or state,

have been too much of late thrown into the back

ground, both by political and moral writers. But

it ought to be borne in mind by the reader, that the

happy influence of the Bible upon the private cha-

racter of individuals, ought also to form a very im-

portant element in our estimation of the value and

excellencies of Christian ethics. To dwell, how-

ever, upon this division of the subject, would be

altogether unnecessary here, as there are so many

valuable works, particularly in our own country,

which have descanted at considerable length, and

with great force and eloquence, upon the beneficial

influence of Christianity upon the life and conduct

of its professors.

I do, therefore, with all due submission, earnestly

recommend a careful and diligent perusal and study

of the Scriptures to every general reader, as well
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US to the student of moral philosophy, ludepend-

oiit of the peculiar doctrines taught therein—doc-

trines which will always be considered of vast and

})aramount importance to every human being- ; we

will find a great benefit, even in an intellectual

})oint of view, from consulting the records of divine

truth, with a proper feeling, and a candid attention

to their merits. I am fully convinced that there is

a much closer connexion between mental superi-

ority, and a belief in the Scriptures, than is com-

monly imagined. Sceptical modes of thinking have

a direct and natural tendency to beget a captious,

quibbling, sophistical habit ; to create and foster

literary arrogance and conceit ; to destroy what-

ever is candid and ingenuous in controversial war-

fare ; to make the mind diminutive, rickety, and

distorted ; to induce men to set a higher value on

crotchety sophisms than on the inspirations of real

wisdom and science ; to make them more eager to

puzzle and bewilder than to convince and instruct

;

to lead them to view questions of great and ac-

knowledged interest to the species with coldness,

apathy, and distrust ; to throw a gloom and cloudi-

ness over the whole mind ; to cause men to take

delight in picking holes in the garment of know-

ledge, instead of endeavouring to multiply its shel-
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tering folds over their race ; to mistake verbal

wranglings, and snarlish disputations, as certain in-

dications of real talent and genius ; to make men

slaves to ambitious singularities and mental eccen-

tricities ; and, in one word, the general and most

valuable of our mental principles become paralyzed

and enfeebled, by a constant habit of frivolous

doubting, and minute fastidiousness as to the de-

gree of evidence required to produce firm and ra-

tional conviction on subjects of vital importance.

On the other hand, where the Scriptures are em-

braced with that sincerity, heartiness, and singleness

of mind, to which their manifest importance so justly

entitles them, we will perceive a comprehensiveness,

a vigour, and elasticity given to our minds, which

cannot fail to place us on the vantage ground, what-

ever branch of knowledge we may choose to culti-

vate, or to excel in. The mind, no longer gropping

its way through the hazy and murky atmosphere of

doubt and uncertainty, advances with a firm and

confident step, under the bright and irradiating in-

fluence of the sun of truth. By the contemplation

of whatever is grand and sublime in doctrine, and

pure and simple in precept, our minds are naturally

led, by our established constitution, to spread them-

selves into a wider compass ; to improve their vari-
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ous powers or faculties, by giving them an enlarged

sphere of action ; to dwell upon what is great,

noble, and excellent ; to pursue our course with

freedom and boldness, unencumbered with bab-

bling sophistries, and cheered with the consolatory

reflection, that we are engaged in promoting what-

ever is esteemed among mankind fair, honourable,

and praiseworthy.

THE END.
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